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T^ ILMENY looked up with a lovely grace.
JV But nae smile was seen on Kilmeny's face

;

As still was her look, and as still was her ee.

As the stillness that lay on the emerant lea,

Or the mist that sleeps on a waveless sea.

Such beauty bard may never declare,

For there was no pride nor passion there i

Her seymar was the lily flower.

And her cheek the moss-rose in the shower;

And her voice like the distant melodye

Itiat floats along the twilight sea."

— Tke Queen's IVake

Jambs Hogg
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KILMENY OF THE
ORCHARD

CHAPTER I

** THE THOUGHTS OF YOUTH

THE sunshine of a day in early

spring, honey pale and honey

sweet, was showering over the

red brick buildings of Queenslea College

and the grounds about them, throwing

through the bare, budding maples and

ehns, delicate, evasive etchings of gold

and brown on the paths, and coaxing into

life the daffodils that were peering

greenly and perkily up under the windows
of the co-eds^ dressing-room.

A yoimg April wind, as fresh and sweet

as if it had been blowing over the fields

of memory instead of through dingy
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streets, was purring in the tree-tops and

whipping the loose tendrils of the ivy net-

work which covered the front of the main

building. It was a wind that sang of

many things, but what it sang to each

listener was only what was in that lis-

tener's heart. To the college students

who had j*st been capped and diplomad

by *^ Old Oharlie, " the grave president of

Queenslea, in the presence of an admiring

throng of parents and sisters, sweethearts

and friends, it sang, perchance, of glad

hope and shining success and high

achievement. It sang of the dreams of

youth that may never be quite fulfilled,

but are well worth the dreaming for all

that. God help the man who has never

known such dreams—who, as he leaves

his alma mater, is not already rich in

aerial castles, the proprietor of many
a spacious estate in Spain. He has missed

his birthright.

The crowd streamed out of the entrance

hall and scattered over the campus, fray-
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ing off into the many streets beyond.

Eric Marshall and David Baker walked

away together. The former had gradu-

ated in Arts that day at the head of his

class ; the latter had come to see the grad-

uation, nearly bursting with pride in

Ericas success.

Between these two was an old and tried

and enduring friendship, although David

was ten years older than Eric, as the mere

tale of years go, and a hundred years

older in knowledge of the struggles and

difficulties of life which age a man far

more quickly and effectually than the

passing of time.

Physically the two men bore no resem-

blance to one another, although they were

second cousins. Eric Marshall, tall,

broad-shouldered, sinewy, walking with

a free, easy stride, which was somehow
suggestive of reserve strength and power,

was one of those men regarding whom
less-favoured mortals are tempted seri-

ously to wonder why all the gifts of for-

3
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tune should be showered on one individ-

ual. He was not only clever and good to

look upon, but he possessed that indefin-

able charm of personality which is quite

independent of physical beauty or mental

ability. He had steady, grayish-blue

eyes, dark chestnut hair with a glint of

gold in its waves when the sunlight struck

it, and a chin that gave the world assur-

ance of a chin. He was a rich man's son,

with a clean young manhood behind him

and splendid prospects before him. He
was considered a practical sort of fellow,

utterly guiltless of romantic dreams and

visions of any sort.

" I am afraid Eric Marshall will never

do one quixotic thing," said a Queenslea

professor, who had a habit of uttering

B^rather mysterious epigrams, ^* but if he

eveivdoes it will supply the one thing lack-

ing in'^im.'*

l^vidteaker was a short, stocky fellow

with an ugly, irregular, charming face;

his eyes were brown and keen and secre-

4
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tive ; his mouth had a comical twist which

became sarcastic, or teasing, or winning,

as he willed. His voice was generally as

soft and musical as a woman's; but some

few who had seen David Baker right-

eously angry and heard the tones which

then issued from his lips were in no hurry

to have the experience repeated.

He was a doctor—a specialist in

troubles of the throat and voice—and he

was beginning to have a national reputa-

tion. He was on the staff of the Queens-

lea Medical College and it was whispered

that before long he would be called to fill

an important vacancy at McGill.

He had won his way to success through

difficulties and drawbacks which would

have daunted most men. In the year Eric

was bom David Baker was an errand boy

in the big department store of Marshall

& Company. Thirteen years later he

graduated with high honours from

Queenslea Medical College. Mr. Marshall

had given him all the help which David's

5
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Sturdy pride could be induced to accept,
and now lie insisted on sending the young
man abroad for a post-graduate course in
London and Germany. David had even-
tually repaid every cent Mr. Marshall had
expended on him; but he never ceased to
cherish a passionate gratitude to the kind
and ^generous man; and he loved that
man's son with a love surpassing that of
brothers.

He had followed Eric's college course
with keen, watchful interest. It was his
wish that Eric should take up the study
of law or medicine now that he was
through Arts; and he was greatly disap-
pointed that Eric should have finally
made up his mind to go into business with
his father.

'' It's a clean waste of your talents," he
grumbled, as they walked home from the
college. '' You'd win fame and distinc-
tion in law-that glib tongue of yours was
meant for a lawyer and it is sheer flying
in the face of Providence to devote it to

6
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commercial uses—a flat crossing of the

purposes of destiny. Where is your am-

bition, man? "

** In the right place/' answered Eric,

with his ready laugh. '* It is not your

kind, perhaps, but there is room and need

for all kinds in this lusty young country

of olirs. Yes, I am going into the business.

In the first place, it has been father's

cherished desire ever since I was bom,
and it would hurt him pretty badly if I

backed out now. He wished me to take

an Arts course because he believed that

every man should have as liberal an edu-

cation as he can afford to get, but now
that I have had it he wants me in the

firm."
** He wouldn't oppose you if he thought

you really wanted to go in for something

else."

*^ Not he. But I don't really want to—
that's the point, David, man. You hate a

business life so much yourself that you
can't get it into your blessed noddle that

7
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another man might like it. There are

many lawyers in the world—too many,

perhaps—but there are never too many
good honest men of business, ready to do

clean big things for the betterment of

humanity and the upbuilding of their

coimtry, to plan great enterprises and

carry them through with brain and (four-

age, to manage and control, to aim high

and strike one's aim. There, I'm waxing

eloquent, so I'd better stop. But ambi-

tion, man! Why, I'm full of it—it's bub-

bling in every pore of me. I mean to

make the department store of Marshall &
Company famous from ocean to ocean.

Father started in life as a poor boy from

a Nova Scotian farm. He has built up a

business that has a provincial reputation.

I mean to carry it on. In five years it

shall have a maritime reputation, in ten,

a Canadian. I want to make the firm of

Marshall & Company stand for something

big in the commercial interests of Can-

ada. Isn't that as honourable an ambi-

8
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tion as trying to make black seem white

in a court of law, or discovering some new
disease with a harrowing name to tor-

ment poor creatures who might otherwise

die peacefully in blissful ignorance of

what ailed them? ^'

*' When you begin to make poor jokes

it is time to stop arguing with you/^ said

David, with a shrug of his fat shoulders.

*' Go your own gait and dree your own
weird. I'd as soon expect success in try-

ing to storm the citadel single-handed as

in trying to turn you from any course

about which you had once made up your

mind. Whew, this street takes it out of

a fellow! What could have possessed our

ancestors to run a town up the side of a

hill? I'm not so slim and active as I was

on my graduation day ten years ago. By
the way, what a lot of co-eds were in your

class—twenty, if I counted right. When
I graduated there were only two ladies in

our class and they were the pioneers of

their sex at Queenslea. They were well

9
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past their first youth, very grim and angu-

lar and serious; and they could never

have been on speaking terms with a mir-

ror in their best days. But mark you,

they were excellent females— oh, very ex-

cellent. Times have changed with a ven-

geance, judging from the line-up of co-eds

to-day. There was one girl there who
can't be a day over eighteen—and she

looked as if she were made out of gold

and roseleaves and dewdrops.^'
^* The oracle speaks in poetry,"

laughed Eric. ** That was Florence Per-

cival, who led the class in mathematics,

as I'm a living man. By many she is con-

sidered the beauty of her class. I can't

say that such is my opinion. I don't

greatly care for that blonde, babyish style

of loveliness—I prefer Agnes Campion.

Did you notice her—the tall, dark girl

with the ropes of hair and a sort of crim-

son, velvety bloom on her face, who took

honours in philosophy? "

** I did notice her," said David em-

lO
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phatically, darting a keen side glance at

his friend. '^ I noticed her most particu-

larly and critically—for someone whis-

pered her name behind me and coupled it

with the exceedingly interesting informa-

tion that Miss Campion was supposed to

be the future Mrs. Eric Marshall. Where-

upon I stared at her with all my eyes."

** There is no truth in that report," said

Eric in a tone of annoyance. ** Agnes

and I are the best of friends and nothing

more. I like and admire her more than

any woman I know; but if the future

Mrs. Eric Marshall exists in^the flesh I

haven't met her yet. I haven't even

started out to look for her—and don't in-

tend to for some years to come. I have
^

something else to think of,
'

' he concluded,

in a tone of contempt, for which anyone

might have known he would be punished

sometime if Cupid were not deaf as well

as blind.

" You'll meet the lady of the fuifull

some day," said David dryly. ** And ii\

II

i
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spite of your scorn I venture to predict

that if fate doesn't bring her before long

you'll very soon start out to look for her.

A word of advice, oh, son of your mother.

When you go courting take your common
sense with you."

'^ Do you think I shall be likely to leave

it behind? " asked Eric amusedly.
*^ Well, I mistrust you," said David,

sagely wagging his head. " The Lowland

Scotch part of you is all right, but there's

a Celtic streak in you, from that little

Highland grandmother of yours, and

when a man has that there's never any

knowing where it will break out, or what

dance it will lead him, especially when it

comes to this love-making business. You
are just as likely as not to lose your head

over some little fool or shrew for the sake

of her outward favour and make yourself

miserable for life. When you pick you a

wife please remember that I shall reserve

the right to pass a candid opinion on her."
** Pass all the opinions you like, but it

12
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is my opinion, and mine only, whicli will

matter in the long run,'' retorted Eric.

^^ Confound you, yes, you stubborn off-

shoot of a stubborn breed," growled

David, looking at him affectionately. *^ I

know that, and that is why I'll never feel

at ease about you until I see you married

to the right sort of a girl. She's not hard

to find. Nine out of ten girls in this

country of ours are fit for kings' palaces.

But the tenth always has to be reckoned

with."
'* You are as bad as Clever Alice in the

fairy tale who worried over the future of

her unborn children," protested Eric.

'* Clever Alice has been very imjustly

laughed at," said David gravely. *^ We
doctors know that. Perhaps she overdid

the worrying business a little, but she was
perfectly right in principle. If people

worried a little more about their unborn

children— at least, to the extent of pro-

viding a proper heritage, physically, men-

tally, and morally, for them—and then

13
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stopped worrying about them after they

are born, this world would be a very much
pleasanter place to live in, and the human
race would make more progress in a gen-

eration than it has done in recorded his-

tory.''

** Oh, if you are going to mount your

dearly beloved hobby of heredity I am not

going to argue with you, David, man.

But as for the matter of urging me to

hasten and marry me a wife, why don't

you "— It was on Eric's lips to say,

<< Why don't you get married to a girl of

the right sort yourself and set me a good

example? " But he checked himself. He
knew that there was an old sorrow in

David Baker's life which was not to be

unduly jarred by the jests even of privi-

leged friendship. He changed his ques-

tion to, ^' Why don't you leave this on the

knees of the gods where it properly be-

longs ? I thought you were a firm believer

in predestination, David."
" Well, so I am, to a certain extent,"

14
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said David cautiously. '' I believe, as an

excellent old aunt of mine used to say,

that what is to be will be and what isn't

to be happens sometimes. And it is pre-

cisely such unchancy happenings that

make the scheme of things go wrong. I

dare say you think me an old fogy, Eric;

but I know something more of the world

than you do, and I believe, with Tenny-

son's Arthur, that * there's no more subtle

master under heaven than is the maiden

passion for a maid.' I want to see you

safely anchored to the love of some good

woman as soon as may be, that's all. I'm
rather sorry Miss Campion isn't your

lady of the future. I liked her looks, that

I did. She is good and strong and true—
and has the eyes of a woman who could

love in a way that would be worth while.

Moreover, she's well-bom, well-bred, and
well-educated—three very indispensable

things when it comes to choosing a woman
to fill your mother's place, friend of

mine! "

15
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** I agree with you," said Eric care-

lessly. ^' I could not marry any woman
who did not fulfil those conditions. But,

as I have said, I am not in love with Ag-

nes Campion—and it wouldn't be of any

use if I were. She is as good as engaged

to Larry West. You remember West*? "

** That thin, leggy fellow you chummed
with so much your first two years in

Queenslea? Yes, what has become of

him? "

*^ He had to drop out after his second

year for financial reasons. He is work-

ing his own way through college, you

know. For the past two years he has

been teaching school in some out-of-the-

way place over in Prince Edward Island.

He isn't any too well, poor fellow—never

was very strong and has studied remorse-

lessly. I haven't heard from him since

February. He said then that he was

afraid he wasn't going to be able to stick

it out till the end of the school year. I

hope Larry won't break down. He is a

i6
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fine fellow and worthy even of Agnes

Campion. Well, here we are. Coming in,

David? ''

*^ Not this afternoon—haven't got time.

I must mosey up to the North End to

see a man who has got a lovely throat.

Nobody can find out what is the matter.

He has puzzled all the doctors. He has

puzzled me, but I'll find out what is wrong

with him if he'll only live long enough."

17
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A LETTER OF DESTINY

ERIC, finding that his father had nol

yet returned from the college, weni

into the library and sat down tc

read a letter he had picked up from the

hall table. It was from Larry West, and

after the first few lines Eric's face iosi

the absent look it had worn and assumed

an expression of interest.

'' I am writing to ask a favour of you,

Marshall," wrote West. ^' The fact is,

I've fallen into the hands of the Philis-

tines—that is to say, the doctors. I've

not been feeling very fit all winter but

I've held on, hoping to finish out the

year.

^' Last week my landlady—who is a

saint in spectacles and calico—looked a1

me one morning at the breakfast table and

said, very gently, 'You must go to towi

i8
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to-morrow, Master, and see a doctor about

yourself.

'

'* I went and did not stand upon the

order of my going. Mrs. Williamson is

She-Who-Must-Be-Obeyed. She has an

inconvenient habit of making you realize

that she is exactly right, and that you

would be all kinds of a fool if you didn't

take her advice. You feel that what she

thinks to-day you will think to-morrow.
** In Charlottetown I consulted a doc-

tor. He punched and pounded me, and

poked things at me and listened at the

other end of them; and finally he said I

must stop work * immejutly and to onct '

and hie me straightway to a climate not

afflicted with the north-east winds of

Prince Edward Island in the spring. I

am not to be allowed to do any work until

the faU. Such was his dictum and Mrs.

Williamson enforces it.

'* I shall teach this week out and then

the spring vacation of three weeks begins.

1 want you to come over and take my
19
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place as pedagogue in the Lindsay school

for the last week in May and the month

of June. The school year ends then and

there will be plenty of teachers looking

for the place, but just now I cannot get a

suitable substitute. I have a couple o\

pupils who are preparing to try the

Queen's Academy entrance examinations,

and I don't like to leave them in the lurch

or hand them over to the tender mercies

of some third-class teacher who knows

little Latin and less Greek. Come ovei

and take the school till the end of the

term, you petted son of luxury. It will

do you a world of good to learn how ricl

a man feels when he is earning twenty-

five dollars a month by his own imaided

efforts

!

'* Seriously, Marshall, I hope you car

come, for I don't know any other felloT\

I can ask. The work isn't hard, thougi

you'll likely find it monotonous. 01

course, this little north-shore farming

settlement isn't a very lively place. The

20
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rising and setting of the sun are the most

exciting events of the average day. But

the people are very kind and hospitable;

and Prince Edward Island in the month

of June is such a thing as you don't often

see except in happy dreams. There are

some trout in the pond and you'll always

find an old salt at the harbour ready and

willing to take you out cod-fishing or lob-

stering.

^' I'll bequeath you my boarding house.

You'll find it comfortable and not further

from the school than a good constitu-

tional. Mrs. Williamson is the dearest

soul alive; and she is one of those old-

fashioned cooks who feed you on feasts

of fat things and whose price is above

rubies.

** Her husband, Robert, or Bob, as he is

commonly called despite his sixty years,

is quite a character in his way. He is an

amusing old gossip, with a turn for racy

comment and a finger in everybody's

pie. He knows everything about every-

21
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body in Lindsay for three generations

back.
*^ They have no living children, but Old

Bob has a black cat which is his especial

pride and darling. The name of this ani-

mal is Timothy and as such he must al-

ways be called and referred to. Never,

as you value Robert's good opinion, let

him hear you speaking of his pet as * the

cat,' or even as ' Tim.' You will never

be forgiven and he will not consider you

a fit person to have charge of the school.

** You shall have my room, a little place

over the kitchen, with a ceiling that fol-

lows the slant of the roof down one side,

against which you will bump your head

times innumerable until you learn to re-

n ember that it is there, and a looking

glass which will make one of your eyes

as small as a pea and the other as big as

an orange.

" But to compensate for these disad-

vantages the supply of towels is generous

and unexceptionable: and there is a win-

22
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dow whence you will daily behold an occi-

dental view over Lindsay Harbour and

the gulf beyond which is an unspeakable

miracle of beauty. The sun is setting

over it as I write and I see such * a sea of

glass mingled with fire ' as might have

figured in the visions of the Patmian seer.

A vessel is sailing away into the gold and

crimson and pearl of the horizon; the big

revolving light on the tip of the headland

beyond the harbour has just been lighted

and is winking and flashing like a beacon,

"'O'er the foam

Of perilous seas in faerie lands forlorn.'

"

** Wire me if you can come; and if you

can, report for duty on the twenty-third

ofMay.'^
^

Mr. Marshall, Senior, came in, just as

Eric was thoughtfully folding up his let-

ter. The former looked more like a be-

nevolent old clergyman or philanthropist

than the keen, shrewd, somewhat hard, al-

though just and honest, man of business

23
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that he really was. He had a round, rosy

face, fringed with white whiskers, a fine

head of long white hair, and a pursed-up

mouth. Only in his blue eyes was a twin-

kle that would have made any man who
designed getting the better of him in a

bargain think twice before he made the

attempt.

It was easily seen that Eric must have

inherited his personal beauty and distinc-

tion of form from his mother, whose pic-

ture hung on the dark wall between the

windows. She had died while still young,

when Eric was a boy of ten. During her

lifetime she had been the object of the

passionate devotion of both her husband

and son; and the fine, strong, sweet face

of the picture was a testimony that she

had been worthy of their love and rever-

ence. The same face, cast in a masculine

mould, was repeated in Eric ; the chestnut

hair grew off his forehead in the same

way; his eyes were like hers, and in his

grave moods they held a similar expres-

24
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sion, half brooding, half tender, in their

depths.

Mr. Marshall was very proud of his

son's success in college, but he had no in-

tention of letting him see it. He loved

this boy of his, with the dead mother's

eyes, better than anything on earth, and

all his hopes and ambitions were bound

up in him.

" Well, that fuss is over, thank good-

ness," he said testily, as he dropped into

his favourite chair.

*^ Didn't you find the programme inter-

esting? " asked Eric absently.

** Most of it was tommyrot," said his

father. ^* The only things I liked were

Charlie's Latin prayer and those pretty

little girls trotting up to get their di-

plomas. Latin is the language for pray-

ing in, I do believe,— at least, when a man
has a voice like Old Charlie's. There was
such a sonorous roll to the words that the

mere sound of them made me feel like

getting down on my marrow bones. And
25
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then those girls were as pretty as pinks,

now weren't they? Agnes was the finest-

looking of the lot in my opinion. I hope

it's true that you're courting her, Eric? "

** Confound it, father," said Eric, half

irritably, half laughingly, *' have you and

David Baker entered into a conspiracy to

hound me into matrimony whether I will

or no? "

^' I've never said a word to David

Baker on such a subject," protested Mr.

Marshall.
*' Well, you are just as bad as he is. He

hectored me all the way home from the

college on the subject. But why are you

in such a hurry to have me married,

dad? "

*' Because I want a homemaker in this

house as soon as may be. There has never

been one since your mother died. I am
tired of housekeepers. And I want to see

your children at my knees before I die,

Eric, and I'm an old man now."
*^ Well, your wish is natural, father,"

26
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said Eric gently, with a glance at his

mother's picture. *' But I can't rush out

and marry somebody off-hand, can I?

And I fear it wouldn't exactly do to ad-

vertise for a wife, even in these days of

commercial enterprise."

,

*^ Isn't there anybody you're fond of ?
"

queried Mr. Marshall, with the patient air

of a man who overlooks the frivolous jests

of youth.
** No. I never yet saw the woman who

could make my heart beat any faster."

" I don't know what you young men are

made of nowadays," growled his father.

** I was in love half a dozen times before

I was your age."

" You might have been *in love.' But

you never loved any woman until you met

my mother. I know that, father. And it

didn't happen till you were pretty well

on in life either."

" You're too hard to please. That's

what's the matter, that's what's the mat-

terl
"
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'' Perhaps I am. When a man has had

a mother like mine his standard of wom-
anly sweetness is apt to be pitched

pretty high. Let's drop the subject,

father. Here, I want you to read this

letter—it's from Larry."
*^ Humph! " grunted Mr. Marshall,

when he had finished with it.
^* So Lar-

ry's knocked out at last—always thought

he would be—always expected it. Sorry,

too. He was a decent fellow. Well, are

you going? "

^* Yes, I think so, if you don't ob-

ject."

** You'll have a pretty monotonous time

of it, judging from his account of Lind-

say."

" Probably. But I am not going over

in search of excitement. I'm going to

oblige Larry and have a look at the

Island.'^

" Well, it's worth looking at, some

parts of the year," conceded Mr. Mar-

shall. ^' When I'm on Prince Edward
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Island in the summer I always under-

stand an old Scotch Islander I met once

in Winnipeg. He was always talking of

* the Island. ' Somebody once asked him,

* What island do you mean? ' He sim-

ply looked at that ignorant man. Then

he said, ' Why, Prince Edward Island,

mon. What other island is there? ' Go
if you'd like to. You need a rest after the

grind of examinations before settling

down to business. And mind you don't

get into any mischief, young sir."

*^ Not much likelihood of that in a

place like Lindsay, I fancy," laughed

Eric.

*' Probably the devil finds as much mis-

chief for idle hands in Lindsay as any-

where else. The worst tragedy I ever

heard of happened on a backwoods farm,

fifteen miles from a railroad and five from

a store. However, I expect your mother's

son to behave himself in the fear of God
and man. In aU likelihood the worst

thing that will happen to you over there
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will be that some misguided woman will

put you to sleep in a spare room bed. And
if that does happen may the Lord have
mercy on your soul I

*'
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CHAPTER in

THE MASTER OF LINDSAY SCHOOL

ONE evening, a month later, Eric

Marshall came out of the old,

white-washed schoolhouse at

Lindsay, and locked the door—which was

carved over with initials innumerable,

and built of double plank in order that it

might withstand all the assaults and

batteries to which it might be subjected.

Eric's pupils had gone home an hour

before, but he had stayed to solve some

algebra problems, and correct some Latin

exercises for his advanced students.

The sun was slanting in warm yellow

lines through the thick grove of maples

to the west of the building, and the dim

green air beneath them burst into golden

bloom. A couple of sheep were nibbling

the lush grass in a far comer of the play-

ground; a cow-bell, somewhere in the
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maple woods, tinkled faintly and music-

ally, on the still crystal air, which, in

spite of its blandness, still retained a

touch of the wholesome austerity and

poignancy of a Canadian spring. The

whole world seemed to have fallen, for the

time being, into a pleasant untroubled

dream.

The scene was very peaceful and pas-

toral—almost too much so, the young

man thought, with a shrug of his shoul-

ders, as he stood on the worn steps and

gazed about him. How was he going to

put in a whole month here, he wondered,

with a little smile at his own expense.
*^ Father would chuckle if he knew I

was sick of it already," he thought, as he

walked across the play-ground to the long

red road that ran past the school. *^ Well,

one week is ended, at any rate. IVe
earned my own living for five whole days,

and that is something I could never say

before in all my twenty-four years of ex-

istence. It is an exhilarating thought.
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But teaching the Lindsay district school

is distinctly not exhilarating— at least

in such a well-behaved school as this,

where the pupils are so painfully good

that I haven't even the traditional excite-

ment of thrashing obstreperous bad boys.

Everything seems to go by clock work in

Lindsay educational institution. Larry

must certainly have possessed a marked

gift for organizing and drilling. I feel as

if I were merely a big cog in an orderly

machine that ran itself. However, I un-

derstand that there are some pupils who
haven't shown up yet, and who, according

to all reports, have not yet had the old

Adam totally drilled out of them. They

may make things more interesting. Also

a few more compositions, such as John
Reid's, would furnish some spice to pro-

fessional life."

Eric's laughter wakened the echoes as

he swung into the road down the long

sloping hill. He had given his fourth

grade pupils their own choice of subjects
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in the composition class that morning, and

John Reid, a sober, matter-of-fact little

urchin, with not the slightest embryonic

development of a sense of humour, had,

acting upon the whispered suggestion of

a roguish desk-mate, elected to write upon
'^ Courting." His opening sentence made
Eric's face twitch mutinously whenever

he recalled it during the day. ^^ Courting

is a very pleasant thing which a great

many people go too far with.''

The distant hills and wooded uplands

were tremulous and aerial in delicate

spring-time gauzes of pearl and purple.

The young, green-leafed maples crowded

thickly to the very edge of the road on

either side, but beyond them were emer-

ald fields basking in sunshine, over which

cloud shadows rolled, broadened, and van-

ished. Far below the fields a calm ocean

slept bluely, and sighed in its sleep, with

the murmur that rings for ever in the ear

of those whose good fortune it is to have

been born within the sound of it.
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Now and then Eric met some callow,

check-shirted, bare-legged lad on horse-

back, or a shrewd-faced farmer in a cart,

who nodded and called out cheerily,

*^ Howdy, Master? " A young girl, with

a rosy, oval face, dimpled cheeks, and

pretty dark eyes filled with shy coquetry,

passed him, looking as if she would not be

at all averse to a better acquaintance with

the new teacher.

Half way down the hill Eric met a

shambling, old gray horse drawing an ex-

press wagon which had seen better days.

The driver was a woman: she appeared

to be one of those drab-tinted individuals

who can never have felt a rosy emotion

in all their lives. She stopped her horse,

and beckoned Eric over to her with the

knobby handle of a faded and bony um-
brella.

" Reckon you're the new Master, ain't

you? " she asked.

Eric admitted that he was.
** Well, I'm glad to see you," she said,
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offering him a hand in a much darned

cotton glove that had once been black.

** I was right sorry to see Mr. West go,

for he was a right good teacher, and as

harmless, inoffensive a creetur as ever

lived. But I always told him every time

I laid eyes on him that he was in consump-

tion, if ever a man was. You look real

healthy—though you can't always tell by

looks, either. I had a brother complected

like you, but he was killed in a rail-

road accident out west when he was real

young.

"I've got a boy 111 be sending to school

to you next week. He 'd oughter gone this

week, but I had to keep him home to help

me put the pertaters in; for his father

won't work and doesn't work and can't

be made to work.
" Sandy—his full name is Edward Al-

exander—called after both of his grand-

fathers—hates the idee of going to school

worse 'n pisen—always did. But go he

shall, for I'm determined he's got to have
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^lore laming hammered into his head yet.

I reckon you'll have trouble with him,

Master, for he's as stupid as an owl, and

as stubborn as Solomon's mule. But

mind this. Master, I'll back you up. You
just lick Sandy good and plenty when he

needs it, and send me a scrape of the pen

home with him, and I'll give him another

dose.

*^ There's people that always sides in

with their young ones when there's any

rumpus kicked up in the school, but I

don't hold to that, and never did. You
can depend on Rebecca Reid every time.

Master.'^

*' Thank you. I am sure I can,'' said

Eric, in his most winning tones.

He kept his face straight until it was
safe to relax, and Mrs. Reid drove on with

a soft feeling in her leathery old heart,

which had been so toughened by long en-

durance of poverty and toil, and a hus-

band who wouldn't work and couldn't be

made to work, that it was no longer a
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very susceptible organ where members of

the opposite sex were concerned.

Mrs. Reid reflected that this young man
had a way with him.

Eric already knew most of the Lindsay

folks by sight; but at the foot of the hill

he met two people, a man and a boy,

whom he did not know. They were sit-

ting in a shabby, old-fashioned wagon,

and were watering their horse at the

brook, which gurgled limpidly under the

little plank bridge in the hollow.

Eric surveyed them with some curios-

ity. They did not look in the least like

the ordinary run of Lindsay people. The

boy, in particular, had a distinctly for-

eign appearance, in spite of the gingham

shirt and homespun trousers, which

seemed to be the regulation, work-a-day

outfit for the Lindsay farmer lads. He
had a lithe, supple body, with sloping

shoulders, and a lean, satiny brown throat

above his open shirt collar. His head was

covered with thick, silky, black curls, and
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the hand that hung down by the side of

the wagon was unusually long and slen-

der. His face was richly, though some-

what heavily featured, olive tinted, save

for the cheeks, which had a dusky crim-

son bloom. His mouth was as red and be-

guiling as a girl's, and his eyes were large,

bold and black. All in all, he was a strik-

ingly handsome fellow; but the expres-

sion of his face was sullen, and he some-

how gave Eric the impression of a sinu-

ous, feline creature basking in lazy grace,

but ever ready for an imexpected spring.

The other occupant of the wagon was a

man between sixty-five and seventy, with

iron-gray hair, a long, full, gray beard, a

harsh-featured face, and deep-set hazel

eyes under bushy, bristling brows. He
was evidently tall, with a spare, ungainly

figure, and stooping shoulders. His

mouth was close-lipped and relentless,

and did not look as if it had ever smiled.

Indeed, the idea of smiling could not be

connected with this man—it was utterly
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incongruous. Yet there was nothing re-

pellent about his face; and there was
something in it that compelled Eric's at-

tention.

He rather prided himself on being a

student of physiognomy, and he felt quite

sure that this man was no ordinary Lind-

say farmer of the genial, garrulous type

with which he was familiar.

Long after the old wagon, with its oddly

assorted pair, had gone lumbering up the

hill, Eric found himself thinking of the

stem, heavy browed man and the black-

eyed, red-lipped boy.
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CHAPTER IV

A TEA TABLE CONVERSATION

HE Williamson place, where Eric

I
boarded, was on the crest of the

succeeding hill. He liked it as

well as Larry West had prophesied that

he would. The Williamsons, as well as

the rest of the Lindsay people, took it for

granted that he was a poor college student

working his way through as Larry West
had been doing. Eric did not disturb this

belief, although he said nothing to con-

tribute to it.

The Williamsons were at tea in the

kitchen when Eric went in. Mrs. Wil-

liamson was the " saint in spectacles and

calico '^ which Larry West had termed

her. Eric liked her greatly. She was a

slight, gray-haired woman, with a thin,

i
sweet, high-bred face, deeply lined with
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the records of outlived pain. She talked

little as a rule; but, in the pungent coun-

try phrase she never spoke but she said

something. The one thing that constantly

puzzled Eric was how such a woman ever

came to marry Robert Williamson.

She smiled in a motherly fashion at

Eric, as he hung his hat on the white-

washed wall and took his place at the

table. Outside of the window behind him

was a birch grove which, in the westering

sun, was a tremulous splendour, with a

sea of undergrowth wavered into golden

billows by every passing wind.

Old Robert Williamson sat opposite to

him, on a bench. He was a small, lean

old man, half lost in loose clothes that

seemed far too large for him. When he

spoke his voice was as thin and squeaky

as he appeared to be himself.

The other end of the bench was oc-

cupied by Timothy, sleek and complacent,

with a snowy breast and white paws.

After old Robert had taken a mouthful
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of anything he gave a piece to Timothy,

who ate it daintily and purred resonant

gratitude.

'' You see we're busy waiting for you,

Master,'' said old Robert. *' You're late

this evening. Keep any of the youngsters

in? That's a foolish way of punishing

them, as hard on yourself as on them.

One teacher we had four years ago used to

lock them in and go home. Then he'd go

back in an hour and let them out—if they

were there. They weren't always. Tom
Ferguson kicked the panels out of the old

door once and got out that way. We put

a new door of double plank in that they

couldn't kick out."

" I stayed in the schoolroom to do some

work," said Eric briefly.

** Well, you've missed Alexander

Tracy. He was here to find out if you

could play checkers, and, when I told him

you could, he left word for you to go up

and have a game some evening soon.

Don't beat him too often, even if you can.
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You'll need to stand in with him, I tell

you, Master, for he's got a son that may
brew trouble for you when he starts in to

go to school. Seth Tracy's a young imp,

and he'd far sooner be in mischief than

eat. He tries to run on every new teacher

and he's run two clean out of the school.

But he met his match in Mr. West.

William Tracy's boys now—you won't

have a scrap of bother with them.

They're always good because their

mother tells them every Sunday that

they'll go straight to hell if they don't

behave in school. It's effective. Take

some preserve, Master. You know we
don't help things here the way Mrs.

Adam Scott does when she has boarders,

* I s'pose you don't want any of this—nor

you—nor you? ' Mother, Aleck says old

George Wright is having the time of his

life. His wife has gone to Charlottetown

to visit her sister and he is his own boss

for the first time since he was married,

forty years ago. He's on a regular orgy,
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Aleck says. He smokes in the parlour

and sits up till eleven o'clock reading

dime novels."
** Perhaps I met Mr. Tracy," said Eric.

** Is he a tall man, with gray hair and a

dark, stern face*?
"

** No, he's a round, jolly fellow, is

Aleck, and he stopped growing pretty

much before he'd ever begun. I reckon

the man you mean is Thomas Gordon. I

seen him driving down the road too. He
won't be troubling you with invitations

up, small fear of it. The Gordons ain't

sociable, to say the least of it. No, sir!

Mother, pass the biscuits to the Mas-
ter."

^^ Who was the young fellow he had
with him? " asked Eric curiously.

"• NeH-Neil Gordon."
** That is a Scotchy name for such a

face and eyes. I should rather have ex-

pected Guiseppe or Angelo. The boy

looks like an Italian."

" Well, now, you know. Master, I
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reckon it's likely lie does, seeing that

that's exactly what he is. You've hit the

nail square on the head. Italyun, yes, sir!

Rather too much so, I'm thinking, for

decent folks' taste."

^' How has it happened that an Italian

boy with a Scotch name is living in a place

like Lindsay? "

'* Well, Master, it was this way. About

twenty-two years digo—was it twenty-

two. Mother or twenty-four? Yes, it was

twenty-two— 'twas the same year our Jim
was born and he'd have been twenty-two

if he'd lived, poor little fellow. Well,

Master, twenty-two years ago a couple

of Italian pack peddlers came along and

called at the Gordon place. The country

was swarming with them then. I useter

set the dog on one every day on an

average.
'* Well, these peddlers were man and

wife, and the woman took sick up there

at the Gordon place, and Janet Gordon

took her in and nursed her. A baby was
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bom the next day, and the woman died.

Then the first thing anybody knew the

father skipped clean out, pack and all,

and was never seen or heard tell of after-

wards. The Gordons were left with the

fine youngster on their hands. Folks ad-

vised them to send him to the Orphan

Asylum, and 'twould have been the wisest

plan, but the Gordons were never fond

of taking advice. Old James Gordon was

living then, Thomas and Janet's father,

and he said he would never turn a child

out of his door. He was a masterful old

man and liked to be boss. Folks used to

say he had a grudge against the sun 'cause

it rose and set without his say so. Any-

how, they kept the baby. They called

him Neil and had him baptized same as

any Christian child. He's always lived

there. They did well enough by him. He
was sent to school and taken to church

and treated like one of themselves. Some
folks think they made too much of him.

It doesn't always do with that kind, for
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^ what's bred in bone is mighty apt

to come out in flesh,' if 'taint kept down
pretty well. Neil's smart and a great

worker, they tell me. But folks here-

abouts don't like him. They say he ain't

to be trusted further 'n you can see him,

if as far. It's certain he's awful hot

tempered, and one time when he was go-

ing to school he near about killed a boy

he'd took a spite to—choked him till he

was black in the face and Neil had to be

dragged off."

*' Well now, father, you know they

teased him terrible," protested Mrs.

Williamson. *' The poor boy had a real

hard time when he went to school, Master.

The other children were always cast-

ing things up to him and calling him

names."
'* Oh, I daresay they tormented him a

lot," admitted her husband. ^* He's a

great hand at the fiddle and likes com-

pany. He goes to the harbour a good deal.

But they say he takes sulky spells when
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he hasn't a word to throw to a dog.

'Twouldn't be any wonder, living with

the Gordons. They're all as queer as

Dick's hat-band."

" Father, you shouldn't talk so about

your neighbours," said his wife rebuk-

ingly.

** Well now, Mother, you know they

are, if you'd only speak up honest. But

you're like old Aunt Nancy Scott, you

never say anything uncharitable except

in the way of business. You know the

Gordons ain't like other people and never

were and never will be. They're about

the only queer folks we have in Lindsay,

Master, except old Peter Cook, who keeps

twenty-five cats. Lord, Master, think of

it I What chanct would a poor mouse

have? None of the rest of us are queer,

leastwise, we hain't found it out if we
are. But, then, we're mighty uninterest-

ing, I'm bound to admit that."
^' Where do the Gordons live? " asked

Eric, who had grown used to holding fast
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to a given point of inquiry through all the

bewildering mazes of old Robert's con-

versation.

** Away up yander, half a mile in from

Radnor road, with a thick spruce wood

atween them and all the rest of the world.

They never go away anywheres, except to

church—they never miss that—and no-

body goes there. There's just old

Thomas, and his sister Janet, and a niece

of theirs, and this here Neil we've been

talking about. They're a queer, dour,

cranky lot, and I will say it. Mother.

There, give your old man a cup of tea and

never mind the way his tongue runs on.

Speaking of tea, do you know Mrs. Adam
Palmer and Mrs. Jim Martin took tea to-

gether at Foster Reid's last Wednesday

afternoon? "

** No, why, I thought they were on bad

terms," said Mrs. Williamson, betraying

a little feminine curiosity.

** So they are, so they are. But they

both happened to visit Mrs. Foster the
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same afternoon and neither would leave

because that would be knuckling down

to the other. So they stuck it out, on op-

posite sides of the parlour. Mrs. Foster

says she never spent such an uncomfort-

able afternoon in all her life before. She

would talk a spell to one and then to

t'other. And they kept talking to Mrs.

Foster and at each other. Mrs. Foster

says she really thought she'd have to keep

them all night, for neither would start to

go home afore the other. Finally Jim
Martin came in to look for his wife, 'cause

he thought she must have got stuck in

the marsh, and that solved the problem.

Master, you ain't eating anything. Don't

mind my stopping; I was at it half an

hour afore you come, and anyway I'm in

a hurry. My hired boy went home to-day.

Pie heard the rooster crow at twelve last

night and he's gone home to see which of

his family is dead. He knows one of 'em

is. He heard a rooster crow in the middle

of the night onct afore and the next day
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he got word that his second cousin down

at Souris was dead. Mother, if the

Master don't want any more tea, ain't

there some cream for Timothy? "
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CHAPTER V
A PHANTOM OF DELIGHT

SHORTLY before sunset that evening

Eric went for a walk. When he

did not go to the shore he liked to

indulge in long tramps through the Lind-

say fields and woods, in the mellowness

of " the sweet o' the year.'^ Most of the

Lindsay houses were built along the main

road, which ran parallel to the shore, or

about the stores at ** The Comer." The

farms ran back from them into solitudes

of woods and pasture lands.

Eric struck southwest from the Will-

iamson homestead, in a direction he had

not hitherto explored, and walked briskly

along, enjoying the witchery of the season

all about him in earth and air and sky.

He felt it and loved it and yielded to it, as
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anyone of clean life and sane pulses must
do.

The spruce wood in which he presently

found himself was smitten through with

arrows of ruby light from the setting sun.

He went through it, walking up a long,

purple aisle where the wood-floor was
brown and elastic under his feet, and
came out beyond it on a scene which sur-

prised him.

No house was in sight, but he found

himself looking into an orchard; an old

orchard, evidently long neglected and for-

saken. But an orchard dies hard; and
this one, which must have been a very

delightful spot once, was delightful stni,

none the less so for the air of gentle mel-

ancholy which seemed to pervade it, the

melancholy w^hich invests all places that

have once been the scenes of joy and

pleasure and young life, and are so no

longer, places where hearts have

throbbed, and pulses thrilled, and eyes

brightened, and merry voices echoed.
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The ghosts of these things seem to linger

in their old haunts through many empty

years.

The orchard was large and long, en-

closed in a tumbledown old fence of

longers bleached to a silvery gray in the

suns of many lost summers. At regular

intervals along the fence were tall,

gnarled fir trees, and an evening wind,

sweeter than that which blew over the

beds of spice from Lebanon, was singing

in their tops, an earth-old song with

power to carry the soul back to the dawn
of time.

Eastward, a thick fir wood grew, be-

ginning with tiny treelets just feathering

from the grass, and grading up therefrom

to the tall veterans of the mid-grove, un-

brokenly and evenly, giving the effect of

a solid, sloping green wall, so beautifully

compact that it looked as if it had been

clipped into its velvet surface by art.

Most of the orchard was grown over

lushly with grass; but at the end where
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Eric stood there was a square, treeless

place which had evidently once served

as a homestead garden. Old paths were

still visible, bordered by stones and large

pebbles. There were two clumps of lilac

trees ; one blossoming in royal purple, the

other in white. Between them was a bed

ablow with the starry spikes of June

lilies. Their penetrating, haunting fra-

grance distilled on the dewy air in every

soft puff of wind. Along the fence rose-

bushes grew, but it was as yet too early

in the season for roses.

Beyond was the orchard proper, three

long rows of trees with green avenues be-

tween, each tree standing in a wonderful

blow of pink and white.

The charm of the place took sudden

possession of Eric as nothing had ever

done before. He was not given to roman-

tic fancies; but the orchard laid hold of

him subtly and drew him to itself, and he

was never to be quite his own man again.

He went into it over one of the broken
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panels of fence, and so, unknowing, went

forward to meet all that life held for him.

He walked the length of the orchard's

middle avenue between long, sinuous

boughs picked out with delicate, rose-

hearted bloom. When he reached its

southern boundary he flung himself down
in a grassy comer of the fence where an-

other lilac bush grew, with ferns and wild

blue violets at its roots. From where he

now was he got a glimpse of a house about

a quarter of a mile away, its gray gable

peering out from a dark spruce wood. It

seemed a dull, gloomy, remote place, and

he did not know who lived there.

He had a wide outlook to the west, over

far hazy fields and misty blue intervales.

The sun had just set, and the whole world

of green meadows beyond swam in golden

light. Across a long valley brimmed with

shadow were uplands of sunset, and great

sky lakes of saffron and rose where a soul

might lose itself in colour. The air was

very fragrant with the baptism of the
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dew, and the odours of a bed of wild mint

upon whicli he had trampled. Robins

were whistling, clear and sweet and sud-

den, in the woods all about him.
'' This is a veritable ' haunt of ancient

peace,' " quoted Eric, looking around

with delighted eyes.
'

' I could fall asleep

here, dream dreams and see visions.

What a sky! Could anything be diviner

than that fine crystal eastern blue, and

mose frail white clouds that look like

woven lace? What a dizzying, intoxi-

cating fragrance lilacs have! I wonder

if perfume could set a man drunk. Those

apple trees now—why, what is that? ''

Eric started up and listened. Across

the mellow stillness, mingled with the

croon of the wind in the trees and the

flute-like calls of the robins, came a strain

of delicious music, so beautiful and fan-

tastic that Eric held his breath in aston-

ishment and delight. Was he dreaming?

No, it was real music, the music of a violin

played by some hand inspired with the
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very spirit of harmony. He had never

heard anything like it; and, somehow, he

felt quite sure that nothing exactly like

it ever had been heard before; he believed

that that wonderful music was coming

straight from the soul of the unseen

violinist, and translating itself into those

most airy and delicate and exquisite

soimds for the first time ; the very soul of

music, with all sense and earthliness

refined away.

It was an elusive, haunting melody,

strangely suited to the time and place ; it

had in it the sigh of the wind in the woods,

the eerie whispering of the grasses at

dewfall, the white thoughts of the June

lilies, the rejoicing of the apple blossoms;

all the soul of all the old laughter and

song and tears and gladness and sobs the

orchard had ever known in the lost years;

and besides all this, there was in it a piti-

ful, plaintive cry as of some imprisoned

thing calling for freedom and utterance.

At first Eric listened as a man spell-
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bound, mutely and motionlessly, lost in
wonderment. Then a very natural curi-

osity overcame him. Who in Lindsay
could play a violin like that? And who
was playing so here, in this deserted old
orchard, of all places in the world?
He rose and walked up the long white

avenue, going as slowly and silently as
possible, for he did not wish to interrupt
the player. When he reached the open
space of the garden he stopped short in

new amazement and was again tempted
into thinking he must certainly be dream-
ing.

Under the big branching white lilac

tree was an old, sagging, wooden bench;
and on this bench a girl was sitting, play-
ing on an old brown violin. Her eyes
were on the faraway horizon and she did
not see Eric. For a few moments he stood
there and looked at her. The picture she
made photographed itself on his vision
to the finest detail, never to be blotted
from his book of remembrance. To his
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latest day Eric Marshall will be able to

recall vividly that scene as he saw it then

—the velvet darkness of the spruce

woods, the overarching sky of soft bril-

liance, the swaying lilac blossoms, and

amid it all the girl on the old bench with

the violin under her chin.

He had, in his twenty-four years of life,

met hundreds of pretty women, scores of

handsome women, a scant half dozen of

really beautiful women. But he knew at

once, beyond all possibility of question or

doubt, that he had never seen or imagined

anything so exquisite as this girl of the

orchard. Her loveliness was so perfect

that his breath almost went from him in

his first delight of it.

Her face was oval, marked in every

cameo-like line and feature with that ex-

pression of absolute, flawless purity,

found in the angels and Madonnas of old

paintings, a purity that held in it no

faintest stain of earthliness. Her head

was bare, and her thick, jet-black hair
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was parted above her forehead and hung

in two heavy lustrous braids over her

shoulders. Her eyes were of such a blue

as Eric had never seen in eyes before, the

tint of the sea in the still, calm light that

follows after a fine sunset; they were as

luminous as the stars that came out over

Lindsay Harbour in the afterglow, and

were fringed about with very long, soot-

black lashes, and arched over by most

delicately pencilled dark eyebrows. Her
skin was as fine and purely tinted as the

heart of a white rose. The collarless

dress of pale blue print she wore revealed

her smooth, slender throat; her sleeves

were rolled up above her elbows and the

hand which guided the bow of her violin

was perhaps the most beautiful thing

about her, perfect in shape and texture,

firm and white, with rosy-nailed taper

fingers. One long, drooping plume of

lilac blossom lightly touched her hair and

cast a wavering shadow over the flower-

like face beneath it.
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There was something very child-like

about her, and yet at least eighteen sweet

years must have gone to the making of

her. She seemed to be playing half un-

consciously, as if her thoughts were far

away in some fair dreamland of the

skies. But presently she looked away
from *' the bourne of sunset," and her

lovely eyes fell on Eric, standing motion-

less before her in the shadow of the apple

tree.

The sudden change that swept over her

was startling. She sprang to her feet, the

music breaking in mid-strain and the bow
slipping from her hand to the grass.

Every hint of colour fled from her face

and she trembled like one of the wind-

stirred June lilies.

*' I beg your pardon," said Eric hastily.

" I am sorry that I have alarmed you.

But your music was so beautiful that I

did not remember you were not aware of

my presence here. Please forgive me."
He stopped in dismay, for he suddenly
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realized that the expression on the girl's

face was one of terror—not merely the

startled alarm of a shy, childlike creature

who had thought herself alone, but abso-

lute terror. It was betrayed in her

blanched and quivering lips and in the

widely distended blue eyes that stared

back into his with the expression of some

trapped wild thing.

It hurt him that any woman should look

at him in such a fashion, at him who had

always held womanhood in such rever-

ence.

*' Don't look so frightened," he said

gently, thinking only of calming her fear,

and speaking as he would to a child. " I

will not hurt you. You are safe, quite

safe."

In his eagerness to reassure her he took

an unconscious step forward. Instantly

she turned and, without a sound, fled

across the orchard, through a gap in the

northern fence and along what seemed to

be a lane bordering the fir wood beyond
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and arched over with wild cherry trees

misty white in the gathering gloom. Be-

fore Eric could recover his wits she had

vanished from his sight among the firs.

He stooped and picked up the violin

bow, feeling slightly foolish and very

much annoyed.
'' Well, this is a most mysterious

thing," he said, somewhat impatiently.

" Am I bewitched? Who was she? What
was she ? Can it be possible that she is a

Lindsay girl? And why in the name of

all that's provoking should she be so

frightened at the mere sight of me? I

have never thought I was a particularly

hideous person, but certainly this adven-

ture has not increased my vanity to any

perceptible extent. Perhaps I have wan-

dered into an enchanted orchard, and been

outwardly transformed into an ogre. Now
that I have come to think of it, there is

something quite uncanny about the place.

Anything might happen here. It is no

common orchard for the production of
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marketable apples, that is plain to be seen.

No, it's a most unwholesome locality; and

the sooner I make my escape from it the

better."

He glanced about it with a whimsical

smile. The light was fading rapidly and

the orchard was full of soft, creeping

shadows and silences. It seemed to wink

sleepy eyes of impish enjoyment at his

perplexity. He laid the violin bow down
on the old bench.

** Well, there is no use in my following

her, and I have no right to do so even if

it were of use. But I certainly wish she

hadn't fled in such evident terror. Eyes

like hers were never meant to express

anything but tenderness and trust. Why
—why—w% was she so frightened? And
who—who— -M^/io—can she be? "

All the way home, over fields and pas-

tures that were beginning to be moonlight

silvered, he pondered the mystery.
** Let me see," he reflected. '* Mr.

Williamson was describing the Lindsay
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girls for my benefit the other evening. . If

I remember rightly he said that there

were four handsome ones in the district.

What were their names ? Florrie Woods,

Melissa Foster—no, Melissa Palmer-
Emma Scott, and Jennie May Ferguson.

Can she be one of them? No, it is a

flagrant waste of time and gray matter

supposing it. That girl couldn't be a

Florrie or a Melissa or an Emma, while

Jennie May is completely out of the ques-

tion. Well, there is some bewitchment in

the affair. Of that I'm convinced. So

I'd better forget all about it."

But Eric found that it was impossible

to forget all about it. The more he tried

to forget, the more keenly and insistently

he remembered. The girl's exquisite face

haunted him and the mystery of her tan-

talized him.

True, he knew that, in all likelihood, he

might easily solve the problem by asking

the Williamsons about her. But somehow,

to his own Burprise, he foimd that he
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shrank from doing this. He felt that it

was impossible to ask Robert Williamson

and probably have the girl's name over-

flowed in a stream of petty gossip con-

cerning her and all her antecedents and

collaterals to the third and fourth genera-

tion. If he had to ask any one it should

be Mrs. Williamson; but he meant to find

out the secret for himself if it were at all

possible.

He had planned to go to the harbour the

next evening. One of the lobstermen had

promised to take him out cod-fishing. But

instead he wandered southwest over the

fields again.

He found the orchard easily—he had

half expected fot to find it. It was still

the same fra^ant, grassy, wind-haunted

spot. But it had no occupant and the vio-

lin bow was gone from the old bench.
^* Perhaps she tiptoed back here for it

by the light o' the moon," thought Eric,

pleasing his fancy by the vision of a lithe,

girlish figure stealing with a beating heart
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through mingled shadow and moonshine.
** I wonder if she will possibly come this

evening, or if I have frightened her away

for ever. I'll hide me behind this spruce

copse and wait."

Eric waited imtil dark, but no music

sounded through the orchard and no one

came to it. The keenness of his disap-

pointment surprised him, nay more, it

vexed him. What nonsense to be so

worked up because a little girl he had seen

for five minutes failed to appear! Where
was his common sense, his ^* gumption,"

as old Robert Williamson would have

said? Naturally a man liked to look at a

pretty face. But was that any reason

why he should feel as if life were flat,

stale, and unprofitable simply because he

could not look at it? He called himself

a fool and went home in a petulant mood.

Arriving there, he plunged fiercely into

solving algebraical equations and work-

ing out geometry exercises, determined to

put out of his head forthwith all vain im-
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aginings of an enchanted orchard, white

in the moonshine, with lilts of elfin music

echoing down its long arcades.

The next day was Sunday and Eric

went to church twice. The Williamson

pew was one of the side ones at the top of

the church and its occupants practically

faced the congregation. Eric looked at

every girl and woman in the audience, but

he saw nothing of the face which, setting

wiU power and common sense flatly at

defiance, haunted his memory like a star.

Thomas Gordon was there, sitting alone

in his long, empty pew near the top of the

building; and Neil Gordon sang in the

choir which occupied the front pew of the

gallery. He had a powerful and melodi-

ous, though untrained voice, which dom-

inated the singing and took the colour out

of the weaker, more commonplace tones

of the other singers. He was well-dressed

in a suit of dark blue serge, with a white

collar and tie. But Eric idly thought it

did not become him so well as the work-
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lug clothes in which he had first seen him.

He was too obviously dressed up, and he

looked coarser and more out of harmony
with his surroundings.

For two days Eric refused to let him-

self think of the orchard. Monday eve-

ning he went cod-fishing, and Tuesday

evening he went up to play checkers with

Alexander Tracy. Alexander won all the

games so easily that he never had any
respect for Eric Marshall again.

*^ Played like a feller whose thoughts

were wool gathering," he complained to

his wife. '' He'll never make a checker

player—never in this world.'*



CHAPTER VI

THE STORY OF KILMENY

WEDNESDAY evening Eric went

to the orchard again; and again

he was disappointed. He went

home, determined to solve the mystery by

open inquiry. Fortune favoured him, for

he found Mrs. Williamson alone, sitting

by the west window of her kitchen and

knitting at a long gray sock. She

hummed softly to herself as she knitted,

and Timothy slept blackly at her feet.

She looked at Eric with quiet affection in

her large, candid eyes. She had liked Mr.

West. But Eric had found his way into

the inner chamber of her heart, by reason

that his eyes were so like those of the lit-

tle son she had buried in the Lindsay

churchyard many years before.

" Mrs. Williamson,'' said Eric, with an
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affectation of carelessness, ** I chanced on

an old deserted orchard back behind the

woods over there last week, a charming

bit of wilderness. Do you know whose it

is?''

^* I suppose it must be the old Connors

orchard," answered Mrs. Williamson af-

ter a moment's reflection. ^' I had forgot-

ten all about it. It must be all of thirty

years since Mr. and Mrs. Connors moved
away. Their house and barns were

burned down and they sold the land to

Thomas Gordon and went to live in town.

They're both dead now. Mr. Connors

used to be very proud of his orchard.

There weren't many orchards in Lindsay

then, though almost everybody has one

now."
** There was a young girl in it, playing

on a violin," said Eric, annoyed to find

that it cost him an effort to speak of her,

and that the blood mounted to his face as

he did so. ** She ran away in great alarm

as soon as she saw me, although I do not
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think I did or said anything to frighten

or vex her. I have no idea who she was.

Do you know? *'

Mrs. Williamson did not make an im-

mediate reply. She laid down her knit-

ting and gazed out of the window as if

pondering seriously some question in her

own mind. Finally she said, with an in-

tonation of keen interest in her voice,

'* I suppose it must have been Kilmeny
Gordon, Master."

'* Kilmeny Gordon? Do you mean the

niece of Thomas Gordon of whom your

husband spoke? '*

'' Yes."
*^ I can hardly believe that the girl I

saw can be a member of Thomas Gordon's

family."
*^ Well, if it wasn't Kilmeny Gordon I

don't know who it could have been. There

is no other house near that orchard and

I've heard she plays the violin. If it was

Kilmeny you've seen what very few peo-

ple in Lindsay have ever seen. Master.
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And those few have never seen her close

by. I have never laid eyes on her myself.

It's no wonder she ran away, poor girl.

She isn't used to seeing strangers."
** I'm rather glad if that was the sole

reason of her flight," said Eric. ** I ad-

mit I didn't like to see any girl so fright-

ened of me as she appeared to be. She

was as white as paper, and so terrified

that she never uttered a word, but fled

like a deer to cover."

" Well, she couldn't have spoken a

word in any case," said Mrs. Williamson

quietly. *^ Kilmeny Gordon is dumb."
Eric sat in dismayed silence for a mo-

ment. That beautiful creature afflicted in

such a fashion—why, it was horrible!

Mingled with his dismay was a strange

pang of personal regret and disappoint-

ment.

" It couldn't have been Kilmeny Gor-

don, then," he protested at last, remem-
bering. ** The girl I saw played on the

violin exquisitely. I never heard any-
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thing like it. It is impossible that a deaf

mute could play like that.''

** Oh, she isn't deaf, Master," re-

sponded Mrs. Williamson, looking at Eric

keenly through her spectacles. She

picked up her knitting and fell to work
again. ** That is the strange part of it, if

anything about her can be stranger than

another. She can hear as well as anybody

and understands everything that is said

to her. But she can't speak a word and

never could, at least, so they say. The
truth is, nobody knows much about her.

Janet and Thomas never speak of her, and

Neil won't either. He has been well ques-

tioned, too, you can depend on that; but

he won't ever say a word about Kilmeny

and he gets mad if folks persist."

" Why isn't she to be spoken of ?
"

queried Eric impatiently. ** What is the

mystery about her? "

"It's a sad story. Master. I suppose

the Gordons look on her existence as a

sort of disgrace. For my own part, I
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think it's terrible, the way she's been

brought up. But the Gordons are very

strange people, Mr. Marshall. I kind of

reproved father for saying so, you remem-
ber, but it is true. They have very

strange ways. And you've really seen

Kilmeny? What does she look like? I've

heard that she was handsome. Is it

true? "

** I thought her very beautiful," said

Eric rather curtly. ** But how has she

been brought up, Mrs. Williamson? And
why? "

^' WeU, I might as well tell you the

whole story. Master. Kilmeny is the

niece of Thomas and Janet Gordon. Her
mother was Margaret Gordon, their

younger sister. Old James Gordon came
out from Scotland. Janet and Thomas
were born in the Old Country and were

small children when they came here.

They were never very sociable folks, but

still they used to visit out some then, and

people used to go there. They were kind
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and honest people, even if they were a

little peculiar.

** Mrs. Grordon died a few years after

they came out, and four years later James
Gordon went home to Scotland and

brought a new wife back with him. She

was a great deal younger than he was and

a very pretty woman, as my mother often

told me. She was friendly and gay and

liked social life. The Gordon place was a

very different sort of place after she came

there, and even Janet and Thomas got

thawed out and softened down a good bit.

They were real fond of their stepmother,

I've heard. Then, six years after she was
married, the second Mrs. Gordon died too.

She died when Margaret was bom. They
say James Gordon almost broke his heart

over it.

*' Janet brought Margaret up. She and

Thomas just worshipped the child and so

did their father. I knew Margaret Gor-

don well once. We were just the same

age and we set together in school. We
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were always good friends until she turned

against all the world.
** She was a strange girl in some ways

even then, but I always liked her, though

a great many people didn^t. She had

some bitter enemies, but she had some de-

voted friends too. That was her way.

She made folks either hate or love her.

Those who did love her would have gone

through fire and water for her.

*' When she grew up she was very

pretty—tall and splendid, like a queen,

with great thick braids of black hair and

red, red cheeks and lips. Everybody who
saw her looked at her a second time. She

was a little vain of her beauty, I think.

Master. And she was proud, oh, she was

very proud. She liked to be first in every-

thing, and she couldn't bear not to show

to good advantage. She was dreadful de-

termined, too. You couldn't budge her an

inch. Master, when she once had made up
her mind on any point. But she was

warm-hearted and generous. She could
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sing like an angel and she was very clever.

She could learn anything with just one

look at it and she was terrible fond of

reading.

" When I'm talking about her like this

it all comes back to me, just what she was

like and how she looked and spoke and

acted, and little ways she had of moving

her hands and head. I declare it almost

seems as if she was right here in this

room instead of being over there in the

churchyard. I wish you'd light the lamp,

Master. I feel kind of nervous."

Eric rose and lighted the lamp, rather

wondering at Mrs. Williamson's unusual

exhibition of nerves. She was generally

so calm and composed.
^^ Thank you. Master. That's better. I

won't be fancying now that Margaret

Gordon's here listening to what I'm say-

ing. I had the feeling so strong a moment
ago.

^' I suppose you think I'm a long while

getting to Kilmeny, but I'm coming to
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that. I didn't mean to talk so much about

Margaret, but somehow my thoughts got

taken up with her.

^^ Well, Margaret passed the Board and

went to Queen's Academy and got a

teacher's license. She passed pretty well

up when she came out, but Janet told me
she cried all night after the pass list came
out because there were some ahead of her.

^^ She went to teach school over at Rad-
nor. It was there she met a man named
Ronald Fraser. Margaret had never had
a beau before. She could have had any
young man in Lindsay if she had wanted
him, but she wouldn't look at one of them.

They said it was because she thought no-

body was good enough for her, but that

wasn't the way of it at all. Master. I

knew, because Margaret and I used to

talk of those matters, as girls do. She
didn't believe in going with anybody im-

less it was somebody she thought every-

thing of. And there was nobody in Lind-

say she cared that much for.
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^* This Ronald Fraser was a stranger

from Nova Scotia and nobody knew much
about him. He was a widower, although

he was only a young man. He had set up
store-keeping at Radnor and was doing

well. He was real handsome and had the

taking ways women like. It was said that

all the Radnor girls were in love with him,

but I don't think his worst enemy could

have said he flirted with them. He never

took any notice of them; but the very first

time he saw Margaret Gordon he fell in

love with her and she with him.
^' They came over to church in Lindsay

together the next Sunday and everybody

said it would be a match. Margaret

looked lovely that day, so gentle and

womanly. She had been used to hold

her head pretty high, but that day she

held it drooping a little and her black eyes

cast down. Ronald Fraser was very tall

and fair, with blue eyes. They made as

handsome a couple as I ever saw.
** But old James Grordon and Thomas
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and Janet didn't much approve of him.

I saw that plain enough one time I was

there and he brought Margaret home from

Radnor Friday night. I guess they

wouldn't have liked anybody, though,

who come after Margaret. They thought

nobody was good enough for her.

** But Margaret coaxed them all round

in time. She could do pretty near any-

thing with them, they were so fond and

proud of her. Her father held out the

longest, but finally he give in and con-

sented for her to marry Ronald Fraser.
*^ They had a big wedding, too—all the

neighbours were asked. Margaret always

liked to make a display. I was her brides-

maid, Master. I helped her dress and

nothing would please her, she wanted to

look that nice for Ronald's sake. She was

a handsome bride; dressed in white, with

red roses in her hair and at her breast.

She wouldn't wear white flowers; she

said they looked too much like funeral

flowers. She looked like a picture. I can
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see her this minute, as plain as plain, just

as she was that night, blushing and turn-

ing pale by turns, and looking at Ronald

with her eyes of love. If ever a girl loved

a man with all her heart Margaret Gordon

did. It almost made me feel frightened.

She gave him the worship it isn't right to

give anybody but God, Master, and I

think that is always punished.
*' They went to live at Radnor and for

a little while everything went well. Mar-

garet had a nice house, and was gay and

happy. She dressed beautifid and enter-

tained a good deal. Then—well, Ronald

Fraser's first wife turned up looking for

him! She wasn't dead after all.

** Oh, there was terrible scandal. Mas-

ter. The talk and gossip was something

dreadful. Every one you met had a dif-

ferent story, and it was hard to get at the

truth. Some said Ronald Fraser had

known all the time that his wife wasn't

dead, and had deceived Margaret. But I

don't think he did. He swore he didn't.
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They hadn't been very happy together, it

seems. Her mother made trouble be-

tween them. Then she went to visit her

mother in Montreal, and died in the hos-

pital there, so the word came to Ronald.

Perhaps he believed it a little too readily,

but that he did believe it I never had a

doubt. Her story was that it was another

w^oman of the same name. When she

found out Ronald thought her dead she

and her mother agreed to let him think

so. But when she heard he had got mar-

ried again she thought she'd better let him

know the truth.

** It all sounded like a queer story and

I suppose you couldn't blame people for

not believing it too readily. But I've al-

ways felt it was true. Margaret didn't

think so, though. She believed that Ron-

ald Eraser had deceived her, knowing all

the time that he couldn't make her his

lawful wife. She turned against him and

hated him just as much as she had loved

Mm before.
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** Ronald Fraser went away with his

real wife, and in less than a year word

came of his death. They said he just died

of a broken heart, nothing more nor less.

** Margaret came home to her father's

house. From the day that she went over

its threshold, she never came out until she

was carried out in her coffin three years

ago. Not a soul outside of her own family

ever saw her again. I went to see her, but

Janet told me she wouldn't see me. It

was foolish of Margaret to act so. She

hadn't done anything real wrong; and

everybody was sorry for her and would

have helped her all they could. But I

reckon pity cut her as deep as blame could

have done, and deeper, because you see.

Master, she was so proud she couldn't

bear it.

** They say her father was hard on her,

too; and that was unjust if it was true.

Janet and Thomas felt the disgrace, too.

The people that had been in the habit of

going to the Gordon place soon stopped
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going, for they could see tl^ey were noi

welcome.
" Old James Gordon died that winter.

He never held his head up again after the

scandal. He had been an elder in the

church, but he handed in his resignation

right away and nobody could persuade

him to withdraw it.

*^ Kilmeny was bom in the spring, but

nobody ever saw her, except the minister

who baptized her. She was never taken

to church or sent to school. Of course, I

suppose there wouldn't have been any use

in her going to school when she couldn't

speak, and it's likely Margaret taught her

all she could be taught herself. But it

was dreadful that she was never taken to

church, or let go among the children and

young folks. And it was a real shame
that nothing was ever done to find out

why she couldn't talk, or if she could be

cured.

** Margaret Gordon died three years

ago, and everybody in Lindsay went to
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the funeral. But they didn't see her. The

coffin lid was screwed down. And they

didn't see Kilmeny either. I would have

loved to see her for Margaret's sake, but

I didn't want to see poor Margaret. I

had never seen her since the night she

was a bride, for I had left Lindsay on a

visit just after that, and when I came

home the scandal had just broken out. I

remembered Margaret in all her pride and

beauty, and I couldn't have borne to look

at her dead face and see the awful changes

I knew must be there.

^^ It was thought perhaps Janet and

Thomas would take Kilmeny out after her

mother was gone, but they never did, so

I suppose they must have agreed with

Margaret about the way she had been

brought up. I've often felt sorry for the

poor girl, and I don't think her people did

right by her, even if she was mysteriously

afflicted. She must have had a very sad,

lonely life.

" That is the story, Master, and I've
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been a long time telling it, as I dare say

you think. But the past just seemed to

be living again for me as I talked. If you

don't want to be pestered with questions

about Kilmeny Gordon, Master, you'd

better not let on you've seen her."

Eric was not likely to. He had heard

all he wanted to know and more.
*' So this girl is at the core of a tragr

edy," he reflected, as he went to his

room. " And she is dumb! The pity of

it! Kilmeny! The name suits her. She

is as lovely and innocent as the heroine

of the old ballad. * And oh, Kilmeny

was fair to see. ' But the next line is cer-

tainly not so appropriate, for her eyes

were anything but ^ still and steadfast

'

—after she had seen me, at all events."

He tried to put her out of his thoughts,

but he could not. The memory of her

beautiful face drew him with a power he

could not resist. The next evening he

went again to the orchard.
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CHAPTER Vn
A ROSE OF WOMANHOOD

WHEN he emerged from the spruce

wood and entered the orchard

his heart gave a sudden leap,

and he felt that the blood rushed madly to

his face. She was there, bending over the

bed of June lilies in the centre of the gar-

den plot. He could see only her profile,

virginal and white.

He stopped, not wishing to startle her

again. When she lifted her head he ex-

pected to see her shrink and flee, but she

did not do so ; she only grew a little paler

and stood motionless, watching him in-

tently.

Seeing this, he walked slowly towards

her, and when he was so close to her that

he could hear the nervous flutter of her

breath over her parted, trembling lips, he

said very gently,
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** Do not be afraid of me. I am a

friend, and I do not wish to disturb or

annoy you in any way. '

'

She seemed to hesitate a moment. Then

she lifted a little slate that hung at her

belt, wrote something on it rapidly, and

held it out to him. He read, in a small

distinctive handwriting,
*^ I am not afraid of you now. Mother

told me that all strange men were very

wicked and dangerous, but I do not think

you can be. I have thought a great deal

about you, and I am sorry I ran away the

other night."

He realized her entire innocence and

simplicity. Looking earnestly into her

stUl troubled eyes he said,

** I would not do you any harm for the

world. All men are not wicked, although

it is too true that some are so. My name
is Eric Marshall and I am teaching in the

Lindsay school. You, I think, are Kil-

meny Gordon. I thought your music so

very lovely the other evening that I have
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been wishing ever since that I might hear

it again. Won't you play for me? "

The vague fear had all gone from her

eyes by this time, and suddenly she

smiled—a merry, girlish, wholly irresist-

ible smile, which broke through the calm

of her face like a gleam of sunlight rip-

pling over a placid sea. Then she wrote,
** I am very sorry that I cannot play this

evening. I did not bring my violin

with me. But I will bring it to-morrow

evening and play for you if you would like

to hear me. I should like to please you.'*

Again that note of innocent frankness!

What a child she was—what a beautiful,

ignorant child, utterly unskilled in the

art of hiding her feelings! But why
should she hide them*? They were as pure

and beautiful as herself. Eric smiled

back at her with equal frankness.

^' I should like it more than I can say,

and I shall be sure to come to-morrow

evening if it is fine. But if it is at all

damp or unpleasant you must not come.
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In that case another evening will do.

And now won't you give me some flow-

ers? "

She nodded, with another little smile,

and began to pick some of the June lilies,

carefully selecting the most perfect

among them. He watched her lithe,

graceful motions with delight; every

movement seemed poetry itself. She

looked like a very incarnation of Spring

—as if all the shimmer of young leaves

and glow of young mornings and evanes-

cent sweetness of young blossoms in a

thousand springs had been embodied in

her.

When she came to him, radiant, her

hands full of the lilies, a couplet from

a favourite poem darted into his head—

" A blossom vermeil white

That lightly breaks a faded flower sheath,

Here, by God's rood, is the one maid for me."

The next moment he was angry with

himself for his folly. She was, after all,
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nothing but a child—and a child set apart

from her fellow creatures by her sad de-

fect. He must not let himself think non-

sense.

^* Thank you. These June lilies are the

sweetest flowers the spring brings us.

Do you know that their real name is the

white narcissus? " She looked pleased

and interested.

*' No, I did not know,'' she wrote. " I

have often read of the white narcissus and

wondered what it was like. I never

thought of it being the same as my dear

June lilies. I am glad you told me. I

love flowers very much. They are my
very good friends."

** You couldn't help being friends with

the lilies. Like always takes to like,"

said Eric. ^' Come and sit down on the

old bench—here, where you were sitting

that night I frightened you so badly. I

could not imagine who or what you were.

Sometimes I thought I had dreamed you

—only," he added under his breath and
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unheard by her, *' I could never have

dreamed anything half so lovely/'

She sat down beside him on the old

bench and looked unshrinkingly in his

face. There was no boldness in her glance

—nothing but the most perfect, childlike

trust and confidence. If there had been
any evil in his heart—any skulking

thought, he was afraid to acknowledge—
those eyes must have searched it out and
shamed it. But he could meet them una-

fraid. Then she wrote,
^' I was very much frightened. You

must have thought me very silly, but I

had never seen any man except Uncle
Thomas and Neil and the e^g peddler.

And you are different from them—oh,

very, very different. I was afraid to come
back here the next evening. And yet,

somehow, I wanted to come. I did not

want you to think I did not know how to

behave. I sent Neil back for my bow in

the morning. I could not do without it. T

cannot speak, you know. Are you sorry? "
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" I am very sorry for your sake."
** Yes, but what I mean is, would you

like me better if I could speak like other

people? "

*^ No, it does not make any difference

in that way, Kilmeny. By the way, do

you mind my calling you Kilmeny? "

She looked puzzled and wrote, ** What
else should you call me? That is my
name. Everybody calls me that."

'^ But I am such a stranger to you that

perhaps you would wish me to call you

Miss Grordon."
** Oh, no, I would not like that," she

wrote quickly, with a distressed look on

her face. ** Nobody ever calls me that.

It would make me feel as if I were not

myself but somebody else. And you do

not seem like a stranger to me. Is there

any reason why you should not call me
Kilmeny? "

^^ No reason whatever, if you will allow

me the privilege. You have a very lovely

name—the very name you ought to have."
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*' I am glad you like it. Do you know
that I was called after my grandmother

and she was called after a girl in a

poem? Aunt Janet has never liked my
name, although she liked my grand-

mother. But I am glad you like both my
name and me. I was afraid you would

not like me because I cannot speak."
** You can speak through your music,

Kilmeny."

She looked pleased. " How well you
understand," she wrote. '' Yes, I cannot

speak or sing as other people can, but I

can make my violin say things for me."
** Do you compose your own music? "

he asked. But he saw she did not under-

stand him. '^ I mean, did any one ever

teach you the music you played here that

evening? "

" Oh, no. It just came as I thought.

It has always been that way. When I was

very little Neil taught me to hold the vio-

lin and the bow, and the rest all came of

itself. My violin once belonged to Neil,
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but he gave it to me. Neil is very good

and kind to me, but I like you better.

Tell me about yourself."

The wonder of her grew upon him with

every passing moment. How lovely she

was! What dear Little ways and gestures

she had—ways and gestures as artless

and unstudied as they were effective.

And how strangely little her dumbness

seemed to matter after all! She wrote so

quickly and easily, her eyes and smile

gave such expression to her mobile face,

that voice was hardly missed.

They lingered in the orchard until the

long, languid shadows of the trees crept

to their feet. It was just after sunset and

the distant hills were purple against the

melting saffron of the sky in the west and

the crystalline blue of the sky in the

south. Eastward, just over the fir woods,

were clouds, white and high heaped like

snow mountains, and the westernmost of

them shone with a rosy glow as of sunset

on an Alpine height.
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The higher worlds of air were still full

of light—perfect, stainless light, un-

marred of earth shadow; but down in the

orchard and under the spruces the light

had almost gone, giving place to a green,

dewy dusk, made passionately sweet with

the breath of the apple blossoms and mint,

and the balsamic odours that rained down

upon them from the firs.

Eric told her of his life, and the life in

the great outer world, in which she was

girlishly and eagerly interested. She

asked him many questions about it— di-

rect and incisive questions which showed

that she had already formed decided opin-

ions and views about it. Yet it was plain

to be seen that she did not regard it as

anything she might ever share herself.

Hers was the dispassionate interest with

which she might have listened to a tale of

the land of fairy or of some great empire

long passed away from earth.

Eric discovered that she had read a

great deal of poetry and history, and a few
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books of biography and travel. She did

not know what a novel meant and had

never heard of one. Curiously enough,

she was well informed regarding politics

and current events, from the weekly

paper for which her uncle subscribed.
'^ I never read the newspaper while

mother was alive,'' she wrote, " nor any
poetry either. She taught me to read and

write and I read the Bible all through

many times and some of the histories.

After mother died Aunt Janet gave me all

her books. She had a great many. Most
of them had been given to her as prizes

when she was a girl at school, and some
of them had been given to her by my
father. Do you know the story of my
father and mother? ''

Eric nodded.
*^ Yes, Mrs. Williamson told me all

about it. She was a friend of your

mother."
*^ I am glad you have heard it. It is so

sad that I would not like to tell it, but you
lOO
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will understand everything better because

you know. I never heard it until just be-

fore mother died. Then she told me all.

I think she had thought father was to

blame for the trouble ; but before she died

she told me she believed that she had been

unjust to him and that he had not known.

She said that when people were dying

they saw things more clearly and she saw
she had made a mistake about father. She
said she had many more things she

wanted to tell me, but she did not have
time to tell them because she died that

night. It was a long while before I had
the heart to read her books. But when I

did I thought them so beautiful. They
were poetry and it was like music put into

words."
*^ I will bring you some books to read,

if you would like them," said Eric.

Her great blue eyes gleamed with inter-

est and delight.

** Oh, thank you, I would like it very
much. I have read mine over so often
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that I know them nearly all by heart.

One cannot get tired of really beautiful

things, but sometimes I feel that I would

like some new books."
*^ Are you never lonely, Kilmeny? "

** Oh no, how could I be? There is al-

ways plenty for me to do, helping Aunt
Janet about the house. I can do a great

many things "—she glanced up at him
with a pretty pride as her flying pencil

traced the words. *' I can cook and sew.

Aunt Janet says I am a very good house-

keeper, and she does not praise people

very often or very much. And then, when
I am not helping her, I have my dear,

dear violin. That is all the company I

want. But I like to read and hear of

the big world so far away and the peo-

ple who live there and the things that

are done. It must be a very wonderful

place."
^' Wouldn't you like to go out into it

and see its wonders and meet those people

yourself? " he asked, smiling at her.
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'At once he saw that, in some way he

could not understand, he had hurt her.

She snatched her pencil and wrote, with

such swiftness of motion and energy of

expression that it almost seemed as if she

had passionately exclaimed the words

aloud,

*' No, no, no. I do not want to go any-

where away from home. I do not want

ever to see strangers or have them see

me. I could not bear it.'^

He thought that possibly the conscious-

ness of her defect accounted for this. Yet

she did not seem sensitive about her

dumbness and made frequent casual ref-

erences to it in her written remarks. Or

perhaps it was the shadow on her birth.

Yet she was so innocent that it seemed

unlikely she could realize or xmderstand

the existence of such a shadow. Eric

finally decided that it was merely the

rather morbid shrinking of a sensitive

child who had been brought up in an un-

wholesome and unnatural way. At last
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the lengthening shadows warned him that

it was time to go.

*' You won't forget to come to-morrow

evening and play for me," he said, rising

reluctantly. She answered by a quick lit-

tle shake of her sleek, dark head, and a

smile that was eloquent. He watched her

as she walked across the orchard,

" With the moon's beauty and the moon's soft pace/*

and along the wild cherry lane. At the

corner of the firs she paused and waved
her hand to him before turning it.

When Eric reached home old Robert

Williamson was having a lunch of bread

and milk in the kitchen. He looked up,

with a friendly grin, as Eric strode in,

whistling.

" Been having a walk. Master? " he

queried.

"" Yes," said Eric.

Unconsciously and involuntarily he in-

fused so much triumph into the simple

monosyllable that even old Robert felt it.
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Mrs. Williamson, who was cutting bread

at the end of the table, laid down her

knife and loaf, and looked at the young

man with a softly troubled expression in

her eyes. She wondered if he had been

back to the Connors orchard—and if he

could have seen Kilmeny Gordon again.

^* You didn't discover a gold mine, I

s'pose? " said old Robert, dryly. *' You
look as if you might have.''
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CHAPTER Vin

AT THE GATE OF EDEN
»

WHEN Eric went to the old Con-

nors orcliard. the next evening

he found Kilmeny waiting for

him on the bench under the white lilac

tree, with the violin in her lap. As soon

as she saw him she caught it up and began

to play an airy delicate little melody that

sounded like the laughter of daisies.

When it was finished she dropped her

bow, and looked up at him with flushed

cheeks and questioning eyes.

*' What did that say to you? '^ she

wrote.
** It said something like this,'' an-

swered Eric, falling into her humour smil-

ingly. ** Welcome, my friend. It is a*

very beautiful evening. The sky is so

blue and the apple blossoms so sweet.
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The wind and I have been here alone to-

gether and the wind is a good companion,

but still I am glad to see you. It is an

evening on which it is good to be alive and

to wander in an orchard that is fine and

white. Welcome, my friend.
'

'

She clapped her hands, looking like a

pleased child.

" You are very quick to understand,''

she wrote. ** That was just what I meant.

Of course I did not think it in just those

words, but that was the feeling of it. I

felt that I was so glad I was alive, and

that the apple blossoms and the white

lilacs and the trees and I were all pleased

together to see you come. You are

quicker than Neil. He is almost always

puzzled to understand my music, and I am
puzzled to understand his. Sometimes it

frightens me. It seems as if there were

something in it trying to take hold of me
—something I do not like and want to run

away from."

Somehow Eric did not like her refer-
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ences to Neil. The idea of that handsome,

low-born boy seeing Kilmeny every day,

talking to her, sitting at the same table

with her, dwelling under the same roof,

meeting her in the himdred intimacies of

daily life, was distasteful to him. He put

the thought away from him, and flung

himself down on the long grass at her

feet.

^^ Now play for me, please,'' he said.

** I want to lie here and listen to you."
** And look at you," he might have

added. He could not tell which was the

greater pleasure. Her beauty, more won-

derful than any pictured loveliness he had

ever seen, delighted him. Every tint and

curve and outline of her face was flawless.

Her music enthralled him. This child, he

told himself as he listened, had genius.

But it was being wholly wasted. He
found himself thinking resentfully of the

people who were her guardians, and who

were responsible for her strange life.

They had done her a great and irremedi-
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able wrong. How dared they doom her to

such an existence ? If her defect of utter-

ance had been attended to in time, who
knew but that it might have been cured?

Now it was probably too late. Nature had

given her a royal birthright of beauty and

talent, but their selfish and unpardonable

neglect had made it of no account.

What divine music she lured out of the

old violin—merry and sad, gay and sor-

rowful by turns, music such as the stars

of morning might have made singing to-

gether, music that the fairies might have

danced to in their revels among the green

hills or on yellow sands, music that might

have mourned over the grave of a dead

hope. Then she drifted into a still

sweeter strain. As he listened to it he

realized that the whole soul and nature of

the girl were revealing themselves to him
through her music—the beauty and pur-

ity of her thoughts, her childhood dreams

and her maiden reveries. There was no

thought of concealment about her; she
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could not lielp the revelation she was un-

conscious of making.

At last she laid her violin aside and

wrote,
'* I have done my best to give you pleas-

ure. It is your turn now. Do you remem-

ber a promise you made me last night?

Have you kept it?
''

He gave her the two books he had

brought for her—a modern novel and a

volume of poetry unknown to her. He
had hesitated a little over the former; but

the book was so fine and full of beauty

that he thought it could not bruise the

bloom of her innocence ever so slightly.

He had no doubts about the poetry. It

was the utterance of one of those great

inspired souls whose passing tread has

made the kingdom of their birth and la-

bour a veritable Holy Land.

He read her some of the poems. Then

he talked to her of his college days and

friends. The minutes passed very swiftly.

There was just then no world for him
no
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outside of that old orchard with its falling

blossoms and its shadows and its croon-

ing winds.

Once, when he told her the story of

some college pranks wherein the endless

feuds of freshmen and sophomores fig-

ured, she clapped her hands together ac-

cording to her habit, and laughed aloud—

a clear, musical, silvery peal. It fell on

Ericas ear with a shock of surprise. He
thought it strange that she could laugh

like that when she could not speak.

Wherein lay the defect that closed for her

the gates of speech? Was it possible that

it could be removed?
^* Kilmeny," he said gravely after a

moment's reflection, during which he had

looked up at her as she sat with the ruddy

sunlight falling through the lilac branches

on her bare, silky head like a shower of

red jewels, '^ do you mind if I ask you

something about your inability to speak?

Will it hurt you to talk of the matter with

me?"
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She shook her head.

" Oh, no,'' she wrote, ^* I do not mind

at all. Of course I am sorry I cannot

speak, but I am quite used to the thought

and it never hurts me at all."

*' Then, Kilmeny, tell me this. Do you

know why it is that you are unable to

speak, when all your other faculties are

so perfect? ''

*^ No, I do not know at all why I cannot

speak. I asked mother once and she told

me it was a judgment on her for a great

sin she had committed, and she looked so

strangely that I was frightened, and I

never spoke of it to her or any one else

again."
'^ Were you ever taken to a doctor to

have your tongue and organs of speech

examined? "

" No. I remember when I was a very

little girl that Uncle Thomas wanted to

take me to a doctor in Charlottetown and

see if anything could be done for me, but

mother would not let him. She said it
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would be no use. And I do not think

Uncle Thomas thought it would be,

either.
'*

*^ You can laugh very naturally. Can

you make any other sound? "

*^ Yes, sometimes. When I am pleased

or frightened I have made little cries.

But it is only when I am not thinking

of it at all that I can do that. If I

try to make a sound I cannot do it at

all.''

This seemed to Eric more mysterious

than ever.

*^ Do you ever try to speak—to utter

words? " he persisted.

^^ Oh, yes, very often. All the time I

am saying the words in my head, just as

I hear other people saying them, but I

never can make my tongue say them. Do
not look so sorry, my friend. I am very

happy and I do not mind so very much not

being able to speak—only sometimes

when I have so many thoughts and it

seems so slow to write them out, some of
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them get away from me. I must play to

you again. You look too sober.''

She laughed again, picked up her violin,

and played a tinkling, roguish little mel-

ody as if she were trying to tease him,

looking at Eric over her violin with lumi-

nous eyes that dared him to be merry.

Eric smiled; but the puzzled look re-

turned to his face many times that eve-

ning. He walked home in a brown study.

Kilmeny 's case certainly seemed a

strange one, and the more he thought of

it the stranger it seemed.
*' It strikes me as something very pe-

culiar that she should be able to make
sounds only when she is not thinking

about it," he reflected. ** I wish David

Baker could examine her. But I suppose

that is out of the question. That grim

pair who have charge of her would never

consent."
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CHAPTER IX

THE STRAIGHT SIMPLICITY OF EVE

FOR the next three weeks Eric Mar-

shall seemed to himself to be living

two lives, as distinct from each

other as if he possessed a double personal-

ity. In one, he taught the Lindsay dis-

trict school diligently and painstakingly;

solved problems ; argued on theology with

Robert Williamson; called at the homes

of his pupils and took tea in state with

their parents; went to a rustic dance or

two and played havoc, all unwittingly,

with the hearts of the Lindsay maidens.

But this life was as a dream of worka-

day. He only lived in the other, which

was spent in an old orchard, grassy and

overgrown, where the minutes seemed to

lag for sheer love of the spot and the June

winds made wild harping in the old

spruces.
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Here every evening he met Kilmeny;

in that old orchard they garnered hours

of quiet happiness together; together they

went wandering in the fair fields of old

romance ; together they read many books

and talked of many things; and, when
they were tired of all else, Kilmeny

played to him and the old orchard echoed

with her lovely, fantastic melodies.

At every meeting her beauty came

home afresh to him with the old thrill of

glad surprise. In the intervals of absence

it seemed to him that she could not possi-

bly be as beautiful as he remembered

her; and then when they met she seemed

even more so. He learned to watch for

the undisguised light of welcome that al-

ways leaped into her eyes at the sound of

his footsteps. She was nearly always

there before him and she always showed

that she was glad to see him with the

frank delight of a child watching for a

dear comrade.

She was never in the same mood twice.
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Now she was grave, now gay, now stately,

now pensive. But she was always charm-

ing. Thrawn and twisted the old Gordon
stock might be, but it had at least this

one offshoot of perfect grace and sym-

metry. Her mind and heart, utterly un-

spoiled of the world, were as beautiful as

her face. All the ugliness of existence

had passed her by, shrined in her double

solitude of upbringing and muteness.

She was naturally quick and clever.

Delightful little flashes of wit and humour
sparkled out occasionally. She could be

whimsical—even charmingly capricious.

Sometimes innocent mischief glimmered

out in the unfathomable deeps of her

blue eyes. Sarcasm, even, was not un-

known to her. Now and then she punc-

tured some harmless bubble of a young
man's conceit or masculine superiority

with a biting little line of daintily written

script.

She assimilated the ideas in the books

they read, speedily, eagerly, and thor-
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oughly, always seizing on the best and

truest, and rejecting the false and spuri-

ous and weak with an unfailing intuition

at which Eric marvelled. Hers was the

spear of Ithuriel, trying out the dross of

everything and leaving only the pure

gold.

In manner and outlook she was still a

child. Yet now and again she was as

old as Eve. An expression would leap

into her laughing face, a subtle meaning

reveal itself in her smile, that held all the

lore of womanhood and all the wisdom of

the ages.

Her way of smiling enchanted him.

The smile always began far down in her

eyes and flowed outward to her face like

a sparkling brook stealing out of shadow

into sunshine.

He knew everything about her life.

She told him her simple history freely.

She often mentioned her uncle and aunt

and seemed to regard them with deep af-

fection. She rarely spoke of her mother.
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Eric came somehow to miderstand, less

from what she said than from what she

did not say, that Kilmeny, though she had

loved her mother, had always been rather

afraid of her. There had not been be-

tween them the natural beautiful confi-

dence of mother and child.

Of Neil, she wrote frequently at first,

and seemed very fond of him. Later she

ceased to mention him. Perhaps—for she

was marvellously quick to catch and in-

terpret every fleeting change of expres-

sion in his voice and face— she discerned

what Eric did not know himself—that his

eyes clouded and grew moody at the men-
tion of Neil's name.

Once she asked him naively,
** Are there many people like you out

in the world? *'

^' Thousands of them," said Eric,

laughing.

She looked gravely at him. Then she

gave her head a quick decided little shake.
** I do not think so," she wrote. " I do
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not know much of the world, but I do not

think there are many people like you in

if'

One evening, when the far-away hills

and fields were scarfed in gauzy purples,

and the intervales were brimming with

golden mists, Eric carried to the old or-

chard a little limp, worn volume that held

a love story. It was the first thing of the

kind he had ever read to her, for in the

first novel he had lent her the love interest

had been very slight and subordinate.

This was a beautiful, passionate idyl ex-

quisitely told.

He read it to her, lying in the grass at

her feet; she listened with her hands

clasped over her knee and her eyes cast

down. It was not a long story; and when
he had finished it he shut the book and

looked up at her questioningly.

*' Do you like it, Kilmeny? " he asked.

Very slowly she took her slate and

wrote,
** Yes, I like it. But it hurt me, too.
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I did not know that a person could like

anything that hurt her. I do not know
why it hurt me. I felt as if I had lost

something that I never had. That was a

very silly feeling, was it not? But I did

not understand the book very well, you

see. It is about love and I do not know
anything about love. Mother told me
once that love is a curse, and that I must

pray that it would never enter into my
life. She said it very earnestly, and so I

believed her. But your book teaches that

it is a blessing. It says that it is the most

splendid and wonderful thing in life.

Which am I to believe? "

** Love—real love—is never a curse,

Kilmeny," said Eric gravely. *^ There is

a false love which is a curse. Perhaps

your mother believed it was that which

had entered her life and ruined it ; and so

she made the mistake. There is nothing

in the world— or in heaven either, as I

believe— so truly beautiful and wonderful

and blessed as love.*'
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** Have you ever loved? " asked Kil-

meny, with the directness of phrasing

necessitated by her mode of communica-

tion which was sometimes a little terrible.

She asked the question simply and with-

out any embarrassment. She knew of no

reason why love might not be discussed

with Eric as other matters—music and

books and travel—might be.

^* No," said Eric—honestly, as he

thought, '^ but every one has an ideal of

love whom he hopes to meet some day—
' the ideal woman of a young man's

dream.' I suppose I have mine, in some

sealed, secret chamber of my heart."

" I suppose your ideal woman would be

beautiful, like the woman in your book? "

^' Oh, yes, I am sure I could never care

for an ugly woman," said Eric, laughing

a little as he sat up. *' Our ideals are al-

ways beautiful, whether they so translate

themselves into realities or not. But the

sun is going down. Time does certainly

fly in this enchanted orchard. I believe
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you bewitch the moments away, Kilmeny.

Your namesake of the poem was a some-

what uncanny maid, if I recollect aright,

and thought as little of seven years in

elfland as ordinary folk do of half an hour

on upper earth. Some day I shall waken
from a supposed hour's lingering here and

find myself an old man with white hair

and ragged coat, as in that fairy tale we
read the other night. Will you let me
give you this book? I should never com-

mit the sacrilege of reading it in any other

place than this. It is an old book, Kil-

meny. A new book, savouring of the shop

and market-place, however beautiful it

might be, would not do for you. This was
one of my mother's books. She read it

and loved it. See—the faded rose leaves

she placed in it one day are there still.

I'll write your name in it—that quaint,

pretty name of yours which always

sounds as if it had been specially invented

for you—* Kilmeny of the Orchard '—and
the date of this perfect June day on which
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we read it together. Then when you look

at it you will always remember me, and

the white buds opening on that rosebush

beside you, and the rush and murmur of

the wind in the tops of those old spruces."

He held out the book to her, but, to his

surprise, she shook her head, with a

deeper flush on her face.

*' Won't you take the book, Kilmeny?

Why not?"

She took her pencil and wrote slowly,

unlike her usual quick movement.
*^ Do not be offended with me. I shall

not need anything to make me remember

you because I can never forget you. But

I would rather not take the book. I do

not want to read it again. It is about love,

and there is no use in my learning about

love, even if it is all you say. Nobody
will ever love me. I am too ugly."

'* You! Ugly!" exclaimed Eric. He
was on the point of going off into a peal

of laughter at the idea when a glimpse of

her half averted face sobered him. On
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it was a hurt, bitter look, such as he re-

membered seeing once before, when he

had asked her if she would not like to see

the world for herself.

** Kilmeny," he said in astonishment,
^' you don't really think yourself ugly, do

you? ''

She nodded, without looking at him,

and then wrote,
^* Oh, yes, I know that I am. I have

known it for a long time. Mother told me
that I was very ugly and that nobody

would ever like to look at me. T am sorry.

It hurts me much worse to know I am
ugly than it does to know I cannot speak.

I suppose you will think that is very fool-

ish of me, but it is true. That was why I

did not come back to the orchard for such

a long time, even after I had got over my
fright. I hated to think that you would
think me ugly. And that is why I do not

want to go out into the world and meet
people. They would look at me as the q^^
peddler did one day when I went out with
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Aunt Janet to Ms wagon the spring after

mother died. He stared at me so. I knew
it was because he thought me so ugly, and

I have always hidden when he came ever

since/'

Eric's lips twitched. In spite of his

pity for the real suffering displayed in her

eyes, he could not help feeling amused

over the absurd idea of this beautiful girl

believing herself in all seriousness to be

ugly.

^* But, Elilmeny, do you think yourself

ugly when you look in a mirror? " he

asked smiling.

** I have never looked in a mirror," she

wrote. *^ I never knew there was such a

thing until after mother died, and I read

about it in a book. Then I asked Aunt

Janet and she said mother had broken all

the looking glasses in the house when I

was a baby. But I have seen my face re-

flected in the spoons, and in a little silver

sugar bowl Aunt Janet has. And it is

ugly—very ugly."
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Eric's face went down into the grass.

For his life he could not help laughing;

and for his life he would not let Kilmeny

see him laughing. A certain little whim-

sical wish took possession of him and he

did not hasten to tell her the truth, as

had been his first impulse. Instead, when
he dared to look up he said slowly,

'* I don't think you are ugly, Kilmeny."
** Oh, but I am sure you must," she

wrote protestingly. *^ Even Neil does.

He tells me I am kind and nice, but one

day I asked him if he thought me very

ugly, and he looked away and would not

speak, so I knew what he thought about

it, too. Do not let us speak of this again.

It makes me feel sorry and spoils every-

thing. I forget it at other times. Let

me play you some good-bye music, and do

not feel vexed because I would not take

your book. It would only make me un-

happy to read it."

** I am not vexed^" said Eric, "and I

think you will take it some day yet— after
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I have shown you something I want you

to see. Never mind about your looks, Kil-

meny. Beauty isn't everything.'*

** Oh, it is a great deal,," she wrote

naively. ** But you do like me, even

though I am so ugly, don't you? You like

me because of my beautiful music, don't

you? "

^^ I like you very much, Kilmeny," an-

swered Eric, laughing a little; but there

was in his voice a tender note of which

he was unconscious. Kilmeny was aware

of it, however, and she picked up her vio-

lin with a pleased smile.

He left her playing there, and all the

way through the dim resinous spruce

wood her music followed him like an in-

visible guardian spirit.

^* Kilmeny the Beautiful! " he mur-

mured, ^^ and yet, good heavens, the child

thinks she is ugly—she with a face more '

lovely than ever an artist dreamed of]

A girl of eighteen who has never looked

in a mirror! I wonder if there is another
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such in any civilized country in the world.

What could have possessed her mother to

tell her such a falsehood? I wonder if

Margaret Gordon could have been quite

sane. It is strange that Neil has never

told her the truth. Perhaps he doesn't

want her to find out."

Eric had met Neil Gordon a few eve-

nings before this, at a country dance

where Neil had played the violin for the

dancers. Influenced by curiosity he had

sought the lad's acquaintance. Neil was

friendly and talkative at first; but at the

first hint concerning the Gordons which

Eric threw out skilfully his face and man-

ner changed. He looked secretive and

suspicious, almost sinister. A sullen look

crept into his big black eyes and he drew

his bow across the violin strings with a

discordant screech, as if to terminate the

conversation. Plainly nothing was to be

foimd out from him about Kilmeny and

her grim guardians.
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CHAPTER X
A TROUBLING OF THE WATERS

ONE evening in late June Mrs. Will-

iamson was sitting by her kitchen

window. Her knitting lay un-

heeded in her lap, and Timothy, though he

nestled ingratiatingly against her foot as

he lay on the rug and purred his loudest,

was unregarded. She rested her face on

her hand and looked out of the window,

across the distant harbour, with troubled

eyes.

'^ I guess I must speak," she thought

wistfully. ^^ I hate to do it. I always did

hate meddling. My mother always used

to say that ninety-nine times out of a

hundred the last state of a meddler and

them she meddled with was worse than

the first. But I guess it's my duty. I

was Margaret's friend, and it is my duty
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to protect her child any way I can. If the

Master does go back across there to meet

her I must tell him what I think about

it/'

Overhead in his room, Eric was walk-

ing about whistling. Presently he came

downstairs, thinking of the orchard, and

the girl who would be waiting for him

there.

As he crossed the little front entry he

heard Mrs. Williamson's voice calling to

him.

" Mr. Marshall, will you please come

here a moment? '*

He went out to the kitchen. Mrs.

Williamson looked at him deprecatingly.

There was a flush on her faded cheek and

her voice trembled.
'^ Mr. Marshall, I want to ask you a

question. Perhaps you will think it isn't

any of my business. But it isn't because

I want to meddle. No, no. It is only

because I think I ought to speak. I have

thought it over for a long time, and it
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seems to me that I ought to speak. I hope

you won't be angry, but even if you are

I must say what I have to say. Are you

going back to the old Connors orchard to

meet Kilmeny Gordon? "

For a moment an angry flush burned in

Eric's face. It was more Mrs. William-

son's tone than her words which startled

and annoyed him.
** Yes, I am, Mrs. Williamson," he said

coldly. '' What of it?"
*^ Then, sir," said Mrs. Williamson with

more firmness, '' I have got to tell you

that I don't think you are doing right. I

have been suspecting all along that that

was where you went every evening, but

I haven't said a word to any one about

it. Even my husband doesn't know. But

tell me this. Master. Do Kilmeny 's uncle

and aunt know that you are meeting her

there? "

<< Why," said Eric, in some confusion,

*^ I—I do not know whether they do or

not. But Mrs. Williamson, surely you do
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not suspect me of meaning any harm or

wrong to Kilmeny Gordon? "

" No, I don't, Master. I might think

it of some men, but never of you/ I don't

for a minute think that you would do her

or any woman any wilful wrong. But

you may do her great harm for all that.

I want you to stop and think about it. I

guess you haven't thought. Kilmeny

can't know anything about the world or

about men, and she may get to thinking

too much of you. That might break her

heart, because you couldn't ever marry a

dumb girl like her. So I don't think you

ought to be meeting her so often in this

fashion. It isn't right. Master. Don't go

to the orchard again."

Without a word Eric turned away, and

went upstairs to his room. Mrs. William-

son picked up her knitting with a sigh.

*^ That's done, Timothy, and I'm real

thankful," she said. *^ I guess there'll be

no need of saying anything more. Mr.

Marshall is a fine young man, only a little
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thoughtless. Now that he's got his eyes

opened I'm sure he'll do what is right. I

don't want Margaret's child made un-

happy.'^

Her husband came to the kitchen door

and sat down on the steps to enjoy his

evening smoke, talking between whiffs to

his wife of Elder Tracy's church row, and

Mary Alice Martin's beau, the price Jake

Crosby was giving for eggs, the quantity

of hay yielded by the hill meadow, the

trouble he was having with old Molly's

calf, and the respective merits of Ply-

mouth Rock and Brahma roosters. Mrs.

Williamson answered at random, and

heard not one word in ten.

'' What's got the Master, Mother? " in-

quired old Robert, presently. ** I hear

him striding up and down in his room 'sif

he was caged. Sure you didn't lock him

in by mistake? "

^* Maybe he's worried over the way
Seth Tracy's acting in school," suggested

Mrs. Williamson, who did not choose that
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her gossipy husband should suspect the

truth about Eric and Kilmeny Gordon.
** Shucks, he needn't worry a morsel

over that. Seth'll quiet down as soon as

he finds he can't run the Master. He's

a rare good teacher—better 'n Mr. West
was even, and that's saying something.

The trustees are hoping he'll stay for

another term. They're going to ask him

at the school meeting to-morrow, and

offer him a raise of supplement."

Upstairs, in his little room under the

eaves, Eric Marshall was in the grip of

the most intense and overwhelming emo-

tion he had ever experienced.

Up and down, to and fro, he walked,

with set lips and clenched hands. When
he was wearied out he flung himself on a

chair by the window and wrestled with

the flood of feeling.

Mrs. Williamson's words had torn away
the delusive veil with which he had bound

his eyes. He was face to face with the

knowledge that he loved Kilmeny Gordon
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with the love that comes but once, and is

for all time. He wondered how he could

have been so long blind to it. He knew

that he must have loved her ever since

their first meeting that May evening in

the old orchard.

And he knew that he must choose be-

tween two alternatives—either he must

never go to the orchard again, or he must

go as an avowed lover to woo him a wife.

Worldly prudence, his inheritance from

a long line of thrifty, cool-headed ances-

tors, was strong in Eric, and he did not

yield easily or speedily to the dictates of

his passion. All night he struggled

against the new emotions that threatened

to sweep away the *^ common sense "

which David Baker had bade him take

with him when he went a-wooing. Would
not a marriage with Kilmeny Gordon be

an unwise thing from any standpoint?

Then something stronger and greater

and more vital than wisdom or unwisdom

rose up in him and mastered him. Kil-
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meny, beautiful, dumb Kilmeny was, as

he had once involuntarily thought, *^ the

one maid " for him. Nothing should part

them. The mere idea of never seeing her

again was so imbearable that he laughed

at himself for having counted it a possible

alternative.

** If I can win Kilmeny 's love I shall

ask her to be my wife," he said, looking

out of the window to the dark, southwest-

em hill beyond which lay his orchard.

The velvet sky over it was still starry;

but the water of the harbour was begin-

ning to grow silvery in the reflection of

the dawn that was breaking in the east.

" Her misfortune will only make her

dearer to me. I cannot realize that a

month ago I did not know her. It seems

to me that she has been a part of my life

for ever. I wonder if she was grieved that

I did not go to the orchard last night— if

she waited for me. I wonder if she cares

for me. If she does, she does not know
it herself yet. It will be my sweet task
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to teach her what love means, and no man
has ever had a lovelier, purer, pupil."

At the annual school meeting, the next

afternoon, the trustees asked Eric to take

the Lindsay school for the following year.

He consented unhesitatingly.

That evening he went to Mrs. William-

son, as she washed her tea dishes in the

kitchen.

" Mrs. Williamson, I am going back to

the old Connors orchard to see Kilmeny

again to-night."

She looked at him reproachfully.

" Well, Master, I have no more to say.

I suppose it wouldn't be of any use if I

had. But you know what I think of it."

** I intend to marry Kilmeny Gordon if

I can win her."

An expression of amazement came into

the good woman's face. She looked scru-

tinizingly at the firm mouth and steady

gray eyes for a moment. Then she said in

a troubled voice,

" Do you think that is wise. Master?
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I suppose Kilmeny is pretty; the Qgg

peddler told me she was; and no doubt

she is a good, nice girl. But she wouldn't

be a suitable wife for you—a girl that

can't speak/'
*' That doesn't make any difference to

me.''

'' But what wUl your people say? "

** I have no * people ' except my father.

When he sees Kilmeny he will under-

stand. She is all the world to me, Mrs.

Williamson."
** As long as you believe that there is

nothing more to be said," was the quiet

answer, '^ I'd be a little bit afraid if I was
you, though. But young people never

think of those things."

" My only fear is that she won't care

for me," said Eric soberly.

Mrs. Williamson surv^eyed the hand-

some, broad-shouldered young man
shrewdly.

** I don't think there are many women
would say you * no,' Master. I wish you
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well in your wooing, though I can't help

thinking you're doing a daft-like thing.

I hope you won't have any trouble with

Thomas and Janet. They are so different

from other folks there is no knowing.

But take my advice, Master, and go and

see them about it right off. Don't go on

meeting Kilmeny unbeknownst to them."
^^ I shall certainly take your advice,"

said Eric, gravely. **I should have gone to

' them before. It was merely thoughtless-

ness on my part. Possibly they do know
already. Kilmeny may have told them."

Mrs. Williamson shook her head de-

cidedly.

^* No, no. Master, she hasn't. They'd

never have let her go on meeting you

there if they had known. I know them

too well to think of that for a moment.

Go you straight to them and say to them

just what you have said to me. That is

your best plan. Master. And take care

of Neil. People say he has a notion

of Kilmeny himself. He'll do you a bad
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turn if he can, I've no doubt. Them for-

eigners can't be trusted—and he's just as

much a foreigner as his parents before

him—though he has been brought up on

oatmeal and the shorter catechism, as the

old saying has it. I feel that somehow—
I always feel it when I look at him sing-

ing in the choir."

^^ Oh, I am not afraid of Neil," said

Eric carelessly. " He couldn't help lov-

ing Kilmeny—nobody could."
*' I suppose every young man thinks

that about his girl—if he's the right sort

of young man," said Mrs. Williamson

with a little sigh.

She watched Eric out of sight anxiously.

" I hope it'll all come out right," she

thought. ** I hope he ain't making an

awful mistake—but—I'm afraid. Kil-

meny must be very pretty to have be-

witched him so. Well, I suppose there is

no use in my worrying over it. But I do

wish he had never gone back to that old

orchard and seen her."
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A LOVER AND HIS LASS

KILMENY was in the orchard when
Eric reached it, and he lingered

for a moment in the shadow of the

spruce wood to dream over her beauty.

The orchard had lately overflowed in

waves of old-fashioned caraway, and she

was standing in the midst of its sea of

bloom, with the lace-like blossoms sway-

ing around her in the wind. She wore the

simple dress of pale blue print in which

he had first seen her; silk attire could not

better have become her loveliness. She

had woven herself a chaplet of half open

white rosebuds and placed it on her dark

hair, where the delicate blossoms seemed

less wonderful than her face.

When Eric stepped through the gap

she ran to meet him with outstretched

hands, smiling. He took her hands and
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looked into her eyes with an expression

before which hers for the first time fal-

tered. She looked down, and a warm
blush stained the ivory curves of her

cheek and throat. His heart bounded, for

in that blush he recognized the banner of

love 's vanguard.
'^ Are you glad to see me, Kilmeny? "

he asked, in a low significant tone.

She nodded, and wrote in a somewhat

embarrassed fashion,

** Yes. Why do you ask? You know
I am always glad to see you. I was afraid

you would not come. You did not come

last night and I was so sorry. Nothing

in the orchard seemed nice any longer. I

couldn't even play. I tried to, and my
violin only cried. I waited until it was

dark and then I went home.''
'* I am sorry you were disappointed,

Kilmeny. I couldn't come last night.

Some day I shall tell you why. I stayed

home to learn a new lesson. I am sorry

you missed me—no, I am glad. Can you
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understand how a person may be glad and

sorry for the same thing? **

She nodded again, with a return of her

usual sweet composure.
^^ Yes, I could not have understood

once, but I can now. Did you learn your

new lesson? ''

" Yes, very thoroughly. It was a de-

lightful lesson when I once understood it.

I must try to teach it to you some day.

Come over to the old bench, Kilmeny.

There is something I want to say to you.

But first, will you give me a rose? ''

She ran to the bush, and, after careful

deliberation, selected a perfect half-open

bud and brought it to him—a white bud

with a faint, sunrise flush about its golden

heart.

** Thank you. It is as beautiful as—as

a woman I know," Eric said.

A wistful look came into her face at his

words, and she walked with a drooping

head across the orchard to the bench.

^^ Kilmeny," he said, seriously, *' I am
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going to ask you to do something for me.

I want you to take me home with you and

introduce me to your uncle and aunt."

She lifted her head and stared at him
incredulously, as if he had asked her to do

something wildly impossible. Under-

standing from his grave face that he

meant what he said, a look of dismay

dawned in her eyes. She shook her head

almost violently and seemed to be making
a passionate, instinctive effort to speak.

Then she caught up her pencil and wrote

with feverish haste

:

^^ I cannot do that. Do not ask me to.

You do not understand. They would be

very angry. They do not want to see any

one coming to the house. And they would

never let me come here again. Oh, you

do not mean it? "

He pitied her for the pain and bewilder-

ment in her eyes; but he took her slender

hands in his and said firmly,

" Yes, Kilmeny, I do mean it. It is not

quite right for us to be meeting each other
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here as we have been doing, without the

knowledge and consent of your friends.

You cannot now understand this, but—
believe me— it is so."

She looked questioningly, pityingly into

his eyes. What she read there seemed to

convince her, for she turned very pale and

an expression of hopelessness came into

her face. Releasing her hands, she wrote

slowly,

*' If you say it is wrong I must believe

it. I did not know anything so pleasant

could be wrong. But if it is wrong we
must not meet here any more. Mother

told me I must never do anything that was

wrong. But I did not know this was

wrong."
^' It was not wrong for you, Kilmeny.

But it was a little wrong for me, because

I knew better—or rather, should have

known better. I didn't stop to think, as

the children say. Some day you will un-

derstand fully. Now, you will take me to

your uncle and aunt, and after I have said
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to them what I want to say it will be all

right for us to meet here or anywhere.''

She shook her head.

" No/' she wrote, ^' Uncle Thomas and
Aunt Janet will tell you to go away and
never come back. And they will never let

me come here any more. Since it is not

right to meet you I will not come, but it

is no use to think of going to them. I did

not tell them about you because I knew
that they would forbid me to see you, but

I am sorry, since it is so wrong/'
*' You must take me to them," said

Eric firmly. ** I am quite sure that things

will not be as you fear when they hear

what I have to say."

Uncomforted, she wrote forlornly,

" I must do it, since you insist, but I

am sure it will be no use. I cannot take

you to-night because they are away. They
went to the store at Eadnor. But I will

take you to-morrow night; and after that

I shall not see you any more."

Two great tears brimmed over in -her
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big blue eyes and splashed down on her

slate. Her lips quivered like a hurt

child's. Eric put his arm impulsively

about her and drew her head down upon

his shoulder. As she cried there, softly,

miserably, he pressed his lips to the silky

black hair with its coronal of rosebuds.

He did not see two burning eyes which

were looking at him over the old fence

behind him with hatred and mad passion

blazing in their depths. Neil Gordon was

crouched there, with clenched hands and

heaving breast, watching them.
** Kilmeny, dear, don't cry," said Eric

tenderly. ** You shall see me again. I

promise you that, whatever happens. I

do not think your uncle and aunt will be

as unreasonable as you fear, but even if

they are they shall not prevent me from

meeting you somehow."

Kilmeny lifted her head, and wiped the

tears from her eyes.

** You do not know what they are like,"

she wrote. " They will lock me into my
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room. That is the way they always pun-

ished me when I was a little girl. And
once, not so very long ago, when I was

a big girl, they did it."

** If they do I'll get you out somehow,"

said Eric, laughing a little.

She allowed herself to smile, but it was

a rather forlorn little effort. She did not

cry any more, but her spirits did not come

back to her. Eric talked gaily, but she

only listened in a pensive, absent way, as

if she scarcely heard him. When he asked

her to play she shook her head.
*^ I cannot think any music to-night,"

she wrote. " I must go home, for my head

aches and I feel very stupid."

*^ Very well, Kilmeny. Now, don't

worry, little girl. It will all come out all

right."

Evidently she did not share his confi-

dence, for her head drooped again as they

walked together across the orchard. At

the entrance of the wild cherry lane she

paused and looked at him half reproach-
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fully, her eyes filling again. She seemed

to be bidding him a mute farewell. With

an impulse of tenderness which he could

not control, Eric put his arm about her

and kissed her red, trembling mouth. She

started back with a little cry. A burning

colour swept over her face, and the next

moment she fled swiftly up the darkening

lane.

The sweetness of that involuntary kiss

clung to Eric's lips as he went homeward,

half-intoxicating him. He knew that it

had opened the gates of womanhood to

Kilmeny. Never again, he felt, would her

eyes meet his with their old unclouded

frankness. When next he looked into

them he knew that he should see there the

consciousness of his kiss. Behind her in

the orchard that night Kilmeny had left

her childhood.
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CHAPTER Xn
A PRISONER OF LOVE

WHEN Eric betook himself to the

orchard the next evening he had

to admit that he felt rather

nervous. He did not know how the Gor-

dons would receive him and certainly the

reports he had heard of them were not

encouraging, to say the least of it. Even
Mrs. Williamson, when he had told her

where he was going, seemed to look upon

him as one bent on bearding a lion in his

den.

" I do hope they won^t be very uncivil

to you, Master,'' was the best she could

say.

He expected Kilmeny to be in the or-

chard before him, for he had been delayed

by a call from one of the trustees ; but she

was nowhere to be seen. He walked

across it to the wild cherry lane; but at
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its entrance he stopped short in sudden

dismay.

Neil Gordon had stepped from behind

the trees and stood confronting him, with

blazing eyes, and lips which writhed in

emotion so great that at first it prevented

him from speaking.

With a thrill of dismay Eric instantly

understood what must have taken place.

Neil had discovered that he and Kilmeny

had been meeting in the orchard, and be-

yond doubt had carried the tale to Janet

and Thomas Gordon. He realized how
unfortunate it was that this should have

happened before he had had time to make
his own explanation. It would probably

prejudice Kilmeny 's guardians still fur-

ther against him. At this point in his

thoughts Neil's pent up passion suddenly

found vent in a burst of wild words.
^' So you've come to meet her again.

But she isn't here—you'll never see her

again! I hate you—I hate you—I hate

youl "
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His voice rose to a shrill scream. He
took a furious step nearer Eric as if lie

would attack him. Eric looked steadily

in his eyes with a calm defiance, before

which his wild passion broke like foam

on a rock.

^* So you have been making trouble for

Kilmeny, Neil, have you? " said Eric con-

temptuously. ^^ I suppose you have been

playing the spy. And I suppose that you

have told her uncle and aunt that she has

been meeting me here. Well, you have

saved me the trouble of doing it, that is

all. I was going to tell them myself, to-

night. I don't know what your motive in

doing this has been. Was it jealousy of

me ? Or have you done it out of malice to

Kilmeny? ''

His contempt cowed Neil more effectu-

ally than any display of anger could have

done.

** Never you mind why I did it,' ' he

muttered sullenly. *^ What I did or why
I did it is no business of yours. And you
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have no business to come sneaking around

here either. Kihneny won't meet you

here again.''

" She will meet me in her own home
then," said Eric sternly. *^ Neil, in be-

having as you have done you have shown

yourself to be a very foolish, undisciplined

boy. I am going straightway to Kil-

meny 's uncle and aunt to explain every-

thing."

Neil sprang forward in his path.

" No—no— go away," he implored

wildly. *^ Oh, sir— oh, Mr. Marshall,

please go away. I'll do anything for you

if you will. I love Kilmeny. I've loved

her all my life. I'd give my life for her.

I can't have you coming here to steal her

. from me. If you do—I'll kill you! I

wanted to kill you last night when I saw

. you kiss her. Oh, yes, I saw you. I was
V^ watching—spying, if you like. I don't

care what you call it. I had followed her

—I suspected something. She was so dif-

ferent—so changed. She never would
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wear the flowers I picked for lier any

more. She seemed to forget I was there.

I knew something had come between us.

And it was you, curse you! Oh, I'll make
you sorry for it."

He was working himself up into a fury

again—the untamed fury of the Italian

peasant thwarted in his heart's desire. It

overrode all the restraint of his training

and environment. Eric, amid all his an-

ger and annoyance, felt a thrill of pity for

him. Neil Gordon was only a boy still;

and he was miserable and beside himself.

" Neil, listen to me," he said quietly.

" You are talking very foolishly. It is

not for you to say who shall or shall not

be Kilmeny's friend. Now, you may just

as well control yourself and go home like

a decent fellow. I am not at all frightened

by your threats, and I shall know how to

deal with you if you persist in interfering

with me or persecuting Kilmeny. I am
not the sort of person to put up with that,

my lad."
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The restrained power in his tone and

look cowed Neil. The latter turned sul-

lenly away, with another muttered curse,

and plunged into the shadow of the firs.

Eric, not a little ruffled under all his ex-

ternal composure by this most unexpected

and unpleasant encounter, pursued his

way along the lane which wound on by the

belt of woodland in twist and curve to the

Gordon homestead. His heart beat as he

thought of Kilmeny. What might she not

be suffering? Doubtless Neil had given

a very exaggerated and distorted account

of what he had seen, and probably her

dour relations were very angry with her,

poor child. Anxious to avert their wrath

as soon as might be, he hurried on, almost

forgetting his meeting with Neil. The

threats of the latter did not trouble him
**"

at all. He thought the angry outburst of

a jealous boy mattered but little. What
did matter was that Kilmeny was in

trouble which his heedlessness had

v^ brought upon her.
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Presently he found himself before the

Gordon house. It was an old building

with sharp eaves and dormer windows, its

shingles stained a dark gray by long ex-

posure to wind and weather. Faded green

shutters hung on the windows of the lower

story. Behind it grew a thick wood of

spruces. The little yard in front of it was
grassy and prim and flowerless; but over

the low front door a luxuriant early-

flowering rose vine clambered, in a riot

of blood-red blossom which contrasted

strangely with the general bareness of its

surroundings. It seemed to fling itself

over the grim old house as if intent on

bombarding it with an alien life and joy-

ousness.

Eric knocked at the door, wondering if

it might be possible that Kilmeny should

come to it. But a moment later it was
opened by an elderly woman—a woman
of rigid lines from the hem of her lank,

dark print dress to the crown of her head,

covered with black hair which, despite its
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few gray threads, was still thick and lux-

uriant. She had a long, pale face some-

what worn and wrinkled, but possessing

a certain harsh comeliness of feature

which neither age nor wrinkles had quite

destroyed; and her deep-set, light gray

eyes were not devoid of suggested kindli-

ness, although they now surveyed Erie

with an unconcealed hostility. Her fig-

ure, in its merciless dress, was very

angular; yet there was about her a

dignity of carriage and manner which

Eric liked. In any case, he preferred

her unsmiling doumess to vulgar garru-

lity.

He lifted his hat.

** Have I the honour of speaking to

Miss Gordon? " he asked.

*^ I am Janet Gordon,'' said the woman
stiffly.

.

*^ Then I wish to talk with you and with

your brother."
** Come in.''

She stepped aside and motioned him
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to a low brown door opening on the

right.

** Go in and sit down. I'll call

Thomas," she said coldly, as she walked

out through the hall.

Eric walked into the parlour and sat

down as bidden. He found himself in the

most old-fashioned room he had ever seen.

The solidly made chairs and tables, of

some wood grown dark and polished with

age, made even Mrs. Williamson's '^ par-

lour set " of horsehair seem extrava-

gantly modem by contrast. The painted

floor was covered with round braided

rugs. On the centre table was a lamp, a

Bible and some theological volumes con-

temporary with the square-runged furni-

ture. The walls, wainscoted half way up
in wood and covered for the rest with a

dark, diamond-patterned paper, were

hung with faded engravings, mostly of

clerical-looking, bewigged personages in

gowns and bands.

But over the high, undecorated black
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mantel-piece, in a ruddy glow of sunset

light striking through the window, hung
one which caught and held Eric's atten-

tion to the exclusion of everything else.

It was the enlarged ^' crayon '' photo-

graph of a yoimg girl, and, in spite of the

crudity of execution, it was easily the

centre of interest in the room.

Eric at once guessed that this must be

the picture of Margaret Gordon, for, al-

though quite unlike Kilmeny 's sensitive,

spirited face in general, there was a

subtle, unmistakable resemblance about

brow and chin.

The pictured face was a very handsome

one, suggestive of velvety dark eyes and

vivid colouring; but it was its expression

rather than its beauty which fascinated

Eric. Never had he seen a countenance

indicative of more intense and stubborn

will power. Margaret Gordon was dead

and buried; the picture was a cheap and

inartistic production in an impossible

frame of gilt and plush; yet the vitality
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in that face dominated its surroundings

still. Wliat then must have been the

power of such a personality in life?

Eric realized that this woman could and
would have done whatsoever she willed,

unflinchingly and unrelentingly. She

could stamp her desire on everything and

everybody about her, moulding them to

her wish and will, in their own despite

and in defiance of all the resistance they

might make. Many things in Kilmeny's

upbringing and temperament became
clear to him.

*' If that woman had told me I was
ugly I should have believed her,'' he

thought. " Ay, even though I had a mir-

ror to contradict her. I should never

have dreamed of disputing or questioning

anything she might have said. The
strange power in her face is almost un-

canny, peering out as it does from a mask
of beauty and youthful curves. Pride and

stubbornness are its salient characteris-

tics. Well, Kilmeny does not at all re-
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semble her mother in expression and only

very slightly in feature/'

His reflections were interrupted by the

entrance of Thomas and Janet Gordon.

The latter had evidently been called from

his work. He nodded without speaking,

and the two sat gravely down before Eric.

** I have come to see you with regard

to your niece, Mr. Gordon," he said ab-

ruptly, realizing that there would be small

use in beating about the bush with this

grim pair. '^ I met your—I met Neil

Gordon in the Connors orchard, and I

found that he has told you that I have

been meeting Kilmeny there.''

He paused. Thomas Gordon nodded

again; but he did not speak, and he did

not remove his steady, piercing eyes from

the young man's flushed countenance.

Janet still sat in a sort of expectant im-

movability.
*^ I fear that you have formed an un-

favourable opinion of me on this accoimt,

Mr. Gordon," Eric went on. ** But I
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hardly think I deserve it. I can explain

the matter if you will allow me. I met

your niece accidentally in the orchard

three weeks ago and heard her play. I

thought her music very wonderful and I

fell into the habit of coming to the or-

chard in the evenings to hear it. I had no

thought of harming her in any way, Mr.

Gordon. I thought of her as a mere child,

and a child who was doubly sacred be-

cause of her affliction. But recently I—

I

—it occurred to me that I was not behav-

ing quite honourably in encouraging her

to meet me thus. Yesterday evening I

asked her to bring me here and introduce

me to you and her aunt. We would have

come then if you had been at home. As
you were not we arranged to come to-

night.'*

^* Yes, she told us so,'' said Thomas
Gordon slowly, speaking in a strong, vi-

brant voice. *^ We did not believe her.

But your story agrees with hers, and I

begin to think that we were too harsh with
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her. But Neil's tale had an ugly sound

and made us very angry. We have no

reason to be over-trustful in the case of

strange men, Master. Perhaps you meant
no harm. I am willing to believe that, sir.

But there must be no more of it."

^^ I hope you will not refuse me the

privilege of seeing your niece, Mr. Gor-

don," said Eric eagerly. *' I ask you to

allow me to visit her here. But I do not

ask you to receive me as a friend on my
own recommendations only. I will give

you references—men of standing in Char-

lottetown and Queenslea. If you refer to

them—"
*^ I don't need to do that," said Thomas

Gordon, quietly. ^^ I know more of you

than you think. Master. I know your

father well by reputation and I have seen

him. I know you are a rich man's son,

whatever your whim in teaching a coun-

try school may be. Since you have kept

your own counsel about your affairs I

supposed you didn't want your true posi-
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tion generally known, and so I have held

my tongue about you. I know no ill of

you, Master, and I think none, now that

I believe you were not beguiling Kilmeny

to meet you unknown to her friends of set

purpose. But all this doesn't make you

a suitable friend for her, sir— it makes

you all the more unsuitable. The less she

sees of you the better.''

Eric almost started to his feet in an in-

dignant protest; but he swiftly remem-

bered that his only hope of winning Kil-

meny lay in bringing Thomas Gordon to

another way of thinking. He had got on

better than he had expected so far; he

must not now jeopardize what he had

gained by rashness or impatience.
'' Why do you think so, Mr. Gordon? ''

he asked, regaining his self-control with

an effort.

** Well, plain speaking is best. Master.

If you were to come here and see Kilmeny

often she'd most likely come to think too

much of you. I mistrust there's some
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mischief done in that direction already.

Then when you went away she might

break her heart—for she is one of those

who feel things deeply. She has been

happy enough. I know folks condemn us

for the way she has been brought up, but

they don't know everything. It was the

best way for her, all things considered.

And we don't want her made unhappy,

Master."
^* But I love your niece and I want to

marry her if I can win her love," said

Eric steadily.

He surprised them out of their self pos-

session at last. Both started, and looked

at him as if they could not believe the evi-

dence of their ears.

** Marry her! Marry Kilmeny! " ex-

claimed Thomas Gordon incredulously.

*' You can't mean it, sir. Why, she is

dumb—Kilmeny is dumb."
** That makes no difference in my love

for her, although I deeply regret it for her

own sake," answered Eric. ^' I can only
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repeat what I have already said, Mr. Gor-

don. I want Kilmeny for my wife."

The older man leaned forward and

looked at the floor in a troubled fashion,

drawing his bushy eyebrows down and

tapping the calloused tips of his fingers

together uneasily. He was evidently puz-

zled by this unexpected turn of the con-

versation, and in grave doubt what to

say.

*' What would your father say to all

this. Master? " he queried at last.

** I have often heard my father say that

a man must marry to please himself, '
' said

p Eric, with a smile. ^^ If he felt tempted

to go back on that opinion I think the

li
sight of Kilmeny would convert him.

But, after all, it is what I say that matters

,
in this case, isn't it, Mr. Gordon? I am

r well educated and not afraid of work. I

can make a home for Kilmeny in a few
years even if I have to depend entirely

on my own resources. Only give me the

chance to win her—that is all I ask."
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*^ I don't think it would do, Master,"

said Thomas Gordon, shaking his head.

** Of course, I dare say you—you "—he
tried to say '* love," but Scotch reserve

balked stubbornly at the terrible word—
^' you think you like Kilmeny now, but

you are only a lad—and lads' fancies

change."
** Mine will not," Eric broke in vehe-

mently. ^' It is not a fancy, Mr. Gordon.

It is the love that comes once in a lifetime

and once only. I may be but a lad,

but I know that Kilmeny is the one

woman in the world for me. There can

never be any other. Oh, I'm not speaking

rashly or inconsiderately. I have weighed

the matter well and looked at it from

every aspect. And it all comes to this—

I love Kilmeny and I want what any de-

cent man who loves a woman truly has the

right to have—the chance to win her love

in return."
** Well! " Thomas Gordon drew a long

breath that was almost a sigh. ** Maybe
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—if you feel like that, Master—I don't

know—there are some things it isn't right

to cross. Perhaps we oughtn't—Janet,

woman, what shall we say to him'? "

Janet Gordon had hitherto spoken no

word. She had sat rigidly upright on one

of the old chairs under Margaret Gordon's

insistent picture, with her knotted, toil-

worn hands grasping the carved arms

tightly, and her eyes fastened on Eric's

face. At first their expression had been

guarded and hostile, but as the conversa-

tion proceeded they lost this gradually

and became almost kindly. Now, when
her brother appealed to her, she leaned

forward and said eagerly,

** Do you know that there is a stain on

Kilmeny's birth, Master? "

** I know that her mother was the in-

nocent victim of a very sad mistake, Miss

Gordon. I admit no real stain where

there was no conscious wrong doing.

Though, for that matter, even if there

were, it would be no fault of Kilmeny's
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and would make no difference to me as far

as she is concerned."

A sudden change swept over Janet Gor-

don's face, quite marvellous in the trans-

formation it wrought. Her grim mouth

softened and a flood of repressed tender-

ness glorified her cold gray eyes.

** Well, then,'' she said almost trium-

phantly, *^ since neither that nor her

dumbness seems to be any drawback in

your eyes I don't see why you should not

have the chance you want. Perhaps your

world will say she is not good enough for

you, but she is— she is "—this half defi-

antly. ** She is a sweet and innocent and

true-hearted lassie. She is bright and

clever and she is not ill looking. Thomas,

I say let the young man have his will."

Thomas Gordon stood up, as if he con-

sidered the responsibility off his shoul-

ders and the interview at an end.

*^ Very well, Janet, woman, since you

think it is wise. And may God deal with

him as he deals with her. Good evening,
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Master. I'll see you again, and you are

free to come and go as suits you. But I

must go to my work now. I left my horses

standing in the field.
'

'

*^ I will go up and send Kilmeny down,''

said Janet quietly.

She lighted the lamp on the table and

left the room. A few minutes later Kil-

meny came down. Eric rose and went to

meet her eagerly, but she only put out her

right hand with a pretty dignity and,

while she looked into his face, she did not

look into his eyes.

*^ You see I was right after all, Kil-

meny," he said, smiling. ** Your uncle

and aunt haven 't driven me away. On the

contrary they have been very kind to me,

and they say I may see you whenever and
wherever I like."

She smiled, and went over to the table

to write on her slate.

** But they were very angry last night,

and said dreadful things to me. I felt

very frightened and unhappy. They
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seemed to think I had done something

terribly wrong. Uncle Thomas said he

would never trust me out of his sight

again. I could hardly believe it when

Aunt Janet came up and told me you were

here and that I might come down. She

looked at me very strangely as she spoke,

but I could see that all the anger had gone

out of her face. She seemed pleased and

yet sad. But I am glad they have for-

given us."

She did not tell him how glad she was,

and how unhappy she had been over the

thought that she was never to see him

again. Yesterday she would have told

him all frankly and fully; but for her

yesterday was a lifetime away—a life-

time in which she had come into her heri-

tage of womanly dignity and reserve.

The kiss which Eric had left on her lips,

the words her uncle and aunt had said to

her, the tears she had shed for the first

time on a sleepless pillow— all had con-

spired to reveal her to herself. She did
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not yet dream that she loved Eric Mar-
shall, or that he loved her. But she was
no longer the child to be made a dear com-

rade of. She was, though quite uncon-

sciously, the woman to be wooed and won,

exacting, with sweet, innate pride, her

dues of allegiance.
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CHAPTER Xm
A SWEETER WOMAN NE'ER DREW BREATH

THENCEFORWARD Eric Mar-

shall was a constant visitor at the

Gordon homestead. He soon be-

came a favourite with Thomas and Janet,

especially the latter. He liked them both,

discovering under all their outward pe-

culiarities sterling worth and fineness of

character. Thomas Gordon was surpris-

ingly well read and could floor Eric any

time in argument, once he became suffi-

ciently warmed up to attain to fluency of

words. Eric hardly recognized him the

first time he saw him thus animated. His

bent form straightened, his sunken eyes

flashed, his face flushed, his voice rang

like a trumpet, and he poured out a flood

of eloquence which swept Eric's smart,

up-to-date arguments away like straws in

the rush of a mountain torrent. Eric en-
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joyed his own defeat enormously, but

Thomas Gordon was ashamed of being

thus drawn out of himself, and for a week

afterwards confined his remarks to

*^ Yes '' and '* No," or, at the outside, to

a brief statement that a change in the

weather was brewing.

Janet never talked on matters of

church aiid state ; such she plainly consid-

ered to be far beyond a woman's prov-

ince. But she listened with lurking in-

terest in her eyes while Thomas and Eric

pelted each other with facts and statistics

and opinions, and on the rare occasions

when Eric scored a point she permitted

herself a sly little smile at her brother's

expense.

Of Neil, Eric saw but little. The Ital-

ian boy avoided him, or if they chanced

to meet passed him by with sullen, down-

cast eyes. Eric did not trouble himself

greatly about Neil; but Thomas Gordon,

understanding the motive which had led

Neil to betray his discovery of the orchard
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trysts, bluntly told Kilmeny that she must

not make such an equal of Neil as she had

done.
** You have been too kind to the lad,

lassie, and he's got presumptuous. He
must be taught his place. I mistrust

we have all made more of him than we
should. '

'

But most of the idyllic hours of Eric's

wooing were spent in the old orchard;

the garden end of it was now a wilder-

ness of roses—roses red as the heart of

a sunset, roses pink as the early flush

of dawn, roses white as the snows on

mountain peaks, roses full blown, and

roses in buds that were sweeter than any-

thing on earth except Kilmeny 's face.

Their petals fell in silken heaps along the

old paths or clung to the lush grasses

among which Eric lay and dreamed, while

Kilmeny played to him on her violin.

Eric promised himself that when she

was his wife her wonderful gift for music

should be cultivated to the utmost. Her
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powers of expression seemed to deepen

and develop every day, growing as her

soul grew, taking on new colour and rich-

ness from her ripening heart.

To Eric, the days were all pages in an

inspired idyl. He had never dreamed

that love could be so mighty or the world

so beautiful. * He wondered if the uni-

verse were big enough to hold his joy or

eternity long enough to live it out. His

whole existence was, for the time being,

bounded by that orchard where he wooed
his sweetheart. All other ambitions and

plans and hopes were set aside in the pur-

suit of this one aim, the attainment of

which would enhance all others a thousand

fold, the loss of which would rob all others

of their reason for existence. His own
world seemed very far away and the

things of that world forgotten.

His father, on hearing that he had

taken the Lindsay school for a year, had

written him a testy, amazed letter, ask-

ing him if he were demented.
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*^ Or is there a girl in the case? '* he

wrote.
*

' There must be, to tie you down

to a place like Lindsay for a year. Take

care, master Eric; youVe been too sensi-

ble all your life. A man is bound to make
a fool of himself at least once, and when

you didn't get through with that in your

teens it may be attacking you now."

David also wrote, expostulating more

gravely; but he did not express the sus-

picions Eric knew he must entertain.

*' Good old David! He is quaking with

fear that I am up to something he can't

approve of, but he won't say a word by

way of attempting to force my confi-

dence."

It could not long remain a secret in

Lindsay that ^' the Master " was going

to the Gordon place on courting thoughts

intent. Mrs. Williamson kept her own
and Eric's counsel; the Gordons said

nothing; but the secret leaked out and

great was the surprise and gossip and

wonder. One or two incautious people
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ventured to express their opinion of the

Master's wisdom to the Master himself;

but they never repeated the experiment.

Curiosity was rife. A hundred stories

were circulated about Kilmeny, all greatly

exaggerated in the circulation. Wise

heads were shaken and the majority

opined that it was a great pity. The Mas-

ter was a likely young fellow; he could

have his pick of almost anybody, you

might think; it was too bad that he

should go and take up with that queer,

dumb niece of the Gordons who had been

brought up in such a heathenish way.

But then you never could guess what way
a man's fancy would jirnip when he set

out to pick him a wife. They guessed

Neil Gordon didn't like it much. He
seemed to have got dreadful moody and

sulky of late and wouldn't sing in the

choir any more. Thus the buzz of com-

ment and gossip ran.

To those two in the old orchard it mat-

tered not a whit. Kilmeny knew nothing
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of gossip. To her, Lindsay was as much
of an unknown world as the city of Eric 's

home. Her thoughts strayed far and wide

in the realm of fancy, but they never wan-

dered out to the little realities that

hedged her strange life around. In that

life she had blossomed out, a fair, unique

thing. There were times when Eric al-

most regretted that one day he must take

her out of her white solitude to a world

that, in the last analysis, was only Lind-

say on a larger scale, with just the same
pettiness of thought and feeling and opin-

ion at the bottom of it. He wished he

might keep her to himself for ever, in that

old, spruce-hidden orchard where the

roses fell.

One day he indulged himself in the ful-

filment of the whim he had formed when
Kilmeny had told him she thought her-

self ugly. He went to Janet and asked

her permission to bring a mirror to the

house that he might have the privilege of

being the first to reveal Kilmeny to her-
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self exteriorly. Janet was somewhat

dubious at first.

*^ There hasn't been such a thing in the

house for sixteen years, Master. There

never was but three— one in the spare

room, and a little one in the kitchen, and

Margaret's own. She broke them all the

day it first struck her that Kilmeny was

going to be bonny. I might have got

one after she died maybe. But I didn't

think of it; and there's no need of lasses

to be always prinking at their looking

glasses."

But Eric pleaded and argued skilfully,

and finally Janet said,

*^ Well, well, have your own way.

You'd have it anyway I think, lad. You
are one of those men who always get their

own way. But that is different from the

men who take their own way—and that's

a mercy," she added under her breath.

Eric went to town the next Saturday

and picked out a mirror that pleased him.

He had it shipped to Radnor and Thomas
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Gordon brought it home, not knowing

what it was, for Janet had thought it just

as well he should not know.

"It's a present the Master is making

Kilmeny," she told him.

She sent Kilmeny off to the orchard

after tea, and Eric slipped around to the

house by way of the main road and lane.

He and Janet together unpacked the mir-

ror and hung it on the parlour wall.

" I never saw such a big one, Master,''

said Janet rather doubtfully, as if, after

all, she distrusted its gleaming, pearly

depth and richly ornamented frame. *' I

hope it won't make her vain. She is very

bonny, but it may not do her any good to

know it."

" It won't harm her," said Eric con-

fidently. " When a belief in her ugliness

hasn't spoiled a girl a belief in her beauty

won't."

But Janet did not understand epi-

grams. She carefully removed a little

dust from the polished surface, and
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frowned meditatively at the by no means

beautiful reflection she saw therein.

*' I cannot think what made Kilmeny

suppose she was ugly, Master.'*

^* Her mother told her she was,'' said

Eric, rather bitterly.

" Ah! " Janet shot a quick glance at

the picture of her sister. ** Was that it?

Margaret was a strange woman, Master.

I suppose she thought her own beauty

had been a snare to her. She was bonny.

That picture doesn't do her justice. I

never liked it. It was taken before she

was—before she met Ronald Fraser. We
none of us thought it very like her at the

time. But, Master, three years later it

was like her— oh, it was like her then!

That very look came in her face."

" Kilmeny doesn't resemble her

mother," remarked Eric, glancing at the

picture with the same feeling of mingled

fascination and distaste with which he al-

ways regarded it. ** Does she look like her

father? "
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*' No, not a great deal, though some

of her ways are very like his. She

looks like her grandmother—Margaret's
mother, Master. Her name was Kilmeny

too, and she was a handsome, sweet

woman. I was very fond of my step-

mother, Master. When she died she gave

her baby to me, and asked me to be a

mother to it. Ah well, I tried; but I

couldn't fence the sorrow out of Mar-

garet 's life, and it sometimes comes to my
mind that maybe I'll not be able to fence

it out of Kilmeny 's either."

^' That will be my task," said Eric.

" You'll do your best, I do not doubt.

But maybe it will be through you that

sorrow will come to her after all."

^' Not through any fault of mine. Aunt

Janet."
*' No, no, I'm not saying it wiU be your

fault. But my heart misgives me at

times. Oh, I dare say I am only a foolish

old woman. Master. Go your ways and

bring your lass here to look at your play-
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thing when you like. I'll not make or

meddle with it."

Janet betook herself to the kitchen and

Eric went to look for Kilmeny. She was

not in the orchard and it was not imtil he

had searched for some time that he found

her. She was standing under a beech tree

in a field beyond the orchard, leaning on

the longer fence, with her hands clasped

against her cheek. In them she held a

white Mary-lUy from the orchard. She

did not run to meet him while he was
crossing the pasture, as she would once

have done. She waited motionless until

he was close to her. Eric began, half

laughingly, half tenderly, to quote some
lines from her namesake ballad:

" ' Kilmeny, Kilmeny, where have you been?

Long hae we sought baith holt and den,

—

By linn, by ford, and greenwood tree!

Yet you are halesome and fair to see.

Where got you that joup o' the lily sheen?

That bonny snood o' the birk sae green,

And those roses, the fairest that ever was seen?

Kilmeny, Kilmeny, where have you been? '
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*' Only it's a lily and not a rose you are

carrying. I might go on and quote the

next couplet too—

" ' Kilmeny looked up with a lovely grace,

But there was nae smile on Kilmeny's face.'

Why are you looking so sober? ''

Kilmeny did not have her slate with

her and could not answer; but Eric

guessed from something in her eyes that

she was bitterly contrasting the beauty

of the ballad's heroine with her own sup-

posed ugliness.

^^ Come down to the house, Kilmeny. I

have something there to show you—some-
thing lovelier than you have ever seen be-

fore," he said, with boyish pleasure shi-

ning in his eyes. " I want you to go and

put on that muslin dress you wore last

Sunday evening, and pin up your hair the

same way you did then. Run along—

don't wait for me. But you are not to go

into the parlour until I come. I want to
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pick some of those Mary-lilies up in tlie

orchard."

When Eric returned to the house with

an armful of the long stemmed, white

Madonna lilies that bloomed in the or-

chard Kilmeny was just coming down the

steep, narrow staircase with its striped

carpeting of homespun drugget. Her
marvellous loveliness was brought out

into brilliant relief by the dark wood
work and shadows of the dim old hall.

She wore a trailing, clinging dress of

some creamy tinted fabric that had been

her mother's. It had not been altered in

any respect, for fashion held no sway at

the Gordon homestead, and Kilmeny

thought that the dress left nothing to be

desired. Its quaint style suited her ad-

mirably; the neck was slightly cut away
to show the round white throat, and the

sleeves were long, full ^^ bishops," out of

which her beautiful, slender hands slipped

like flowers from their sheaths. She had

crossed her long braids at the back and
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pinned them about her head like a coro-

net; a late white rose was fastened low

down on the left side.

" ' A man had given all other bliss

And all his worldly wealth for this

—

To waste his whole heart in one kiss

Upon her perfect lips,'
"

quoted Eric in a whisper as he watched

her descend. Aloud he said,

*^ Take these lilies on your arm, letting

their bloom fall against your shoulder—

so. Now, give me your hand and shut

your eyes. Don't open them until I say

you may."

He led her into the parlour and up to

the mirror.
*^ Look," he cried, gayly.

Kilmeny opened her eyes and looked

straight into the mirror where, like a

lovely picture in a golden frame, she saw
herself reflected. For a moment she was
bewildered. Then she realized what it

meant. The lilies fell from her arm to the
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floor and she turned pale. With a little

low, involuntary cry she put her hands

over her face.

Eric pulled them boyishly away.
*' Kilmeny, do you think you are ugly

now? This is a truer mirror than Aunt

Janet's silver sugar bowl! Look—look-
look! Did you ever imagine anything

fairer than yourself, dainty Kilmeny? "

She was blushing now, and stealing shy

radiant glances at the mirror. With a

smile she took her slate and wrote

naively,

** I think I am pleasant to look upon.

I cannot tell you how glad I am. It is

so dreadful to believe one is ugly. You
can get used to everjrthing else, but you

never get used to that. It hurts just the

same every time you remember it. But

why did mother tell me I was ugly?

Could she really have thought so? Per-

haps I have become better looking since

I grew up.''

** I think perhaps your mother had
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found that beauty is not always a bless-

ing, Kilmeny, and thought it wiser not to

let you know you possessed it. Come, let

us go back to the orchard now. We
mustn't waste this rare evening in the

house. There is going to be a sunset that

we shall remember all our lives. The
mirror will hang here. It is yours. Don't

look into it too often, though, or Aunt
Janet will disapprove. She is afraid it

will make you vain."

Kilmeny gave one of her rare, musical

laughs, which Eric never heard without a

recurrence of the old wonder that she

could laugh so when she could not speak.

She blew an airy little kiss at her mir-

rored face and turned from it, smiling

happily.

On their way to the orchard they met
Neil. He went by them with an averted

face, but Kilmeny shivered and involun-

tarily drew nearer to Eric. *

'* I don't understand Neil at all now,"
she wrote nervously. " He is not nice, as
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he used to be, and sometimes lie will not

answer when I speak to him. And he

looks so strangely at me, too. Besides, he

is surly and impertinent to Uncle and

Aunt."
'' Don't mind Neil," said Eric lightly.

^* He is probably sulky because of some

things I said to him when I foimd he had

spied on us."

That night before she went up stairs

Kilmeny stole into the parlour for another

glimpse of herself in that wonderful mir-

ror by the light of a dim little candle she

carried. She was still lingering there

dreamily when Aunt Janet's grim face

appeared in the shadows of the doorway.
*^ Are you thinking about your own

good looks, lassie? Ay, but remember

that handsome is as handsome does," she

said, with grudging admiration—for the

girl with her flushed cheeks and shining

eyes was something that even dour Janet

Gordon could not look upon unmoved.

Kilmeny smiled softly.
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''I'll try to remember," she wrote,
'' but oh. Aunt Janet, I am so glad I am
not ugly. It is not wrong to be glad of

that, is it?
"

The older woman's face softened.

'' No, I don't suppose it is, lassie," she

conceded. '' A comely face is something

to be thankful for—as none know better

than those who have never possessed it.

I remember well when I was a girl—but

that is neither here nor there. The Mas-

ter thinks you are wonderful bonny, Kil-

meny," she added, looking keenly at the

girl.

Kilmeny started and a scarlet blush

scorched her face. That, and the expres-

sion that flashed into her eyes, told Janet

Gordon all she wished to know. With a

stifled sigh she bade her niece good night

and went away.

Kilmeny ran fleetly up the stairs to her

dim little room, that looked out into the

spruces, and flung herself on her bed,

burying her burning face in the pillow.
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Her aunt's words had revealed to her the

hidden secret of her heart. She knew that

she loved Eric Marshall—and the knowl-

edge brought with it a strange anguish.

For was she not dumb % All night she lay

staring wide-eyed through the darkness

till the dawn.
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CHAPTER XIV

IN HER SELFLESS MOOD

ERIC noticed a change in Kilmeny at

their next meeting— a change that

troubled him. She seemed aloof,

abstracted, almost ill at ease. When he

proposed an excursion to the orchard he

thought she was reluctant to go. The

days that followed convinced him of the

change. Something had come between

them. Kilmeny seemed as far away from

him as if she had in truth, like her name-

sake of the ballad, sojourned for seven

years in the land ** where the rain never

fell and the wind never blew," and had

come back washed clean from all the af-

fections of earth.

Eric had a bad week of it; but he deter-

mined to put an end to it by plain speak-

ing. One evening in the orchard he told

her of his love.
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It was an evening in August, with

wheat fields ripening to their harvestry—

a soft violet night made for love, with the

distant murmur of an unquiet sea on a

rocky shore sounding through it. Kil-

meny was sitting on the old bench where

he had first seen her. She had been play-

ing for him, but her music did not please

her and she laid aside the violin with a

little frown.

It might be that she was afraid to play

—afraid that her new emotions might es-

cape her and reveal themselves in music.

It was difficult to prevent this, so long had

she been accustomed to pour out all her

feelings in harmony. The necessity for

restraint irked her and made of her bow
a clumsy thing which no longer obeyed

her wishes. More than ever at that in-

stant did she long for speech—speech that

would conceal and protect where danger-

ous silence might betray.

In a low voice that trembled with ear-

nestness Eric told her that he loved her
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—that lie had loved her from the first time

he had seen her in that old orchard. He
spoke humbly but not fearfully, for he

believed that she loved him, and he had

little expectation of any rebuff.

'' Kilmeny, will you be my wife? " he

asked finally, taking her hands in his.

Kilmeny had listened with averted face.

At first she had blushed painfully but now
she had grown very pale. When he had

finished speaking and was waiting for her

answer, she suddenly pulled her hands

away, and, putting them over her face,

burst into tears and noiseless sobs.

" Kilmeny, dearest, have I alarmed

you ? Surely you knew before that I loved

you. Don't you care for me? " Eric said,

putting his arm about her and trying to

draw her to him. But she shook her head

sorrowfully, and wrote with compressed

lips,

** Yes, I do love you, but I will never

marry you, because I cannot speak."
** Oh, Kilmeny," said Eric smiling, for
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he believed his victory won, " that doesn't

make any difference to me—you know it

doesn't, sweetest. If you love me that is

enough."

But Kilmeny only shook her head again.

There was a very determined look on her

pale face. She wrote,

" No, it is not enough. It would be

doing you a great wrong to marry you
when I cannot speak, and I will not do it

because I love you too much to do any-

thing that would harm you. Your world

would think you had done a very foolish

thing and it would be right. I have

thought it 4II over many times since some-

thing Aunt Janet said made me under-

stand, and I know I am doing right. I am
sorry I did not understand sooner, before

you had learned to care so much."
*^ Kilmeny, darling, you have taken a

very absurd fancy into that dear black

head of yours. Don't you know that you
will make me miserably unhappy all my
life if you will not be my wife? "
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*^ No, you think so now; and I know
you will feel very badly for a time. Then
you will go away and after awhile you will

forget me; and then you will see that I

was right. I shall be very unhappy, too,

but that is better than spoiling your life.

Do not plead or coax because I shall not

change my mind."

Eric did plead and coax, however—at

first patiently and smilingly, as one might

argue with a dear foolish child; then with

vehement and distracted earnestness, as

he began to realize that Kilmeny meant
what she said. It was all in vain. Kil-

meny grew paler and paler, and her eyes

revealed how keenly she was suffering.

She did not even try to argue with him,

but only listened patiently and sadly, and

shook her head. Say what he would, en-

treat and implore as he might, he could

not move her resolution a hairs-breadth.

Yet he did not despair; he could not

believe that she would adhere to such a

resolution; he felt sure that her love for
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him would eventually conquer, and lie

went home not unhappily after all. He
did not understand that it was the very

intensity of her love which gave her the

strength to resist his pleading, where a

more shallow affection might have

yielded. It held her back unflinchingly

from doing him what she believed to be a

wrong.
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CHAPTER XV
AN OLD, UNHAPPY, FAR-OFF THING

HE next day Eric sought Ealmeny

again and renewed Ms pleadings,

but again in vain. Nothing he

could say, no argument which he could ad-

vance, was of any avail against her sad

determination. When he was finally com-

pelled to realize that her resolution was

not to be shaken, he went in his despair

to Janet Gordon. Janet listened to his

story with concern and disappointment

plainly visible on her face. When he had

finished she shook her head.
^* I'm sorry, Master. I can't tell you

how sorry I am. I had hoped for some-

thing very different. Hoped! I have

prayed for it. Thomas and I are getting

old and it has weighed on my mind for

years — what was to become of Kilmeny

when we would be gone. Since you came
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I had hoped she would have a protector in

you. But if Kihneny says she will not

marry you I am afraid she'll stick to

** But she loves me/' cried the young

man, '* and if you and her uncle speak to

her — urge her — perhaps you can influ-

ence her — '^

^' No, Master, it wouldn't be any use.

Oh, we will, of course, but it will not be

any use. Kihneny is as determined as her

mother when once she makes up her mind.

She has always been good and obedient

for the most part, but once or twice we
have found out that there is no moving
her if she does resolve upon anything.

When her mother died Thomas and I

wanted to take her to church. We could

not prevail on her to go. We did not know
why then, but now I suppose it was be-

cause she believed she was so very ugly.

It is because she thinks so much of you
that she will not marry you. She is afraid

you would come to repent having married
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a dumb girl. Maybe she is right — maybe
she is right/'

^* I cannot give her up/' said Eric stub-

bornly. ** Something must be done. Per-

haps her defect can be remedied even yet.

Have you ever thought of that? You
have never had her examined by a doctor

qualified to pronounce on her case, have

you? ''

^* No, Master, we never took her to any-

one. When we first began -to fear that

she was never going to talk Thomas
wanted to take her to Charlottetown and

have her looked to. He thought so much
of the child and he felt terrible about it.

But her mother wouldn't hear of it being

done. There was no use trying to argue

with her. She said that it would be no

use — that it was her sin that was visited

on her child and it could never be taken

away."
*^ And did you give in meekly to a mor-

bid whim like that? " asked Eric impa-

tiently.
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** Master, you didn't know my sister.

We had to give in — nobody could hold

out against her. She was a strange

woman — and a terrible woman in many
ways — after her trouble. We were

afraid to cross her for fear she would go

out of her mind."
" But, could you not have taken Kil-

meny to a doctor unknown to her

mother? ''

** No, that was not possible. Mar-

garet never let her out of her sight,

not even when she was grown up. Be-

sides, to tell you the whole truth, Mas-

ter, we didn't think ourselves that it

would be much use to try to cure Kil-

meny. It was a sin that made her as she

is."

*' Aunt Janet, how can you talk such

nonsense*? Where was there any sin?

Your sister thought herself a lawful wife.

If Ronald Fraser thought otherwise —
and there is no proof that he did— /^e

committed a sin, but you surely do not
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believe that it was visited in this fashion

on his innocent child!
'^

" No, I am not meaning that, Master.

That wasn't where Margaret did wrong;

and though I never liked Ronald Fraser

over much, I must say this in his defence

—I believe he thought himself a free man
when he married Margaret. No, it's

somethmg else — something far worse.

It gives me a shiver whenevei^ I think

of it. Oh, Master, the Good Book is

right when it says the sins of the par-

ents are visited on the children. There

isn't a truer word in it than that from

cover to cover."
*^ What, in heaven's name, is the mean-

ing of all this? " exclaimed Eric. " Tell

me what it is. I must know the whole

truth about Kilmeny. Do not torment

me."
*' I am going to tell you the story. Mas-

ter, though it will be like opening an old

wound. No living person knows it but

Thomas and me. When you hear it you
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will understand why Kilmeny can't speak,

and why it isn't likely that there can ever

be anything done for her. She doesn't

know the truth and you must never tell

her. It isn't a fit story for her ears, espe-

cially when it is about her mother. Prom-

ise me that you will never tell her, no

matter what may happen."
** I promise. Go on — go on," said the

yoimg man feverishly.

Janet Gordon locked her hands together

in her lap, like a woman who nerves her-

self to some hateful task. She looked very

old; the lines on her face seemed doubly

deep and harsh.

** My sister Margaret was a very proud,

high-spirited girl. Master. But I would

not have you think she was unlovable.

No, no, that would be doing a great in-

justice to her memory. She had her faults

as we all have; but she was bright and

merry and warm-hearted. We all loved

her. She was the light and life of this

house. Yes, Master, before the trouble
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that came on her Margaret was a winsome

lass, singing like a lark from morning till

night. Maybe we spoiled her a little —
maybe we gave her too much of her own
way.

^* Well, Master, you have heard the

story of her marriage to Ronald Fraser

and what came after, so I need not go into

that. I know, or used to know Elizabeth

Williamson well, and I know that what-

ever she told you would be the truth and

nothing more or less than the truth.

** Our father was a very proud man.

Oh, Master, if Margaret was too proud

she got it from no stranger. And her mis-

fortune cut him to the heart. He never

spoke a word to us here for more than

three days after he heard of it. He sat in

the corner there with bowed head and

would not touch bite or sup. He had not

been very willing for her to marry Ronald

Fraser; and when she came home in dis-

grace she had not set foot over the thresh-

old before he broke out railing at her. Oh,
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I can see her there at the door this very

minute, Master, pale and trembling, cling-

ing to Thomas' arm, her great ej^es chang-

ing from sorrow and shame to wrath. It

was just at sunset and a red ray came in

at the window and fell right across her

breast like a stain of blood.

^' Father called her a hard name, Mas-

ter. Oh, he was too hard — even though

he was my father I must say he was too

hard on her, broken-hearted as she was,

and guilty of nothing more after all than

a little wilfulness in the matter of her

marriage.
^* And father was sorry for it — Oh,

Master, the word wasn't out of his mouth

before he was sorry for it. But the mis-

chief was done. Oh, I'll never forget Mar-

garet's face. Master! It haunts me yet in

the black of the night. It was full of

anger and rebellion and defiance. But she

never answered him back. She clenched

her hands and went up to her old room

without saying a word, all those mad feel-
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ings surging in her soul, and being held

back from speech by her sheer, stubborn

will. And, Master, never a word did Mar-

garet say from that day until after Kil-

meny was bom — not one word, Master.

Nothing we could do for her softened her.

And we were kind to her. Master, and

gentle with her, and never reproached her

by so much as a look. But she would not

speak to anyone. She just sat in her room

most of the time and stared at the wall

with such awful eyes. Father implored

her to speak and forgive him, but she

never gave any sign that she heard

him.

" I haven't come to the worst yet. Mas-

ter. Father sickened and took to his bed.

Margaret would not go in to see him.

Then one night Thomas and I were watch-

ing by him; it was about eleven o'clock.

All at once he said,

*^ * Janet, go up and tell the lass ' — he

always called Margaret that — it was a

kind of pet name he had for her — * that
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I'm deein' and ask her to come down and

speak to me afore I'm gone.'

** Master, I went. Margaret was sit-

ting in her room all alone in the cold and

dark, staring at the wall. I told her what

our father had said. She never let on she

heard me. I pleaded and wept. Master.

I did what I had never done to any human
creature — I kneeled to her and begged

her, as she hoped for mercy herself, to

come down and see our dying father.

Master, she wouldn't! She never moved
or looked at me. I had to get up and go

downstairs and tell that old man she

would not come."

Janet Gordon lifted her hands and

struck them together in her agony of re-

membrance.
** When I told father he only said, oh,

so gently,

^* * Poor lass, I was too hard on her.

She isna to blame. But I canna go to

meet her mother till our little lass has

forgie'n me for the name I called her.
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Thomas, help me up. Since she winna

come to me I must e^en go to her/
** There was no crossing him — we saw

that. He got up from his deathbed and

Thomas helped him out into the hall and

up the stair. I walked behind with the

candle. Oh, Master, I'll never forget it

— the awful shadows and the storm wind

wailing outside, and father's gasping

breath. But we got him to Margaret's

room and he stood before her, trembling,

with his white hairs falling about his

sunken face. And he prayed Margaret to

forgive him — to forgive him and speak

just one word to him before he went to

meet her mother. Master " — Janet's

voice rose almost to a shriek — ^^ she

would not — she would not! And yet she

wanted to speak — afterwards she con-

fessed to me that she wanted to speak.

But her stubbornness wouldn't let her.

It was like some evil power that had

gripped hold of her and wouldn't let go.

Father might as well have pleaded with
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a graven image. Oh, it was hard and

dreadful! She saw her father die and she

never spoke the word he prayed for to

him. That was her sin, Master, — and for

that sin the curse fell on her unborn child.

When father understood that she would

not speak he closed his eyes and was like

to have fallen if Thomas had not caught

him.
^* * Oh, lass, you're a hard woman,' was

all he said. And they were his last

words. Thomas and I carried him
back to his room, but the breath was

gone from him before we ever got him
there.

" Well, Master, Kilmeny was bom a

month afterwards, and when Margaret

felt her baby at her breast the evil thing

that had held her soul in its bondage lost

its power. She spoke and wept and was

herself again. Oh, how she wept! She im-

plored us to forgive her and we did freely

and fully. But the one against whom she

had sinned most grievously was gone, and
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no word of forgiveness could come to her

from tlie grave. My poor sister never

knew peace of conscience again, Master.

But she was gentle and kind and humble

until — until she began to fear that Kil-

meny was never going to speak. We
thought then that she would go out of her

mind. Indeed, Master, she never was

quite right again.

'^ But that is the story and it's a thank-

ful woman I am that the telling of it is

done. Kilmeny can't speak because her

mother wouldn't."

Eric had listened with a gray horror on

his face to the gruesome tale. The black

tragedy of it appalled him—the tragedy

of that merciless law, the most cruel and

mysterious thing in God's universe, which

ordains that the sin of the guilty shall be

visited on the innocent. Fight against it

as he would, the miserable conviction stole

into his heart that Kilmeny 's case was

indeed beyond the reach of any human
skiU.
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*^ It is a dreadful tale," he said moodily,

getting up and walking restlessly to and

fro in the dim spruce-shadowed old

kitchen where they were. *^ And if it

is true that her mother's wilful silence

caused Kilmeny's dumbness, I fear, as

you say, that we cannot help her. But you

may be mistaken. It may have been noth-

ing more than a strange coincidence. Pos-

sibly something may be done for her. At
aU events, we must try. I have a friend

in Queenslea who is a physician. His

name is David Baker, and he is a very

skilful specialist in regard to the throat

and voice. I shall have him come here

and see Kilmeny.''

" Have your way," assented Janet in

the hopeless tone which she might have

used in giving him permission to attempt

any impossible thing.

** It will be necessary to tell Dr. Baker
why Kilmeny cannot speak — or why you
think she cannot."

Janet's face twitched.
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'' Must that be, Master? Oh, it's a

bitter tale to tell a stranger."

^' Don't be afraid. I shall tell him noth-

ing that is not strictly necessary to his

proper understanding of the case. It will

be quite enough to say that Kilmeny may
be dumb because for several months be-

fore her birth her mother's mind was in

a very morbid condition, and she pre-

served a stubborn and unbroken silence

because of a certain bitter personal rC'

sentment."
" Well, do as you think best, Mas-

ter."

Janet plainly had no faith in the pos-

sibility of anything being done for Kil-

meny. But a rosy glow of hope flashed

over Kilmeny 's face when Eric told her

what he meant to do.

*^ Oh, do you think he can make me
speak? " she wrote eagerly.

'' I don't know, Kilmeny. I hope that

he can, and I know he will do all that

mortal skill can do. If he can remove
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your defect will you promise to marry me,

dearest? ''

She nodded. The grave little motion

had the solemnity of a sacred promise.
^* Yes," she wrote, ** when I can speak

like other women I will marry you."
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CHAPTER XVI

DAVID baker's opinion

THE next week David Baker came

to Lindsay. He arrived in the

afternoon when Eric was in

school. When the latter came home he

found that David had, in the space of an

hour, captured Mrs. Williamson's heart,

wormed himself into the good graces of

Timothy, and become hail-fellow-well-met

with old Robert. But he looked curiously

at Eric when the two young men foimd

themselves alone in the upstairs room.
^^ Now, Eric, I want to know what all

this is about. What scrape have you got

into? You write me a letter, entreating

me in the name of friendship to come to

you at once. Accordingly I come post

haste. You seem to be in excellent health

yourself. Explain why you have in-

veigled me hither."
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** I want you to do me a service which

only you can do, David," said Eric quietly.

** I didn't care to go into the details bj

letter. I have met in Lindsay a young

girl whom I have learned to love. I have

asked her to marry me, but, although she

cares for me, she refuses to do so because

she is dumb. I wish you to examine her

and find out the cause of her defect, and

if it can be cured. She can hear perfectly

and all her other faculties are entirely

normal. In order that you may better

understand the case I must tell you the

main facts of her history."

This Eric proceeded to do. David

Baker listened with grave attention, his

eyes fastened on his friend's face. He
did not betray the surprise and dismay

he felt at learning that Eric had fallen in

love with a diunb girl of doubtful ante-

cedents; and the strange case enlisted his

professional interest. When he had heard

the whole story he thrust his hands into

his pockets and strode up and down the
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room several times in silence. Finally he

halted before Eric.

** So you have done what I foreboded

all along you would do — left your com-

mon sense behind you when you went

courting."
'' If I did," said Eric quietly, '' I took

with me something better and nobler than

common sense."

David shrugged his shoulders.

" You'll have hard work to convince me
of that, Eric."

'' No, it will not be difficult at all. I

have one argument that will convince you

speedily — and that is Kilmeny Gordon

herself. But we will not discuss the mat-

ter of my wisdom or lack of it just now.

What I want to know is this — what do

you think of the case as I have stated it

to you? "

David frowned thoughtfully.

*^ I hardly know what to think. It is

very curious and unusual, but it is not

totally unprecedented. There have been
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cases on record where pre-natal influences

have produced a like result. I cannot just

now remember whether any were ever

cured. Well, I'll see if anything can be

done for this girl. I cannot express any

further opinion until I have examined

her."

The next morning Eric took David up
to the Gordon homestead. As they ap-

proached the old orchard a strain of music

came floating through the resinous morn-

ing arcades of the spruce wood—

a

wild, sorrowful, appealing cry, full of

indescribable pathos, yet marvellously

sweet.

^* What is that? " exclaimed David,

starting.

*^ That is Kilmeny playing on her vio-

lin,'' answered Eric. " She has great

talent in that respect and improvises won-

derful melodies."

When they reached the orchard Kil-

meny rose from the old bench to meet

them, her lovely luminous eyes distended,
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her face flushed with the excitement of

mingled hope and fear.

*^ Oh, ye gods I
'' muttered David help-

lessly.

He could not hide his amazement and
Eric smiled to see it. The latter had not

failed to perceive that his friend had until

now considered him as little better than

a lunatic.

** Kilmeny, this is my friend, Dr.

Baker," he said.

Kilmeny held out her hand with a smile.

Her beauty, as she stood there in the fresh

morning sunshine beside a clump of her

sister lilies, was something to take away
a man's breath. David, who was by no

means lacking in confidence and generally

had a ready tongue where women were

concerned, found himself as mute and

awkward as a school boy, as he bowed
over her hand.

But Kilmeny was charmingly at ease.

There was not a trace of embarrassment

in her manner, though there was a pretty
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shyness. Eric smiled as he recalled his

first meeting with her. He suddenly

realized how far Kilmeny had come

since then and how much she had devel-

oped.

With a little gesture of invitation Kil-

meny led the way through the orchard to

the wild cherry lane, and the two men fol-

lowed.
** Eric, she is simply unutterable! '*

said David in an undertone. '^ Last night,

to tell you the truth, I had a rather poor

opinion of your sanity. But now I am
consumed with a fierce envy. She is the

loveliest creature I ever saw.''

Eric introduced David to the Gordons

and then hurried away to his school. On
his way down the Gordon lane he met Neil

and was half startled by the glare of ha-

tred in the Italian boy's eyes. Pity suc-

ceeded the momentary alarm. Neil's face

had grown thin and haggard; his eyes

were sunken and feverishly bright; he

looked years older than on the day when
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Eric had first seen him in the brook hol-

low.

Prompted by a sudden compassionate

impulse Eric stopped and held out his

hand.
" Neil, can't we be friends? '' he said.

" I am sorry if I have been the cause of

inflicting pain on you."
*^ Friends! Never! " said Neil passion-

ately. ** You have taken Kilmeny from

me. I shall hate you always. And I'll

be even with you yet."

He strode fiercely up the lane, and

Eric, with a shrug of his shoulders, went

on his way, dismissing the meeting from

his mind.

The day seemed interminably long to

him. David had not returned when he

went home to dinner; but when he went

to his room in the evening he found his

friend there, staring out of the window.
'^ Well," he said, impatiently, as David

wheeled around but still kept silence,

** What have you to say to me? Don't
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keep me in suspense any longer, David.

I have endured all I can. To-day has

seemed like a thousand years. Have you

discovered what is the matter with Kil-

meny? "

** There is nothing the matter with

her," answered David slowly, flinging

himself into a chair by the window.
*^ What do you mean? "

*^ Just exactly what I say. Her vocal

organs are all perfect. As far as they are

concerned, there is absolutely no reason

why she should not speak."
" Then why can't she speak? Do you

think—do you think—"
** I think that I cannot express my con-

clusion in any better words than Janet

Gordon used when she said that Kilmeny

cannot speak because her mother

wouldn't. That is all there is to it. The

trouble is psychological, not physical.

Medical skill is helpless before it. There

are greater men than I in my profession;

but it is my honest belief, Eric, that if you
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were to consult them they would tell you

just what I have told you, neither more

nor less."

*^ Then there is no hope,'* said Eric in

a tone of despair. *' You can do nothing

for her? "

David took from the back of his chair a

crochet antimacassar with a lion rampant

in the centre and spread it over his knee.

" / can do nothing for her," he said,

scowling at that work of art. ** I do not

believe any living man can do anything

for her. But I do not say—exactly—that
there is no hope."

*^ Come, David, I am in no mood for

guessing riddles. Speak plainly, man,

and don't torment me."

David frowned dubiously and poked his

finger through the hole which represented

the eye of the king of beasts.

*^ I don't know that I can make it plain

to you. It isn't very plain to myself. And

it is only a vague theory of mine, of

course. I cannot substantiate it by any
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facts. In short, Eric, I think it is possi-

ble that Kilmeny may speak sometime—

if she ever wants to badly enough."
** Wants to! why, man, she wants to as

badly as it is possible for any one to want

anything. She loves me with all her heart

and she won't marry me because she can't

speak. Don't you suppose that a girl

under such circumstances would * want

'

to speak as much as any one could? ''

'* Yes, but I do not mean that sort of

wanting, no matter how strong the wish

may be. What I do mean is—a sudden,

vehement, passionate inrush of desire,

physical, psychical, mental, all in one,

mighty enough to rend asunder the invis-

ible fetters that hold her speech in bond-

age. If any occasion should arise to evoke

such a desire I believe that Kilmeny

would speak—and having once spoken

would thenceforth be normal in that re-

spect—ay, if she spoke but the one

word.''

" All this sounds like great nonsense to
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me,*' said Eric restlessly. " I suppose

you have an idea what you are talking

about, but I haven't. And, in any case,

it practically means that there is no hope

for her— or me. Even if your theory is

correct it is not likely such an occasion as

you speak of will ever arise. And Kil-

meny will never marry me."
*' Don't give up so easily, old fellow.

There Jiave been cases on record where

women have changed their minds."
*' Not women like Kilmeny," said Eric

miserably. ^* I tell you she has all her

mother's unfaltering will and tenacity of

purpose, although she is free from any

taint of pride or selfishness. I thank you

for your sympathy and interest, David.

You have done all you could—but,

heavens, what it would have meant to me
if you could have helped her! "

With a groan Eric flung himself on a

chair and buried his face in his hands. It

was a moment which held for him all the

bitterness of death. He had thought that
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he was prepared for disappointment; lie

had not known how strong his hope had

really been until that hope was utterly

taken from him.

David, with a sigh, returned the crochet

antimacassar carefully to its place on the

chair back.
'^ Eric, last night, to be honest, I

thought that, if I found I could not help

this girl, it would be the best thing that

could happen, as far as you were con-

cerned. But since I have seen her—well,

I would give my right hand if I could do

anything for her. She is the wife for you,

if we could make her speak: yes, and by

the memory of your mother ''—David

brought his fist down on the window sill

with a force that shook the casement,—
** she is the wife for you, speech or no

speech, if we could only convince her of

it.''

*^ She cannot be convinced of that. No,

David, I have lost her. Did you tell her

what you have told me? "
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" I told her I could not help her. I did

not say anything to her of my theory—
that would have done no good."

^^ How did she take it?
"

<< Yery bravely and quietly—* like a

winsome lady.' But the look in her eyes

—Eric, I felt as if I had murdered some-

thing. She bade me a mute good-bye with

a pitiful smile and went upstairs. I did

not see her again, although I stayed to

dinner at her uncle's request. Those old

Gordons are a queer pair. I liked them,

though. They are strong and staunch—
good friends, bitter enemies. They were
sorry that I could not help Kilmeny, but

I saw plainly that old Thomas Gordon
thought that I had been meddling with

predestination in attempting it."

Eric smiled mechanically.
^* I must go up and see Kilmeny.

You'll excuse me, won't you, David? My
books are there—help yourself."

But when Eric reached the Gordon
house he saw only old Janet, who told him
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that Kilmeny was in her room and refused

to see him.
*' She thought you would come up, and

she left this with me to give you, Master."

Janet handed him a little note. It was
very brief and blotted with tears.

it

** Do not come any more, Eric," it ran.

I must not see you, because it would

only make it harder for us both. You
must go away and forget me. You will

be thankful for this some day. I shall

always love and pray for you.

'^KlLMENY."

^' I must see her," said Eric desper-

ately. '^ Aimt Janet, be my friend. Tell

her she must see me for a little while at

least."

Janet shook her head but went upstairs.

She soon returned.

^* She says she cannot come down. You
know she means it, Master, and it is of no

use to coax her. And I must say I think
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she is right. Since she will not marry you

it is better for her not to see you."

Eric was compelled to go home with no

better comfort than this. In the morning,

as it was Saturday, he drove David Baker

to the station. He had not slept and he

looked so miserable and reckless that

David felt anxious about him. David

would have stayed in Lindsay for a few

days, but a certain critical case in Queens-

lea demanded his speedy return. He
shook hands with Eric on the station plat-

form.
^* Eric, give up that school and come

home at once. You can do no good in

Lindsay now, and you'll only eat your

heart out here."
*^ I must see Kilmeny once more before

I leave," was all Eric's answer.

That afternoon he went again to the

Gordon homestead. But the result was

the same; Kilmeny refused to see him,

and Thomas Gordon said gravely,

** Master, you know I like you and I
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am sorry KHmeny thinks as she does,

though maybe she is right. I would be

glad to see you often for your own sake

and I'll miss you much; but as things are

I tell you plainly you'd better not come

here any more. It wiU do no good, and

the sooner you and she get over think-

ing about each other the better for

you both. Go now, lad, and God bless

you."
^* Do you know what it is you are ask-

ing of me? " said Eric hoarsely.

*' I know I am asking a hard thing for

your own good, Master. It is not as if

Kilmeny would ever change her mind.

We have had some experience with a

woman's will ere this. Tush, Janet,

woman, don't be weeping. You women
are foolish creatures. Do you think tears

can wash such things away? No, they

cannot blot out sin, or the consequences

of sin. It's awful how one sin can spread

out and broaden, till it eats into innocent

lives, sometimes long after the sinner has
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gone to Ms own accounting. Master, if

you take my advice, you'll give up the

Lindsay school and go back to your own
world as soon as may be/'
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CHAPTER XVn
A BROKEN FETTER

ERIC went home with a white, hag-

gard face. He had never thought

it possible for a man to suffer as

he suffered then. What was he to do ? It

seemed impossible to go on with life—

there was no life apart from Kilmeny.

Anguish wrung his soul until his strength

went from him and youth and hope turned

to gall and bitterness in his heart.

He never afterwards could tell how he

lived through the following Sunday or

how he taught school as usual on Monday.

He found out how much a man may suffer

and yet go on living and working. His

body seemed to him an automaton that

moved and spoke mechanically, while his

tortured spirit, pent-up within, endured

pain that left its impress on him for ever.
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Out of that fiery furnace of agony Eric

Marshall was to go forth a man who had

put boyhood behind him for ever and

looked out on life with eyes that saw into

it and beyond.

On Tuesday afternoon there was a fu-

neral in the district and, according to cus-

tom, the school was closed. Eric went

again to the old orchard. He had no ex-

pectation of seeing Kilmeny there, for he

thought she would avoid the spot lest she

might meet him. But he could not keep

away from it, although the thought of it

was an added torment, and he vibrated

between a wild wish that he might never

see it again, and a sick wonder how he

could possibly go away and leave it—that

strange old orchard where he had met and

wooed his sweetheart, watching her de-

velop and blossom under his eyes, like

some rare flower, until in the space of

three short months she had passed from

exquisite childhood into still more exqui-

site womanhood.
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I

As he crossed the pasture field before

the spruce wood he came upon Neil Gror-

don, building a longer fence. Neil did not

look up as Eric passed, but sullenly went

on driving poles. Before this Eric had

pitied Neil; now he was conscious of

feeling sympathy with him. Had Neil

suffered as he was suffering? Eric had

entered into a new fellowship whereof the

passport was pain.

The orchard was very silent and dreamy

in the thick, deep tinted sunshine of the

September afternoon, a sunshine which

seemed to possess the power of extracting

the very essence of all the odours which

summer has stored up in wood and field.

There were few flowers now; most of the

lilies, which had queened it so bravely

along the central path a few days before,

were withered. The grass had become

ragged and sere and unkempt. But in the

corners the torches of the goldenrod were

kindling and a few misty purple asters

nodded here and there. The orchard kept
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its own strange attractiveness, as some

women with youth long passed still pre-

serve an atmosphere of remembered

beauty and innate, indestructible charm.

Eric walked drearily and carelessly

about it, and finally sat down on a half

fallen fence panel in the shadow of the

overhanging spruce boughs. There he

gave himself up to a reverie, poignant and

bitter sweet, in which he lived over again

everything that had passed in the orchard

since his first meeting there with Kil-

meny.

So deep was his abstraction, that he was
conscious of nothing around him. He did

not hear stealthy footsteps behind him in

the dim spruce wood. He did not even

see Kilmeny as she came slowly around

the curve of the wild cherry lane.

Kilmeny had sought the old orchard for

the healing of her heartbreak, if healing

were possible for her. She had no fear

of encountering Eric there at that time of

the day, for she did not know that it was
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the district custom to close the school for

a funeral. She would never have gone to

it in the evening, but she longed for it con-

tinually; it, and her memories, were all

that was left her now.

Years seemed to have passed over the

girl in those few days. She had drunk of

paiQ and broken bread with sorrow. Her
face was pale and strained, with bluish,

transparent shadows under her large

wistful eyes, out of which the dream and

laughter of girlhood had gone, but into

which had come the potent charm of grief

and patience. Thomas Gordon had

shaken his head bodingly when he had

looked at her that morning at the break-

fast table.

^* She won't stand it," he thought.
** She isn't long for this world. Maybe
it is all for the best, poor lass. But I

wish that young Master had never set foot

in the Connors orchard, or in this house.

Margaret, Margaret, it's hard that your

child should have to be paying the reckon-
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ing of a sin that was sinned before her

birth/'

Kilmeny walked through the lane

slowly and absently like a woman in a

dream. When she came to the gap in the

fence where the lane ran into the orchard

she lifted her wan, drooping face and saw
Eric, sitting in the shadow of the wood at

the other side of the orchard with his

bowed head in his hands. She stopped

quickly and the blood rushed wildly over

her face.

The next moment it ebbed, leaving her

white as marble. Horror filled her eyes,

—blank, deadly horror, as the livid

shadow of a cloud might fill two blue

pools.

Behind Eric Neil Gordon was standing

tense, crouched, murderous. Even at that

distance Kilmeny saw the look on his face,

saw what he held in his hand, and real-

ized in one agonized flash of comprehen-

sion what it meant.

All this photographed itself in her brain
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in an instant. She knew that by the time

she could run across the orchard to warn
Eric by a touch it would be too late. Yet

she must warn him—she w«^5^—she

MUST! A mighty surge of desire

seemed to rise up within her and over-

whelm her like a wave of the sea,—

a

surge that swept everything before it in

an irresistible flood. As Neil Gordon
swiftly and vindictively, with the face of

a demon, lifted the axe he held in his

hand, Kllmeny sprang forward through

the gap.
** Eric^ Eric, look behind you—look he-

hind you! "

Eric started up, confused, bewildered,

as the voice came shrieking across the or-

chard. He did not in the least realize that

it was Kilmeny who had called to him,

but he instinctively obeyed the command.

He wheeled around and saw Neil Gor-

don, who was looking, not at him, but past

him at Kilmeny. The Italian boy's face

was ashen and his eyes were filled with
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terror and incredulity, as if he had been

checked in his murderous purpose by

some supernatural interposition. The

axe, lying at his feet where he had

dropped it in his unutterable consterna-

tion on hearing Kilmeny 's cry, told the

whole tale. But before Eric could uttei

a word Neil turned, with a cry more like

that of an animal than a human being, and

fled like a himted creature into the shadow

of the spruce wood.

A moment later Kilmeny, her lovely

face dewed with tears and sunned ovei

with smiles, flung herself on Eric 's breast.

" Oh, Eric, I can speak,—I can speak!

Oh, it is so wonderful I Eric, I love you—
I love you! '^
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NEIL GORDON SOLVES HIS OWN PROBLEM

" T"T is a miracle! " said Thomas Gor-

I
don in an awed tone.

It was the first time he had spoken

since Eric and Kihneny had rushed in,

hand in hand, like two children intoxi-

cated with joy and wonder, and gasped

out their story together to him and Janet.

" Oh, no, it is very wonderful, but it is

not a miracle, '' said Eric. ^' David told

me it might happen. I had no hope that

it would. He could explain it all to you

if he were here.'*

Thomas Gordon shook his head. " I

doubt if he could. Master—he, or any one

else. It is near enough to a miracle for

me. Let us thank God reverently and

humbly that he has seen fit to remove his

curse from the innocent. Your doctors

may explain it as they like, lad, but I'm
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thinking they won't get much nearer to it

than that. It is awesome, that is what it

is. Janet, woman, I feel as if I were in

a dream. Can Kilmeny really speak? "

** Indeed I can. Uncle," said Kilmeny,

with a rapturous glance at Eric. *' Oh, I

don't know how it came to me—I felt that

I must speak—and I did. And it is so

easy now— it seems to me as if I could

always have done it."

She spoke naturally and easily. The

only difficulty which she seemed to expe-

rience was in the proper modulation of

her voice. Occasionally she pitched it too

high— again, too low. But it was evident

that she would soon acquire perfect con-

trol of it. It was a beautiful voice—very

clear and soft and musical.

" Oh, I am so glad that the first word

I said was your name, dearest," she mur-

mured to Eric.

''What about Neil?'* asked Thomas
Gordon gravely, rousing himself with an

effort from his abstraction of wonder.
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** What are we to do with him when he

returns'? In one way this is a sad busi-

ness."

Eric had ahnost forgotten about Neil in

his overwhelming amazement and joy.

The realization of his escape from sudden

and violent death had not yet had any

opportunity to take possession of his

thoughts.
^' We must forgive him, Mr. Gordon. I

know how I should feel towards a man
who took Kilmeny from me. It vvas an

evil impulse to which he gave way in his

suffering—and think of the good which

has resulted from it."

** That is true, Master, but it does not

alter the terrible fact that the boy had

murder in his heart,—that he would have

killed you. An over-ruling Providence

has saved him from the actual commission

of the crime and brought good out of evil;

but he is guilty in thought and purpose.

And we have cared for him and instructed

him as our own—with all his faults we
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have loved him! It is a hard thing, and

I do not see what we are to do. We can-

not act as if nothing had happened. We
can never trust him again.'* -

But Neil Gordon solved the problem

himself. When Eric returned that night

he found old Robert Williamson in the

pantry regaling himself with a lunch of

bread and cheese after a trip to the sta-

tion. Timothy sat on the dresser in black

velvet state and gravely addressed him-

self to the disposal of various tid-bits that

came his way.
** Good night, Master. Glad to see

you're looking more like yourself. I told

the wife it was only a lover's quarrel most

like. She'sbeen worrying about you; but

she didn't like to ask you what was the

trouble. She ain't one of them unfortu-

nate folks who can't be happy athout

they're everlasting poking their noses

into other people's business. But what

kind of a rumpus was kicked up at the

Gordon place, to-night. Master? "
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Eric looked amazed. What could Rob-

ert Williamson have heard so soon?
" What do you mean? " he asked.

<* Why, us folks at the station knew
there must have been a to-do of some kind

when Neil Gordon went off on the harvest

excursion the way he did."
'* Neil gone! On the harvest excur-

sion! " exclaimed Eric.

^* Yes, sir. You know this was the

night the excursion train left. They cross

on the boat to-night— special trip. There

was a dozen or so fellows from hereabouts

went. We was all standing around chat-

ting when Lincoln Frame drove up full

speed and Neil jumped out of his rig.

Just bolted into the office, got his ticket

and out again, and on to the train without

a word to any one, and as black looking

as the Old Scratch himself. We was all

too surprised to speak till he was gone.

Lincoln couldn't give us much informa-

tion. He said Neil had rushed up to their

place about dark, looking as if the con-
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stable was after him, and offered to sell

that black filly of his to Lincoln for sixty

dollars if Lincoln would drive him to the

station in time to catch the excursion

train. The filly was Neil's own, and Lin-

coln had been wanting to buy her but

Neil would never hear to it afore. Lincoln

jumped at the chance. Neil had brought

the filly with him, and Lincoln hitched

right up and took him to the station.

Neil hadn't no luggage of any kind and

wouldn't open his mouth the whole way
up, Lincoln says. We concluded him and

old Thomas must have had a row. D'ye

know anything about it? Or was you so

wrapped up in sweethearting that you
didn't hear or see nothing else? "

Eric reflected rapidly. He was greatly

relieved to find that Neil had gone. He
would never return and this was best for

all concerned. Old Robert must be told

a part of the truth at least, since it would

soon become known that Kilmeny could

speak.
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'* There was some trouble at the Gor-

don place to-night, Mr. Williamson," he

said quietly. ** Neil Gordon behaved

rather badly and frightened Kilmeny ter-

ribly,—so terribly that a very surprising

tiling has happened. She has found her-

self able to speak, and can speak per-

fectly."

Old Robert laid down the piece of

cheese he was conveying to his mouth on

the point of a knife and stared at Eric in

blank amazement.
" God bless my soul. Master, what an

extraordinary thing! " he ejaculated.

" Are you in earnest? Or are you trying

to see how much of a fool you can make
of the old man? "

" No, Mr. Williamson, I assure you it

is no more than the simple truth. Dr.

Baker told me that a shock might cure

her,—and it has. As for Neil, he has gone,

no doubt for good, and I think it well that

he has."

Not caring to discuss the matter
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further, Eric left the kitchen. But as he

mounted the stairs to his room he heard

old Robert muttering, like a man in hope-

less bewilderment,
" Well, I never heard anything like this

in all my bom days—never—never. Tim-

othy, did you ever hear the like? Them
Gordons are an unaccountable lot and no

mistake. They couldn't act like other

people if they tried. I must wake mother

up and tell her about this, or I'll never be

able to sleep."
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CHAPTER XrX

VICTOR FROM VANQUISHED ISSUES

NOW that everything was settled

Eric wished to give up teaching

and go back to his own place.

True, he had ** signed papers '* to teach

the school for a year; but he knew that

the trustees would let him off if he pro-

cured a suitable substitute. He resolved

to teach until the fall vacation, which

came in October, and then go. Kilmeny

had promised that their marriage should

take place in the following spring. Eric

had pleaded for an earlier date, but Kil-

meny was sweetly resolute, and Thomas
and Janet agreed with her.

" There are so many things that I must

learn yet before I shall be ready to be

married,'' Kilmeny had said. ** And I

want to get accustomed to seeing people.

I feel a little frightened yet whenever I
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see any one I don't know, although I

don't think I show it. I am going to

church with Uncle and Aunt after this,

and to the Missionary Society meetings.

And Uncle Thomas says that he will send

me to a boarding school in town this win-

ter if you think it advisable."

Eric vetoed this promptly. The idea of

Kilmeny in a boarding school was some-

thing that could not be thought about

without laughter.

" I can't see why she can't learn all she

needs to learn after she is married to me,

just as well as before," he grumbled to

her uncle and aunt.

*^ But we want to keep her with us for

another winter yet," explained Thomas

Gordon patiently. ** We are going to miss

her terrible when she does go. Master.

She has never been away from us for a

day— she is all the brightness there is in

our lives. It is very kind of you to say

that she can come home whenever she

likes, but there will be a great difference.
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She will belong to your world and not to

ours. That is for the best—and we
wouldn't have it otherwise. But let us

keep her as our own for this one winter

yet.''

Eric yielded with the best grace he

could muster. After all, he reflected,

Lindsay was not so far from Queenslea,

and there were such things as boats and

trains.

^^ Have you told your father about all

this yet? " asked Janet anxiously.

No^ he had not. But he went home and

wrote a full account of his summer to old

Mr. Marshall that night.

Mr. Marshall, Senior, answered the let-

ter in person. A few days later, Eric,

coming home from school, found his father

sitting in Mrs. Williamson's prim, fleck-

less parlour. Nothing was said about

Eric's letter, however, until after tea.

When they found themselves alone, Mr.

Marshall said abruptly,

** Eric, what about this girlf I hope
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you haven't gone and made a fool of your-

self. It sounds remarkably like it. A girl

that has been dumb all her life—a girl

with no right to her father's name—

a

country girl brought up in a place like

Lindsay! Your wife will have to fill your

mother's place,—and your mother was a

pearl among women. Do you think this

girl is worthy of it? It isn't possible!

You've been led away by a pretty face and

dairy maid freshness. I expected some

trouble out of this freak of yours coming

over here to teach school."
*^ Wait until you see Kilmeny, father,"

said Eric, smiling.

*^ Humph! That's just exactly what

David Baker said. I went straight to him

when I got your letter, for I knew that

there was some connection between it and

that mysterious visit of his over here, con-

cerning which I never could drag a word

out of him by hook or crook. And all he

said was, *' Wait until you see Kilmeny

Gordon, sir.' WeU, I will wait till I see
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her, but I shall look at her with the eyes

of sixty-five, mind you, not the eyes of

twenty-four. And if she isn't what your

wife ought to be, sir, you give her up or

paddle your own canoe. I shall not aid

or abet you in making a fool of yourself

and spoiling your life.''

Eric bit his lip, but only said quietly,

** Come with me, father. We will go to

see her now."

They went around by way of the

main road and the Gordon lane. Kil-

meny was not in when they reached the

house.

" She is up in the old orchard. Master,"

said Janet. ** She loves that place so

much she spends all her spare time there.

She likes to go there to study."

They sat down and talked awhile with

Thomas and Janet. When they left, Mr.

Marshall said,

** I like those people. If Thomas Gor-

don had been a man like Robert William-

son I shouldn't have waited to see your
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Kilmeny. But they are all right—rugged

and grim, but of good stock and pith—

native refinement and strong character.

But I must say candidly that I hope

your young lady hasn't got her aunt's

mouth."
^* Kilmeny 's mouth is like a love-song

made incarnate in sweet flesh," said Eric

enthusiastically.

^^ Humph! " said Mr. Marshall.

'^ Well," he added more tolerantly, a

moment later, *^ I was a poet, too, for six

months in my life, when I was courting

your mother."

Kilmeny was reading on the bench un-

der the lilac trees when they reached the

orchard. She stood up and came shyly

forward to meet them, guessing who the

tall, white-haired old gentleman with Eric

must be. As she approached Eric saw

with a thrill of exultation that she had

never looked lovelier. She wore a dress

of her favourite blue, simply and quaintly

made, as all her gowns were, revealing the
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perfect lines of her lithe, slender figure.

Her glossy black hair was wound about

her head in a braided coronet, against

which a spray of wild asters shone like

pale purple stars. Her face was flushed

delicately with excitement. She looked

like a young princess, crowned with a

ruddy splash of sunlight that fell through

the old trees.

*^ Father, this is Kilmeny," said Eric

proudly.

Kilmeny held out her hand with a shyly

murmured greeting. Mr. Marshall took it

and held it in his, looking so steadily and

piercingly into her face that even her

frank gaze wavered before the intensity

of his keen old eyes. Then he drew her to

him and kissed her gravely and gently on

her white forehead.

** My dear," he said, ** I am glad and

proud that you have consented to be my
son's wife—and my very dear and hon-

oured daughter.''

Eric turned abruptly away to hide his
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emotion and on his face was a light as

of one who sees a great glory widening

and deepening down the vista of his

future.

THE END.
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" This book—not one for the casual reader but one to be loved and
remembered by serious men—conveys without effort a wonderful
impression of the commanding ability, the sincere and noble ideals,

the loftiness of purpose of the Apostles."

—

Morning Leader.

MRS. GASKELL. Haunts, Homes, and Stories. By Mrs. Ellis/ H.
Chadwick. In royal Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, photogravure frontis-

piece, and 38 other illustrations. 16s. net.

" In all respects a most worthy memorial of the authoress."

—

Manchester City News.

THE COUNTESS OF HUNTINGDON AND HER CIRCLE. By Sarah
Tytler. With photogravure portrait and eight other illustrations.

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 12s. 6d. net.

" In this account of the ' Countess of Huntingdon ' ^nd some of

her distinguished friends and contemporaries. Miss Tytler has
produced a thoroughly readable book. ... Its chief value lies

perhaps in the picture it gives of life in certain aristocratic circles

in the time of Wliitefield and the Wesleys."

—

Westminster Gazette.

THE LIFE OF DANTE. By the late E. H. Plumptre, D.D., Dean of

Wells. Edited by Arthur John Butler. In fcap. Svo, lambskin
gilt, 2s. 6d. net. Also in cloth, Is. 6d. net, and paper, Is. net.
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THE FIRST GEORGE IN HANOVER AND ENGLAND. By Lewis
Melville. In two vols., demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with 18
illustrations, including tuo in photogravure, 24s. net.

" Mr. Melville makes history at once true and entertaining.
It is a piece of real history, and yet as fascinating as any novel.
Mr. Melville brings to his work some of the best powers of a novelist,

the easy narrative, the large sympathy, and dramatic touch—but
he also exercises an industry which brings before us the past as it

really happened."

—

Daily Chronicle.

GEORGE FOX'S JOURNAL. {See Dainty Volume Library, page 10.)

THE LIFE OF FROUDE. By Herbert Paul. With two photogravure
portraits. Second Edition. Revised. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, 16s. net.

" A brilliant piece of biography and vindication by one of the
most accomplished of contemporary men of letters."

—

Daily News,

IISHOP WALSHAM HOW. A Memoir. By his Son, Frederick
Douglas How. Cheap Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s.

" Extremely well done . . . altogether a book which cannot be
read without profit and encouragement."

—

Guardian.

THE LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D. By James Boswell.
Newly edited with notes by Roger Ingpen. With 568 illustrations,

including 12 photogravure plates, fully indexed. In two vols.,

crown 4to, half morocco, 21s. net. (Also in two vols., handsome
cloth gilt, 18s. net.)

" A singularly complete and attractive edition. The greatest
judgment has been sJiown in selecting pictures which should illus-

trate Johnson's period, and bring before the reader's eye the actual
features of the men and women among whom he moved. Altogether
the New ' Boswell ' is one which will be certain to secure a fresh
band of admirers for a work which will ever remain one of the
treasures of our literature."

—

Westminster Gazette.

JEORGE MACDONALD. A Biographical and Critical Appreciation,
By Joseph Johnson. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. net.

FRIDTJOF NANSEN. By Jacob B. Bull. A book for the young.
Translated from the Norwegian by the Rev. Mordaunt R.
BERNARD, one of the translators of Farthest North. Illustrated. In
crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

rUE LIFE OF NELSON. By Robert Southey. In fcap. Svo, leather
gilt, gilt top, 2s. 6d. net.
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DANIEL O'CONNELL: HIS EARLY LIFE AND JOURNAL, 1795-

1802. Edited with an introduction and explanatory notes by
Arthur Houston, LL.D., K.C. With three full-page plate

illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 12s. 6d. net.

THE LIFE OF SIR ISAAC PITMAN (Inventor of Phonography). By
Alfred Baker. In demy Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with about

50 illustrations, including photogravure and steel plates, 7s. 6d.

" The book is very well done. It gives a life-like picture of a
strenuous reformer, an original personality, an inventor to whom
every newspaper, every public body, and every great business house

owes an incalculable debt."

—

Christian World.

LIFE OF REGINALD POLE. By Martin Haile. In demy Svo,

cloth gilt, gilt top, with eight photogravures, 21s. net.

" An excellent book, based on a first-hand acquaintance with

documents, some of which are here utilised for the first time.

It gives a vivid and most faithful picture of the last Archbishop
of Canterbury who acknowledged the See of Rome."

—

Daily

Chronicle.

WILLIAM CONYNGHAM PLUNKET. By F. D. How. Fourth Baron
Plunket, and sixty-first Archbishop of Dublin. A Memoir. With
two portraits. In demy Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 16s.

A GREAT " PUNCH '

' EDITOR. Being the Life, Letters, and Diaries

of Shirley Brooks. By George Somes Layard. With eight

illustrations and 22 initial letters from Punch. In demy Svo, cloth

gilt, gilt top, 18s. net.

" It is singularly accurate, very full, put together in a most
workmanlike way, and full of things which to persons of taste are

delightful and precious."

—

British Weekly.

THE LETTERS OF PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY. Containing about
480 letters. Collected and edited by Roger Ingpen. With 42
illustrations and two photogravures. In two volumes, large

crown Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 25s. net. Hand-made paper edition

de luxe, hmited to 200 copies, half leather, large demy 8vo, 42s. net..

" Mr. Ingpen has done all that can be done to provide us with

a perfect edition of one of the most interesting series of letters ia

English literature. The edition is worthy of the magnificent

material with which it deals."

—

Daily News.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF BISHOP THOROLD. Rochester, 1877-91 ;

Winchester, 1891-95. Prelate of the most noble Order of the

Garter. New and cheap edition. By C. H. Simpkinson, M.A. Itt

crown Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 6s.
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COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHIES, ETC.

COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHIES
GREAT ASTRONOMERS. By Sir Robert Ball. Illustrated. In

demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

THE HEROIC IN MISSIONS. Pioneers in six fields. By the Rev.
A. R. Buckland, M.A. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, Is. 6d.

MODERN PAINTERS AND THEIR PAINTINGS. By Sarah Tytler.
For the use of Schools and Learners in Art. In crown 8vo, quarter
cloth gilt, 4s. 6d.

MUSICAL COMPOSERS AND THEIR WORKS. By the same Author.
For the use of Schools and Students in Music. Revised. In
crown Svo, quarter cloth gilt, 4s. 6d.

THE OLD MASTERS AND THEIR PICTURES. By the same Author.
For the use of Schools and Learners in Art. New and enlarged
edition. In crown Svo, quarter cloth gilt, 4s. 6d.

THE ORGAN AND ITS MASTERS. A short account of the most
celebrated organists of former days, and of the present time, to-
gether with a brief sketch of the development of organ con-
struction, organ music, and organ playing. By Henry C. Lahee.
In large crown Svo, cloth richly gilt, gilt top, with 14 full-page
plate illustrations. 6s. net.

MODERN COMPOSERS OF EUROPE. Being an account of the
most recent musical progress in the various European nations with
some notes on their history, and critical and biographical sketches
of the contemporary musical leaders in each country. By Arthur
Elson. In large crown Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with 24 full-page

plate illustrations. 6s. net.

PITMAN'S
DAINTY VOLUME LIBRARY

Each in fcap. Suo, limp lambskin gilt, gilt top, with Photogravure
Frontispiece, 2s. 6d. per volume net.

DANTE. THE DIVINA COMMEDIA AND CANZONIERE. Trans-
lated by the late Dean Plumptre. With Notes, Studies,
Estimates, and Life. In five volumes.

THE LIFE OF DANTE. By the same Author. In one volume.

THE TRAGEDIES OF iESCHYLOS. Translated by Dean Plumptre.
In two volumes.

THE TRAGEDIES OF SOPHOCLES. Translated by Dean Plumptre.
In two volumes.

BOSWELL'S LIFE OF JOHNSON. (Abridged.) With an Introduction
by G. K. Chesterton. In two volumes.

THE POETRY OF ROBERT BROWNING. By Stopford A. Brooke,
M.A., LL.D. In two volumes.
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DAINTY VOLUME LIBRARY jcontd.)

TENNYSON : HIS ART AND RELATION TO MODERN LIFE. By
Stopford a. Brooke, M.A., LL.D. In two volumes.

JOHN BUNYAN : HIS LIFE, TIMES AND WORK. By John Brown,
D.D. In two volumes.

JOHN WESLEY'S JOURNAL. (Abridged.) With Appreciation by the

Rt. Hon. Augustine Birrell, M.P. In two volumes.
GEORGE FOX'S JOURNAL. (Abridged.) With Introduction by Sir

W. Robertson Nicoll, M.A., LL.D. In two volumes.

NO CROSS, NO CROWN. By William Penn. With an Introduction

by J. Deane Hilton. In one vol.

CLOUGH, ARNOLD, ROSSETTI, AND MORRIS: A Study. By
Stopford A. Brooke, M.A., LL.D. In one volume, with four

illustrations, 306 pp., 3s. 6d. net.

ECCLESIOLOGY
ROODSCREENS AND ROODLOFTS. By F. Bligh Bond, F.R.I.B.A.,

and The Rev. DoM Bede Camm, O.S.B. With over 88 full-page

collotype reproductions, and upwards of 300 other beautiful

illustrations. In demy 4to, two vols., handsome cloth gilt, gilt

top, 32s. net.
" A magnificent work."— Evening Standard.

ETHNOLOGY
NATIVE LIFE IN EAST AFRICA. By Professor Karl Weule. Trans-

lated from the German with Introduction and Notes by Alice
Werner. With four maps and 196 illustrations. In royal 8vo,

cloth gilt, 12s. 6d. net.
" Of African lands, of native manners, customs and ideas, this

is the most thorough work we ever remember to have read. The
author spent six months in the Dark Continent, and has collected

in that short time a mass of very valuable information. Throughout,
the book is charmingly and interestingly illustrated. The translator

is to be sincerely congratulated on the result of her task."

—

Globe.

SERVIA AND THE SERVIANS. By M. Chedo Mijatovich. Late
Servian Minister at the Court of St. James's. In demy 8vo, cloth

gilt, gilt top, 16s. net. With 16 illustrations.
" The subject is a fascinating one, and the material here brought

together is fresh and interesting. . . . M. Mijatovich gives us a
charming picture of his own people with some gentle criticism. . . .

It is full of interest, it makes its effect by sheer simplicity of

narration. It should be read by all."

—

Morning Post.

FICTION
THE SEPARATIST. By Anon. 6s.

THE HILL OF TROUBLE. By A. C. Benson. Stories mediaeval,
mjrstical, and supernatural. 6s.

THE ISLES OF SUNSET. By A. C. Benson. 6s.
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FICTION

FICTION (contd.
)

BY WHAT AUTHORITY ? By Robert Hugh Benson. 6s.

THE LIGHT INVISIBLE. By Robert Hugh Benson. 3s. 6d.

RICHARD RAYNAL, SOLITARY. By Robert Hugh Benson. Ss. 6d.

THE KING'S ACHIEVEMENT. By Robert Hugh Benson. 6s.

THE QUEEN'S TRAGEDY. By Robert Hugh Benson. 6s.

THE SENTIMENTALISTS. By Robert Hugh Benson, fe.

A MIRROR OF SHALOTT. By Robert Hugh Benson. 6s.

LORD OF THE WORLD. By Robert Hugh Benson. 6s.

MY LORD OF ESSEX, The romantic episode of Cadiz. By Frances
M. Brookfield. With photogravure frontispiece. 6s.

A FRIAR OBSERVANT. A stirring romance of the times of Martin
Luther. By Frances M. Brookfield. 6s.

MY LADY OF AROS. A Tale of Mull and the Macleans. By
John Brandane. With coloured frontispiece. 6s.

MEN OF THE MOSS-HAGS. By S. R. Crockett. Illustrated. 6s.

WOLFVILLE. By Alfred Henry Lewis. Illustrated. 6s.

WOLFVILLE DAYS. By Alfred Lewis. Tales of life in a Western
cattle town. With Introduction by Robert Barr. 3s. 6d.

THE GOD OF HIS FATHERS. By Jack London. Tales of the

Klondyke. 6s.

THE SON OF THE WOLF. By Jack London. Tales of the Far

North. 6s.

A DAUGHTER OF THE SNOWS. By Jack London. 6s.

ANNE OF GREEN GABLES. By L. M. Montgomery. 6s.

ANNE OF AVONLEA. By the same author. Coloured frontispiece.

6s.

KILMENY OF THE ORCHARD. By the same Author. With four

coloured illustrations. 6s.

PRINCESS JOYCE. By Keighlky Snowden. 6s.

HURRICANE ISLAND. By H. B. Marriott Watson. Illustrated

Cheap Edition. 3s. 6d.

THE GLORY OF THE CONQUERED. The Story of a Great Love. By
Susan Glaspell. 6s.

MY HEART AND STEPHANIE. By R. W. Kauffman. With
coloured frontispiece. 6s.
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HISTORY
A HUNDRED YEARS OF IRISH HISTORY. By R. Barry O'Brien.
With an Introduction by John E. Redmond, M.P. In crown 8vo,

cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. net.

THE ENGLISH IN CHINA. Being an account of the Intercourse and
Relations between England and China. From the year 1600 to

the year 1843 and a summary of Later Developments. By
J. Bromley Eames, M.A., B.C.L. In demy Bvo, cloth gilt, gilt

top, with maps and illustrations. 20s. net.

OUTLINES OF THE ECONOMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A Study
in Social Development. By H. O. Meredith, M.A., M.Com.
Girdlers' Lecturer at Cambridge University. In demy Svo, cloth

gilt, Ss. net.

INNS AND TAVERNS OF OLD LONDON. Setting forth the historical

and Uterary associations of those ancient hostelries, together with
an account of the most notable coffee-houses, clubs, and pleasure

gardens of the British metropoUs. By Henry C. Shelley. In

large crown Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with coloured frontispiece and
48 other illustrations. 7s. 6d. net.

MAKERS OF NATIONAL HISTORY. Edited by w. H. Hutton,

B.D. Each volume in this series—the aim of which is to do fuller

justice to men whose Uves have not hitherto been adequately dealt

with—is in crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with a frontispiece, 3s. 6d. net.

CARDINAL BEAUFORT. By the Rev. L. B. Radford, D.D.
" Studiously impartial . , . carefully written."

—

Glasgow Herald.

VISCOUNT CASTLEREAGH. By Arthur Hassall, M.A.
" It is brilliantly written . . . exceptionally clear and vivid . . .

a book which was needed."

—

The Morning Leader.

ARCHBISHOP PARKER. By W. M. Kennedy, B.A.

" Exceedingly well conceived, clearly expressed, and compiled
with great care."

—

The Guardian.

GENERAL WOLFE. By Edward Salmon.
" A picture and an estimate of Wolfe which could not be more

complete."

—

Canada.

FRANCIS ATTERBURY, Bishop of Rochester (1662-1732). By the

Rev. H. C. Beeching, M.A., Litt.D., Canon of Westminster.

" A most delightful as well as a most valuable book."

—

Guardian.

EDWARD THE FOURTH. By Laurence Stratford, B.A.

THOMAS BECKET, Archbishop of Canterbury. By W. H.
Hutton, B.D.

Other Volumes in preparation.
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HISTORY, JEUX D 'ESPRIT, METALLURGY, ETC.

THE DISSOLUTION OF THE MONASTERIES. As illustrated by the
Suppression of the Rehgious Houses of Staffordshire. By Francis
AiDAN HiBBERT, M.A., of St. Johti's College, Cambridge, Head-
master of Denstone. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 5s. net.

KNIGHTSBRIDGE AND BELGRAVIA. Their history, topography,
and famous inhabitants. By E. Beresford Chancellor. In
super royal 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with 20 illustrations, 20s. net.

JEUX D 'ESPRIT
HUSTLED HISTORY, or THE SPRINTER'S GUIDE TO KNOWLEDGE.

By the Authors of Wisdom While You Wait. Illustrated by George
Morrow. In crown 8vo, paper covers. Is. net.

" There is rollicking fun all through the book. The humour is

Ught and fresh all through, and there are illustrations and advertise-
ments equally characteristic and amusing."

—

Times.

IF, A Nightmare in the Conditional Mood. By the same Authors.
Is. net.

We can honestly say that we have laughed over this little book
as heartily as over its predecessors."

—

Westminster Gazette.

FARTHEST FROM THE TRUTH. A Series of Dashes. By the same
Authors. Is. net.

" It rocks with merriment from stjirt to finish."

—

Daily Telegraph.

MUSICAL MONSTROSITIES. By C. L. Graves. Illustrated by
George Morrow. In crown 8vo, Is. net.

" As full of topic and point as // and Hustled History."— Pall
Mall Gazette.

METALLURGY
AUSTRALIAN MINING AND METALLURGY. By Donald Clark.

B.C.E., M.M.E. A detailed description of the Metallurgic Methods
employed in the process of Ore Treatment and Gold Recovery.
With numerous illustrations and diagrams. Royal 8vo, cloth gilt,

21s. net.

REFINING OF GOLD. By Donald Clark, B.C.E, In demy 8vo,
doth gilt, with illustrations, 12s. 6d, net.

THE METALLURGY OF TIN. By P. J. Thibault, F.C.S. (Lond.).
With numerous illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 12s. 6d. net.

NATURAL HISTORY, ETC.

litY BACKYARD ZOO. A Course of Natural History. By the late
Rev. J. C. Wood. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s.

" Really a complete course of natural history."

—

Times.
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NATURAL HISTORY (contd.)

THE A B C OF POULTRY. By E. B. Johnstone. In crown 8vo,

cloth, cheap edition, Is. net.

" A capital addition to the many books devoted to the outdoor
me."—World.

CATS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT. By Miss Frances Simpson.
Third Edition. In crown 8vo, with 25 beautifully reproduced
photographs of famous prize-winning cats. 2s. net.

" The author explains that her object has been ' to help those

who desire to combine pleasure with profit.' This aim is verj

successfully achieved."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

REPTILES OF THE WORLD. Tortoises and Turtles, CrocodiUans,

Lizards and Snakes of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres,

By Professor Raymond L. Ditmars. With frontispiece in colour,

and nearly 200 illustrations from photographs taken by the author
In royal 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top. 20s. net.

MINUTE MARVELS OF NATURE. By John J. Ward. Being som«
revelations of the microscope. Illustrated by Photo-micrographj

taken by the Author. Cheap Edition. In demy Svo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

PEEPS INTO NATURE 'S WAYS. By the same Author. Being chapterj

on insect, plant and minute life. Illustrated from photographs anc

photo-micrographs taken by the Author. Cheaper Edition. It

demy Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

MISCELLANEOUS
BODY AND SOUL. By Percy Dearmer, M.A. An Enquiry int<

the effects of Rehgion upon health with a description of Christiat

works of healing from the New Testament to the present day
In crown Svo, cloth gilt, 6s. net.

CLERICAL HUMOUR OF OLDEN TIME. By F. D. How. Beinj

Sketches of some clerical humorists between the Twelfth and th<

Eighteenth Centuries. In large crown Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, witl

frontispiece, 6s. net.

COMMON COMMODITIES OF COMMERCE. A new series abou
some of our commonest commodities of commerce ; each handbool

is dealt with by an expert writer. Beginning with the Ufe histor]

of the plant, or other natural product, he follows its developmen
until it becomes a commercial commodity, and so on through th(

various phases of its sale in the market and its purchase by th(

consumer. Each is in crown Svo, cloth, about 120 pp., witl

map, coloured frontispiece, chart and illustrations. Is. 6d. net

Tea, from Grower to Consumer, by Alexander Ibbetson. Coffee

from Grower to Consumer, by B. B. Keable. Cotton, by R. J

Peake. Oil, Animal, Vegetable, Essential and Mineral, b]

C. AinsWORTH Mitchell ; and Sugar—Cane and Beet, by Geo
Martineau, C.B.

Other Volumes in preparation.
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MISCELLANEOUS

DICTIONARY OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS. With
equivalents in French, German, and Spanish. By J. A. Slater,
B.A., LL.B. (Second Edition, Revised.) In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

163 pp., 2s. 6d.

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL LIFE. By the Rev. J. Wilson Harper,
D.D. In crown 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. net. An attempt to show that
the goal of education is social service.

HOME GYMNASTICS FOR OLD AND YOUNG. By T. J. Hartelius,
M.D. Translated and adapted from the Swedish by C. Lofving.
With 31 illustrations. Fifth Edition, revised. With a prefatory
note by Arthur A. Beale, M.B. In stiff boards. Is. 6d.

HOW TO CHOOSE A HOUSE. How to Take and Keep it. By
Charles Emanuel, M.A., and E. M. Joseph, A.R.I.B.A. In crown
8vo, cloth, with illustrations. Cheap edition. Is. net,

" This book seems to us to contain well nigh all the information
that a person desiring to acquire a property could desire."

—

Record.

HYPNOTISM AND SUGGESTION. In Daily Life, Education, and
Medical Practice. By Bernard Hollander, M.D. In crown Svo,

cloth gilt, 6s. net,

^ " We specially welcome the book before us. It is the work of

a man of established reputation, who has devoted himself for years
to the subject, and whose aim is to tell the English-speaking world
what Hypnotism really is, what it can do, and to what conclusions
it seems to point. It is written in a thoroughly scientific spirit.

No fact is shirked, and no evidence is either suppressed or rated
above its real value."

—

Globe.

IN WIND AND WILD. By Eric Parker. In crown Svo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, silk register, 5s. net.

" A collection of ' Nature ' Essays which have a singularly varied
charm, and an almost invariable distinction."

—

Evening Standard.

LAY SERMONS FROM "THE SPECTATOR." By M. C. E. With
an Introduction by J. St. Loe Strachey. In crown Svo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, silk register, 5s. net.

1 LIGHTER MOMENTS. From the note-book of Bishop Walsham How.
Edited by his son, Frederick Douglas How, In small crown Svo,

cloth gilt, gilt top, 2s. 6d.
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LIGHTER STUDIES OF A COUNTRY RECTOR. By the Rev. John
Vaughan, M.A., Canon of Winchester. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt

gilt top, silk register, 5s. net.

" Studies of men, birds, flowers, and places thoughtful and
descriptive, informing and pleasant."

—

Bookman.

MODERNISM. A Kecord and Review. By the Rev. A. Leslii
LiLLEY, M.A. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s. net.

"Mr. Lilley is admirably suited, both by knowledge and sympathy,
to be the medium through which the modernist position may be

made known to the English pubUc."— Church Times.

ON LIFE'S THRESHOLD : Talks to Young People on Character and
Conduct. By Pastor Charles Wagner. Translated by Edna St.

John. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d.

ON THE QUEEN'S ERRANDS. By Captain Philip Wvnter, Id

demy Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 10s. 6d. net.

" His varied experiences as a Queen's messenger on foreign
service are recounted with an unfailing vivacity, and with a UberaJ
infusion of good stories."

—

World.

PITMAN 'S PUBLIC MAN 'S GUIDE. A Handbook for all who take an
interest in questions of the day. Edited by J. A. Slater, B.A.,
LL.B. (Lond.). In crown Svo, cloth gilt, 442 pp., 3s. 6d. net.

SELECTIONS FROM THE WORKS OF BISHOP THOROLD. With a
Portrait. Preface by the Most Hon. and Most Rev. Randall
Davidson, Lord Archbishop of Canterbury. In crown Svo, cloth
gilt, gilt top, 5s.

THE BOOK OF THE CHILD. An Attempt to Set Down what is in the
Mind of Children. By Frederick Douglas How. In foolscap Svo,
leather, with dainty cover design, gilt corners, 3s. 6d. net ; cloth

2s. net.

" A subtle analysis of the child-mind enlivened with pleasing
stories. Parents will do well to consult these entertaining pages."—Madame.

THE INNER LIFE OF THE NAVY. Being an Account of the Social

Life of the Navy as seen below deck. By Lionel Yexley (Editor of

The Fleet). With 16 illustrations. In demy Svo, cloth gilt, gilt

top, 10s. 6d. net.

" Mr. Yexley writes with an easy straightforward style. We
read him as we listen to a good after-dinner speaker, with delightful

and eager attention."

—

Morning Leader.
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE PERSIAN PROBLEM. By H. J. Whigham. With maps and
illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 12s. 6d.

THE SIMPLE LIFE. By Pastor Charles Wagner. Translated from
the French by Mary Louise Hendee. With an Introduction and
Biographical sketch by Grace King. In foolscap 8vo, cloth gilt.

Is. 6d. net. New Edition. Also in paper covers at 6d. net.

THE SPRING OF THE DAY. Spiritual Analogies from the Things of

Natvire. By the late Hugh Macmillan, D.D., LL.D. In crown
8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net,

" Luminous in a high degree, filled with matter for children's,

addresses, and equally sure to prove instructive to persons of

mature years."— Christian.

THE CLOCK OF NATURE. By the late Hugh Macmillan, D.D.,
LL.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

An attempt to bring out the wise lessons which the objects of

Nature teach, and to illustrate the spiritual revelation of God in

Christ by the revelation of God in Nature.

THE POETRY OF PLANTS. By the late Hugh Macmillan. D.D.,
LL.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

A collection of popular studies, showing the many points of

beauty and interest about some of the commonest of our trees and
wild flowers.

" A delightful book . .
."— Church Times.

THE SOCIAL RESULTS OF EARLY CHRISTIANITY. By C. Schmidt.
Translated by Mrs. Thorpe. With Preliminary Essay by R. W..

Dale, LL.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.
" An easy book to read, and the educated layman will find it

full of vital interest, while the more exacting student will have the^

further satisfaction of being provided with full and precise references

to the original authorities, in which many startling assertions are

made."

—

Nottingham Daily Express.

PITMAN'S STUDIES IN ELOCUTION. A guide to the theory and
practice of the art of public speaking and reciting, with over 100
selections for Reciters and Readers. By E. M. Corbould (Mrs.

Mark Robinson). In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, silk register,

2s. 6d. net.

" This treasury of prose and verse will appeal to all who cultivate

the art of elocution or appreciate a choice store of literary gems.
We welcome it as a companion and give it a place beside our already
well known friends, ' Bell's Elocutionist ' and ' Chambers's Reciter.'

'"

—Educational News.
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PITMAN'S CATALOGUE OF GENERAL LITERATURE

PITMAN -S WHERE TO LOOK. An Easy Guide to Books of Reference.
In crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. net. Third Edition. Revised and aug-
mented, and including a list of the principal Continental and
American books of reference with a note of their contents.

JRUBBER AND THE RUBBER MARKET. Being an account of the
Present State and Prospects of the Rubber Share Markets. By
Emil Davies. With a History and Description of the Rubber
Plant. Reprinted from "The World's Commercial Products."
Edited by W. G. Freeman, B.Sc, F.L.S., and S. E. Chandler.
p.Sc, F.L.S. In crown 8vo, stout paper cover, with illustrations,
6d. net.

THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS. A Descriptive Account
of the Economic Plants of the World and of their Commercial Uses.
By W. G. Freeman, B.Sc, F.L.S., and S. E. Chandler. D.Sc,
F.L.S. With contributions by T. A. Henry, D.Sc, F.C.S., C. E.
Jones, B.Sc. F.L.S., and E. H. Wilson. With 420 illustrations
from photographs and 12 coloured plates and 10 maps. In demy
4to. cloth gilt, gilt top, 10s. 6d. net.

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE TEACHING OF MODERN SUBJECTS
IN ENGLAND. By Foster Watson, M.A. (Professor of Education
in the University College of Wales ; Aberystwyth). In crown 8vo,
cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

POETRY, CRITICISM, & LITERARY HISTORY
THE POETRY OF ROBERT BROWNING. By Stopford A. Brooke.

Original issue. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 10s. 6d.
" The most satisfactory and stimulating criticism of the poet yet

published."

—

Times.

(See also Dainty Volume Library page 9.)

TENNYSON : HIS ART AND RELATION TO MODERN LIFE. By
the same Author. Original issue. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d.

" Will make a strong appeal to all lovers of our great Laureate."

—

Quarterly Review.

{See also Dainty Volume Library, page 10.)

A STUDY OF CLOUGH, ARNOLD, ROSSETTI, AND MORRIS. With
an Introduction on the Course of Poetry from 1822 to 1852. By
the same Author. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s. net.

" The book is a brilhant and remarkable study .... worthy
—and we can give it no higher praise—to stand side by side with
the aids to interpretation from the same vivid and picturesque pens
of the vanished masters who gave us, in the one case. In Memoriam
and Idylls of the King, and, in the other. The Ring and the Book
and Dramatic Lyrics."—Standard.

{See also Dainty Volume Library, page 10).
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POETRY, CRITICISM, ETC.

THE POEMS OF JAMES HOGG. The Ettrick Shepherd. Selected
and edited, with an introduction, by William Wallace, LL.D.
With photogravure portrait frontispiece. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, 5s.

" This admirable new edition."

—

Glasgow Evening News.

WITH THE WILD GEESE. Songs of Irish Exile and Lament. By
Emily Lawless. With an Introduction by Stopford A. Brooke.
In square 8vo, cloth gilt, 4s. 6d. net.

[MODERN FRENCH LITERATURE. By B. W. Wells, Ph.D. In
crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 520 pp. 6s. net.

lA SHORT HISTORY OF GREEK LITERATURE. From Homer to

Julian. By Wilmer Cave Wright, Ph.D., late of Girton College,

Cambridge. In crown Svo, cloth gilt, 544 pp. 6s. net.

GREEK INFLUENCE ON ENGLISH POETRY. By the late Professor

John Churton Collins. Edited with Introduction, by Professor
M. Macmillan. In crown Svo, cloth gilt, with frontispiece portrait.

3s. 6d. net.

" It is healthy and stimulating. No one could read these pages
without catching something of Churton CoUins's own enthusiasm
for the great literatures of the two greatest of languages.
This book, like his other writings, bears the stamp of his fresh,

progressive, and independent scholarship."

—

Daily Chronicle.

POLITICS, ETC.

OLD-AGE PENSIONS : Are they Desirable and Practicable ? By
Frederick Rogers and Frederick Millar. In crown Svo, cloth

2s. 6d. net.

ALIEN IMMIGRATION : Should Restrictions be Imposed ? By
Frederick Bradshaw, M.A., and Charles Emanuel, M.A. In
crown Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN ENGLAND : A Scheme for Providing and
Securing Religious Liberty in England and Wales. By J. Fovargue
Bradley. With Introductions by the Rev. Dugald Macfadyen,
M.A., and the Rev. T. A. Lacey. In demy Svo, Is. net.

NONCONFORMITY AND POLITICS. By a Nonconformist Minister.
In crown Svo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

" It is in every way a serious and notable work."

—

Daily News.
" One of the best and most impressive volumes of controversy

that has been issued for some years ... a noble protest, nobly
achieved . . .

."

—

Methodist Recorder.
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PITMAN'S CATALOGUE OF GENERAL LITERATURE

SCIENCE
GREAT ASTRONOMERS. By Sir Robert Ball. D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.

With numerous full-page and other illustrations. In demy 8vo
cloth gilt, gilt top. 3s. 6d. net.

" Sir Robert Ball's gifts as a narrator are very great. He is. of
course, a master of his subject. . . . The most earth-bound mortal
who opens this book must go on with it."

—

Daily Chronicle.

IN STARRY REALMS. By the same Author. The Wonders of the
Heavens. With numerous full-page and other illustrations. In
demy 8vo. cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

" The style of popular exposition adopted throughout is indeed
admirable, the illustrations are excellent, the binding is tasteful,
and the print good."

—

Saturday Review.

IN THE HIGH HEAVENS. By the same Author. A popular account
of recent interesting astronomical events and phenomena, with
numerous full-page and other illustrations. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt
gilt top. 3s. 6d. net.

" It has." says The Scotsman, " the freshest knowledge and the
best scientific thought."

ASTRONOMY FOR EVERYBODY. By Professor Simon Newcombe.
LL.D. With an Introduction by Sir Robert Ball. Illustrated.A popular exposition of the wonders of the Heavens. In demy Svo
cloth gilt, gilt top. 3s. 6d. net.

BY LAND AND SKY. By the Rev. John M. Bacon. M.A.. F.R.A.S.
The Record of a Balloonist. With four illustrations. In demy
Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top. 3s. 6d. net.

SOCIOLOGY
SOCIALISM. By Professor Robert Flint. LL.D. New, Revised and

Cheaper Edition. In demy Svo, cloth gilt. 6s. net.
" A new. revised and cheaper edition of Professor Flint's masterly i

study will be generally welcomed. The revision has been carefully ]

carried out. but the original text has been as far as possible pre-
served. References show that the additional notes are well up
to date."

—

Daily Mail.

THE PEOPLE OF THE ABYSS. By Jack London. A study of the
social and economic conditions of hfe in the East End of London,
By the author of The Call of the Wild. With 24 illustrations from
actual photographs. In crown Svo. cloth gilt, 6s.

''.
. . Mr. Jack London, who is already known to the British

pubhc as a fine descriptive writer, has done for the East End of
London what he did for the Klondyke—has described it fully and
faithfully, looking at it as intimately as dispassionately."—DaiVy
Chronicle.
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SOCIOLOGY, TRAVEL, TOPOGRAPHY, ETC.

WHAT IS SOCIALISM ? By " Scotsburn." An attempt to examine
the principles and policy propounded by the advocates of Socialism.
In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d.

TRAVEL, TOPOGRAPHY, AND SPORT
THE ADVENTURER IN SPAIN. By S. R. Crockett. With 162

illustrations by Gordon Browne and from photographs taken by
the Author. In large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s.

AROUND AFGHANISTAN. By Major de Bouillane de Lacoste.
Translated from the French by J. G. Anderson. With five maps
and 113 illustrations. In super royal 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top,
10s. 6d. net.

" This beautifully illustrated book of travels takes the reader
through Persia, to Yarkand, and other famous cities of Turkestan,
including Samarkand, with its majestic tomb of Tamerlane. A
valuable photographic record of little-trodden regions."

—

Evening
Standard.

CASTLES AND CHATEAUX OF OLD TOURAINE and the Loire
Country. By Francis Miltoun and Blanche McManus. With
seventy illustrations reproduced from paintings made on the spot,
and maps, plans, etc. In large crown Svo, cloth richly gilt, gilt top,
7s. 6d. net.

" One of the most delightful travel books that we have come
across for some time."

—

Country Life.

CASTLES AND CHATEAUX OF OLD NAVARRE and the Basque
Provinces. By the same Authors. With 63 illustrations (some in
colour), maps, plans, etc. In large crown Svo, cloth riclily gilt,

gilt top, 7s. 6d. net.

" The book is well worth reading, not merely as a travel handbook,
but for its sympathetic, social and historical review of a very
interesting section of the French people."

—

Irish Times.

CASTLES AND CHATEAUX OF OLD BURGUNDY and the Border
Provinces. By the same Authors. With 59 illustrations (some in
colour), maps, plans, etc. In large crown Svo, cloth richly gilt,

gilt top, 7s. 6d. net.

" Their new volume strikes the reader as the most readable and
most instructive they have yet given us."

—

Nottingham Guardian.

IN THE LAND OF MOSQUES AND MINARETS. By the same Authors.
With 75 illustrations, in colour and black and white, maps, plans,
etc. In large crown Svo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with cover of charming
design, 7s. 6d. net.

" A comprehensive account of Morocco, Algiers, and Tunis, ami
of Mussulman government, reHgion, art, culture, and Frencli
influence. Picturesquely illustrated."

—

Times.
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Countries and Peoples Series

ITALY OF THE ITALIANS. By Helen Zimmern. In imperial 16mocloth gilt, gilt top, with 31 full-page illustrations, 65. net.

" The knowledge and judgment displayed in the volume are truhastounding, and the labour the author has expended on it has madi

to the student of modern times."—Z)aj7y Telegraph.

FRANCE OF THE FRENCH. By E. Harrison Barker. In imperial16mo. cloth gilt, gilt top. with 32 full-page illustrations, 6s. net

J\t ^^°^
°K ^^""^^f

information concerning the Ufe and geniua

Fr.nr. C
^""""^^ ^'^^. "'P'"'^^ reference to contemporaryFrance. Covers every phase of French intellectual life-architecture

players, science, and invention, etc.— Times.

SPAIN OF THE SPANISH. By Mrs. Villiers-Wardell. In imperial16mo. cloth gilt, gilt top, with 32 illustrations, 6s. net.
'""P^"^

orlryd*^^n^'"^t"'°'\*^u°
^^^ P^S"" "^^ h^s collected a mass ofIordered information which must be simply invaluable to any onel

Nnwh^J. 1

'° ^T '^^ ^^'*^ °^ Spanish life at the present-day'Nowhere else, so far as we are aware, can a more complete and yet

G^fue
^*'''°"''* °'°'^^^° ^P^^" ^^ found.''- Pa// Malf

SWITZERLAND OF THE SWISS. By Frank Webb. With 30full-^page plate illustrations. In imperial 16mo, cloth gilt, gilt top.

Jl^''^ ^f^'!
account of that unknown country is intimatefaithful and interesting. It is an attempt to convey a real know

Marling LII^k""^
People-an admirably successful attempt."-

GERMANY OF THE GERMANS. By Robert M Berry In

iKsior^. .t.""
«"'• ^"' '"' »•""

^' '-p"ep.-

•^f
".^''^^"y so abundantly proves his abiHty to write of ' Germanyot the Germans in an able and informing fashion that his bookmay be commended to the serious notice of British Germanophobes

tlS'tfr^''°P'"^'- "^"^Yl"'
^^^^ ^^ *° ''^'^ «° fa^ a^ ^an be donewithin the scope of a single handy volume, particulars of all aspectsof hfe as hved in Germany to-day."—Z)«i7y Telegraph.

*** Other Volumes in this Series in preparation
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TRAVEL, TOPOGRAPHY, AND SPORT

TRAVEL, TOPOGRAPHY, AND SPORT jcontd.)

The " All Red " Series.

Each volume is in demy 8vo, cloth gilt, red edges, with 16 full-page

plate illustrations, maps, etc., 7s. 6d. net.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. By the Hon. Bernhari>
RiNGROSE Wise (formerly Attorney-General of New South Wales)

" The ' All Red ' Series should become known as the Well-Read
Series within a short space of time. Nobody is better qualified to
write of AustraUa than the late Attorney-General of New South
Wales, who knows the country intimately and writes of it with
enthusiasm. It is one of the best accounts of the Island Continent
that has yet been pubUshed. We desire to give a hearty welcome
to this series."

—

Globe.

THE DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND. By Sir Arthur P. Douglas.
Bt., formerly Under-Secretary for Defence, New Zealand, and
previously a Lieutenant, R.N.

" Those who have failed to find romance in the history of the
British Empire should read The Dominion of New Zealand. Sir

Arthur Douglas contrives to present in the 444 pages of his book an
admirable account of Ufe in New Zealand and an impartial summary
of her development up to the present time. It is a most alluring

picture that one conjures up after reading it."

—

Standard.

Other volumes in preparation.

THREE YEARS' SPORT IN MOZAMBIQUE. By W. Vasse. Trans-
lated from the French by R. Lydekker, F.R.S., and H. M.
Lydekker. With 80 illustrations. In super royal Svo, cloth gilt,

8s. 6d. net.

" The book is full of movement, adventure, and sensational
incidents, and should fascinate those who love a plain tale of
travel and all the excitements which await the intrepid huntsman."—Daily News.

SERVIA AND THE SERVIANS. (See page 10.)

NATIVE LIFE IN EAST AFRICA. (See page 10.)

THE ENGLISH IN CHINA. (See page 12.)
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CATALOGUES, ETC.

Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., have pleasure in calling attention to
the following Catalogues of Books published by them. They will be
pleased to send on application any of these Catalogues, all of which

have been brought up to date.

(B] PITMAN'S COMMERCIAL SERIES. A list of Books suitable for
use in Evening Schools and Classes and for Reference in Business
Houses. 40 pp.

ID] PITMAN'S EDUCATIONAL BOOKS (Primary). 44 pp.

E] PITMAN'S LIST FOR INFANT SCHOOLS. Books for the Child
and the Teacher. Illustrated. 20 pp. with Supplement.

IF] SOME TEXT-BOOKS specially adapted for Evening and Com-
mercial Schools, Illustrated. 48 pp.

[G] PITMAN'S BUSINESS HANDBOOKS. 16 pp.

[H] PITMAN'S SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING, STATIONERY AND
COMMERCIAL LANGUAGES CATALOGUE, 40 pp.

fN] A CATALOGUE OF THEOLOGICAL AND RELIGIOUS
LITERATURE, 16 pp.

PERIODICALS
i

1

Pitman's Journal
; Pitman's Shorthand Weekly

; The'
Teacher

; The Magazine of Commerce ; The Bookshelf •

The Success Ladder; The Postage Stamp; United
Empire; Pitman's Commercial Teacher's Magazine-
ETC, ETC.

'

Specimens on Application (except " United Empire.")

Any who may happen to be in the neighbourhood of St. Paul's
Cathedral are cordially invited to visit Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons' Show
Room, at 14 Warwick Lane, where their publications may be examined
at leisure.

Sif Isaac Piittuu, & Sons, Ltd., London, Bath, and Sew York.
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